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ABSTRACT

.

This guide contains.doncept-based.activities in
economicsfar use rith students in grades one through three.: One.
component of a tlio-part publication, the guide demonstrates how the
conceptual structure of the economics discipline' presented in the
first publication (BD,148 648) can be used to help students at the
priaarycgrade level make more effective economic decisions. By using
these. activities, teachers will be able to'strengthen the elementary
social studies textbook's treatment of economic content and introduce
Ciiildeen to a number of releiant and important ideas which these
texts` omit-., The economic content is expressed in4.the form.of-sii.
economic generalizations, each of which focuses -on two or three
economic concepts' and on: important _relationships among these
concepts. The concepts alclud(scartityi"cloice making, opportunity
cos, Spedializatift, and division of labor. The activities are many
411d,reried and involve students in"playffig games, listing.examples,
-learning-to discriminate between sensible and crazy sentences,
setting up stores in the classrobm, classifying'pidtures'of goods and
services, and analyzing and liscussing pictures. For each activity
the following information is provided: overview, rationales°
objectivesi description of materials needed, and specific teaching
methods. To help the teacher who lacks formal preparation in
economics, separate overviews are provided for each of the six.
economic generalizations. (Author/RM)
.
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Preface
A

Strategies for Teaching Economics is one component ail two-partpublication entitled
Master Curriculuin Guide in Econotrtics for the Nation's Schools& Part I of the Guide, A
Framework for Teachi)tg Economics: Basic Concepts. presents a conceptual stnicture of the
l'economics discipline and shows how that structure can be used.to assist in more effective
'personal economic decision-making: Part II of the Guide, Strategies for Teaching Economics, demonstrates to educators how the conceptual F rameworken be taught at varjous
grade levels: Primary. Intermediate and Secondary. It has been packaged in several volumes
to allow mote" flexible use by classroom teachers and 'curriculum development specialists.
The Joint Council greatly appreciateethe fine cooperation given to us by the many
universities and school systems associated with th the development of these curriculum

strategies. We are especially indebted to the individuals who drafted these materials.

-

Meticulous classroom- testing -by talented teachers dear the development sites provided the
necessary shakedown to assure that each lesson published was clasgoom-tested. While no
Claim is made that thesele;sons have been evaluataitmderall classroom conditions, we do
know that the lessons work with the pupil populations designated. We consider the present
volumeas a working docuthent and expect that modified versions will be forthcoming in the
years ahead.
The entire Master Curriculum Project was made possible by general contPibutions from-

. all our many dedicated sponsors. In addition, supplementary grants were received from

General Motors, Ford Motor Car Fund and American Telephone and Telegraph,. We
appreciate the confidence these sponsors have expressed in the economic education moveM

ment. Special commendation should.be given to S. Stowell Symmes, Director of Curriculum. who has coordinated the project for the Joint Council from its inception.
. We are confident that Strategies for Teaching Economics will serve Icachersowell. as .
.practical guidelines for building economics lessons into existing curricula. Properly used
the Master Curriculum Guide can become a powerful device for accelerating economics
instruction at all grade levels.
tr

L. Frankel

° Presiiietit

dr.
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Foreword
11'

f

The Master Curriculum Guide was published to be used as a tool for curriculum
developmentit is not a curriculum per se. *is designed as a resource document for school
systems engaged in K-12 economic eclucation ideas nqaPaaln U provides detailed classroom
be taught at different levels of
lessons illustrating tested ways id which these ideas
difficulty. Thus, the Master Curriculum Guide indicates that econotnic ideas can be taught,
where they can be taught and how tray can be taugln.
It was decided to sliCe the school years into three segments: Primary, Intermediate and

Secondary,' with the .secondary packets oriented toward subject fields. Cu iculum
.

committees were established for these segments. In preparing the volUmei of Part II, the
committees have specified levels of difficulty-for each lesson, rather than code the lessons
for single grades, ont;iwo, three and so forth. Teachers must decide the appropriate grade

for each lesson based upon the capacity of their studentiolffiose teaching in "middle
schools" will want to examine both the Intennechitte level package and the various
secondary packiges.
By judiciously selecting lessons from the volumes of teaching strategies, teachers can
systematically upgrade the quantity and quality of economics instruction in their existing
courses, Eachlesson-is 'ielf-dontained and ready for .teaching, but good-teachers who have
-had economic education training can readily modify the activitylofit their special classrochn
needs. The lessons are concept-based rather than unit or thnne-oriented. Once teachers
have mastered the instructional-activity, placement within existing courses or inclusion as
supplements to text units will rapidly follow. Sample materials for classroom use (e.g.,

pictures., yards. games. etc.) maybe reproduced at the tear- 's discretion.
The curriculum strategies published in this !plumehave been classroom-tested.However, field-testing has not been conducted throughout the United States. For this
reason, we see the present edition as a worlcipgdocurnent tharWill be improved based upon
responses from users througlout the country. The Instructional ,A.vity Evaluation Form

found on pages viii-ix, or modified versions of it, may be usa: by supervisois to obtain
feedback from teachers. We urge teachers to send copies of such evaluations to the Joint
Council. This will enable us to obtain insights tor future revisions. Furtherrnore, since we
view these collect: ons of concept-Oriented curio, .m activities as starting points, teachers
are urged to subrnietheir own activities dealing with concepts selecte&fromthe Framework.
Those teachers wishing to submit activities should use a format thatincludes the essential
"elements of the formaroutlined on page x. This ghide was developed to encourage writers
to provide immediately teachable lessons. If theJoint Council receives a sufficient number
we on our way toward supplying"
of activities
ti that have been classroom- tested, wewill be well
multiple volumes Or concept-oriented mini-lessons at various grade levels. In fact, we
would have.a growing-"cinriculum activities bank" which, when published, would provide

teachers with a rich source of- classroom- tested lesSons designed to teach various
components of the economics FramewOrk.
The Master Curriculum Guide Project, like all complex undertakings, is the product of
many people whose contributions must remain unacknowledged, because it is. nearly
impossible to assign authorship to ideas. that have been shaped and reshaped as they were
molded into a published document. Perhaps by briefly tracing the evolutionary character of
the product, we can not only clarify its purpoSe but also give credit to some of the principals
involved.
The Master Curriculum Guide Project is an outgrowth of the Developmeptal Economic.
Edu;tion _Project' (DEEP). Working documents -produced foe the DEEP experiment in
cusriculum change conducted between-1964 and1969 included the "two Ole red boolcs."....
as they were called in the field: ore aStatement ofeconemiot-oncepts to be taught Its outlined
in the Task Force Report on Economic Education in the. Schools, and the second, some
;aiggestioris for grade placement. These materials were later fashioned into a single vont*
./

entitled Economics in the Curriculum. During the '60s and the early '70s, these
publications were extensively used. especially by those schools associated with the DEEP
Cooperating Schools Program.- Literally hundreds of curriculum guides and lesson plans
were generated from these documents and through them thousands of teachers and students

vi

were hitroduced to ccoric education.

.

During the 1973 National Affiliated Economic Education Directors Meeting, malty
contingents, urged*:
Council and Center Directors, led by the California and
Curriculum Guide
John Council to undertake what' has become knoWn as the
Project. It took three year's for Lee Hansen's cconntittee to developa new Framework for
hing Economics. At the same time the Frame*ork wbs being prepared, cnrricpluM task
groups chaired by the individuals whose names are affixed to these published.volurnes
wereestablished. Behind the scenes, the prolict relied heavily on a Steering Conimittec of

4

professional eeonomic educators:. Peter V. Harrington, Director, Indiana Council for
Economic Education, Purdue University; Hugh G. Lovell, Professor of Economics.
Portland State Oniversity; Clayton Millington, Executive Vice Presidcnt,. Oklahoma
Council on Economic Education, Oklahoina-State University; Leon M. Schur, Director..
Centes for Economic Education. University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; and Roman F.
warn*, chairman, Department of Economic Education. Ohio University..
These individuals served in an advisory capacity for various project committees and
significantly helped to shape the nature of the product. June V. Gilliasd, Curriculum
Specialist for the Joint Council, contribistedimportantly to the design of the teaching
Strategies and prepared the Instructional Activity Evaluation Form. Each committee was.
given the responsibility,to make a first selection of those economic concepts which could be
most usefully taught within the grade level division established. We know that more ideas
thanIte included in theme vol umes cent be taught. Our objective for tbese first editions was to
produce a few quality activities that could be immediately used by -teachers. Thejessons
have been classroom -tested. at,thedevelopment sites ancrwe look forward to having them
4
.
4,
field- tested in classrooms throughout the nation.
.

We art indebted . to all individuals who haVe paricipatid in the preparittion of
Strategies for Teaching Economics Primary Level, ttut special thanks are due to the
Chairman. Donald G. Davison. Through his leadership, the committee has provided us with
superb models that will serve to accelerate concept learning in economics.

r.

S. Stowell Symmes
Director ofCurriculum and
coorcilnator:Master, Curriculum Project
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R CURRICULUM
instructional Activity Evaluatilin Furm

i

mplete.an evaluation form for each actilogy used and return to.
NAME.

a Superveor

SCHOOL ADDRESS:

(p.i. co.p4eing Fon.)

DATE:

.

Nam*

i..

(

.
...-1
TITLE AND/OR LEVEL OF ACTIVITY PACKAGE:
,

'
NUMBER AND/ORTIT.LE OF:ACTIVITY:
DESCRiPTIOwS0 CLASS WITH WHICH ACTIVITY WAS USED:

.

N

Co'rse
Title.
.
Age Range or Grade Level;
Title of Textbook (if any):

....-----

(I.e.

-

,....--

.

Studerit Ability Level(s) - (Check orie):
Above Average
Average
\I
Below Average
Hotenagerieous Group indluding All the Above.

.

ACTIVITY EFFECTIVENESS (Circle the number you think indicates the appropriate
ratiosb
't
T. Are objectives clearly stated? .
Very Clear
8

.

4

5
.

3

,

F.

1

.

.

,

.?'

' Vague

-

, 2. Are objectives realistic in terms of student maturity'.at the specified age or grade .
level?
_.
.r.

--

.

Very
Realistic

4

5

i

3

2

unrealistic

1

3. Are teaching procedures states in.,a manner so as to be easily unde
Easy to
Understand

.

5

4

3

Very Diffictift
to Understand

1'

2

ood?

4. Are teaching procedures appropriate for accomplishing objectives?

Very
Appropriate
.

i

.

5

.

3

4

2

:

T.

Not
Appropriate

5. Are teaching procedures appropriate for students of this age or grade level?
Very
Appropriate

N,7

Not

4

5

3

2

1

Appropriate -

6. Are recommended student materials appropriate for the age or grade level
specified?
.

Very
Appropriate

.

.-

.
5

'A

-

3

-2

Not
Appropriate

-

.7. To what extent does this activity contribute to Pupils' understanding of the
particular economitconcept it is designed to teach?
Very
Much

5

4

3

Number of Evaluation Item

Not
At All

1

ecited for evaluation?
tion requested below.

8. Did you use any of the items
If yes, please provide the info
.

2.

. Average Level of Class Performance (Circle one) .
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent.
Excellent
Excellent

Good
Good
Good
Good ,
Good .

.

Acceptable

Poor

AccerStable

Poor

Acceptable
AcCeptable
Acceptable

Poor
Poor
Poor

9. What would be your overall rating of evaluation techniqu'es suggested fr this.

activity?
Excellent

5,

.t

4

2

.

Poor

.1

10. What would be your overall rating, of the activity in terms of its effectiveness for
_achieving stated objectives?
Very
Effective

5

3

4

2

1

Not At All
Effective

COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: What cflanges and/or additions would 'you
recommend for making this a more effective instructional activity? Plikse describe or, if
available, include some sarnples of any additional teacher or student materials you might
have used (for example: evaluation techniques). We shall welcome specific elaboration
relative to any of the above qUestions.

(Attach extra sheets with comments and materials, or use back of form)
NForm prepared by Juney. Gilliard,- Curriculum Specialist JCEE.

qb

Qe

am.

ixiO

MASTER CURRICULUM

Instructional Activity Format
CONCEPT:

State the concept that serves as the main organizer fpr the
activity.

RECOMMENDED USE:

State grade and/or ability level of students for whom the activity
is intended.
.

TIME REQUIRED:

State number of class periods needed to Complete the activity.

MATERIALS REQUIRED:

List all materials needed for the activity (e.g., books, game-%
films, etc.),

RATIONALE:_

A brief statement explaining the significance of the activity. The
statement may focus on what students should know, be-aware
of or be able to do. Or, it may focus on the importance of the

instructional approach being used (e.g., use of gaming/

.f

simulation for motivational purposes or for purposes of having
students apply certain skills, knowledge, etc.).

'

RELATED CONCEPTS:

Other economic-concepts specifically dpalt with lh the activity.

INSTRUCTIONAt
OBJECTIVES:

Each objective should specify (1) 'the particular learning
(knowledge, skill or attitude)-the student is eipected to demonstrate; (21 the action the student will perform in demonstrating
4° this knowledge, skill or attitude (e.g., write, compare, state, list,

etc.); (3) the conditions underawhich the action is to occur (e.g.
given certain data or information, after viewing a particular film,
given a particular field-trip experience, etc.).
.

TEACHER STRATEGY/
PUPIL ACTIVITY:

Description of the teaching-learning process to be used for pupil
attainment of objectives.

EVALUATION:

Descripticn of strategies, testing instruments, or other materials
to be used for assessing student learning.

Prepared by June,V. Gilliard
Joint Council on Economic Education
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,-btopic 2

1.

,

(Overview and -Rationale
.'Every society must face the fact_that its labor and othei-;2.
resources available fol the producti'on of goods and services
-are insufficient to produce X11 the goods and services wanted

expressed in the form of economic generalizations. There are
six economic generalizations, and each "generalization focuses on' wo or three key economic concepts and on important relationships among these concepts.

by members of that society. Because of this gap between

"Although the context in which they are treated.diffors,

resourcesand people's wanti, every society-must create a set
of instituti=ons -or social arrangements, commonly referred to
assn econoi-itia system.qhe economic system provide tty with a systematic
Of Managing its scarce sesciu' ttes,
° proviciiritanswers to the vital questions of which goods will
and will not be produFed, which resource mix will be used in.
their production, and how the resulting output of goods will

economic generalizations 1-3 deal with the same set of-basic
Concepts:' scarcity, choice-making, and opportunity. cost.
The fourth economic generalization focuses on Iaabor as the
major source of income for most individuals and examines. some of thefic'to
mes of
individuals iliouseholds. ..ECOnotheraliz' a ns.5 and
6 focus on the concepts of specialization and cliyi_sion- of

the distributed amohg members of society.
AnUnderstandineof the purpose, organization and operaticin of an economic system requires.the ability to deal with a
set of sophisticated concepts and relationships. The purpose

labor. In generaliiation 5 the relationship between these
concepts and productivity and interdependence is developed.
In:generalization 6 the focus is on the need for an efficient
exchange mechanismin a highly. specialized economy. SludentS are intxoducc...1 to two forms of exchange, barter and

.

of economic education is not to prepare young people to
becOme economists, but to ensure that before leaving school
students Should have acquired a back&round in economics

money, and to some of their strengths and weaknesses.

which will equip them to make-informed and intelligent
_.cleciiiims in the marketplace and in the voting booth. The

Most of the economic concepts identified above appear in a number of the riw social studies texts for the primary grades.

development of-theie understandings and decision-making

Too often, however, the texts do not provide adequate development of important dimensions of the concepts and of
simple but important relationships among concepts. The use
of the Master Curriculum Guide will enable the teacher to
strengthen-the present textbook treatment of economic con-

.

skills' requires a sustained
systematic effort over a
number.of years and should commence at the beginning of
the formal education process.
Young children of primary-grade age are faced with the.
fa 4,f scarcity and consequently, are involved in economic

tent.
There remains a substantial number of social studies texts
that do not provide pupils with any-meaningful exposure to
economics: However, these texts do treat a number of topics
or themes which proVide excellent opportunities for develop-

decisions. Time is a valuable and a scarce -element to
t---

yotingSters..They must make decisions on' how to use their
"free" time. They must decide which games they shOUld
play oewhether their free time should be used for watching
evision and, if so, which program.
reasingly, children are making 'decisions in the marketplace. Again, scarcity appears in the-formdf-theirmany
wants, and they roust make decisions becauseof their limit

ing chill:lien's understanding of economic concepts. Most
teachers will discover that the activities- contained in these
Strategies will strengthen and reinforce children's--understanding of the content of the conventional social studies

income. Should they spend their income on a movie; or

..

-

to
ell as introduce childreh to a number of relevant and
important II ...,:, hich these texts omit.
The following . ion illustrates how the introduction
of economic content can be I.:- . te-strengthen the content of
current social studies texts. The ri aividual and the family are

candy-, asoft drink or popcorn; or should they save some of
their, income for spending in the" future?
Child,ren are fascinated with the idea that they, as well as
adults, *ce decisions as consumers, producers and savers.
When .provided 'with instructional strategies that relate to
their personal experience children in the primary gradeS are .
highly motivated to explore important economic dimensions
of the decision-making process.' If presented within their
experience realm, children can gain valuable insights into
basic economic concepts and relationships.
The limited number of economic concepts and relation-

focal pointi for most textbooks used in the-primarY grades.

Almost without exception, the texts introduce -and reintroduce the students at different grade levels to the ida-that
some member(s) of the family work outside the horrie to earn
"money" and that the family uses this money to buy goods._
and services "needed" and wanted. Unfortunately, the texts
generally do not introduce students to the idea that a gap.,
exists between a family's wants for goods and services and a
family's income required tdobtain these goods and services
in the marketplace. Thus, most texts miss the opportunity to
introduce children to the economic concepts of scarcity (fam-

ships silecieil for deyeloPment in the primary grades are
. fundamental ones. Eacltof the economic concepts is included
in the list of Bask Economic Concepts identified in the Joint.
Council's Framework for Teaching F2onomics. Their treatment irrthe rilmary grades sets the stage for further elaboration and refinenlent of these concepts in subsequent grades,
and, serves as building .block. for the introduction of additional and more sophisticated concepts.
The economic content presented in the.ptimary.gmdes is
.

ily's wants-income gap),- the need for family decision- making, and the costs and benefits involved in such
.
decision-making.
--.
In introducing primary-grade children to economic scarcity and therelated.concepts of choice-making and opporturi_

.

.

//.
-
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ity cost, this document provides separate sets ofactivities for
each of the key concepts: unlimited wants, limited income,
choice - making and opportunity cost. There are at least three
separate activities for each of the concepts to be dvieloped.

,

Activities have been coded by three ability levelS. These
levels may approxichate grade-level designations. 'leachers

economics, separate overviews are provided for each of the
six economic generalizations. The overviews identify and
provide a description of the economic concepts and understandings that are to be developed In the classroom through
the use of instructional strategies accompanying each economic generalization. Prior4o using any of the activities with

their students, eacher, should carefully examine he eco-

are expected to choose an 'activity which is most appropriate
for the experience and ability levels of thyir pupils.
Teachers may choose among several aaCities to introduce
pupils to the' idea that they, theit fellow stidents, memberi of

."
nomic content presented in these overviews.
Before introducing activities intdthe classroom, teachers
sholild also familiarize themselves with the evaluation section for each economic generalization. This section contains
"a-set of cognitive objectives and a set of affective objectives
f-r eatch of the six economic genefalizations presented in the
guide. These objectives are written in behavioral terms, and
appropriate evaivat on activities are provided. Teachers may
not find it feasible to evaluate all the objectives, just as they

their family. and people generally sedir, to have endless
wants for goods and services. Regardless of the activity
selected, student participation is stressed an° variety of
strategies is used to motivate students. The activities typi
cally are open-ended, allowing students to work at their own
ability level: Most importantly, the =hides can be comple-

may not find it feasible to use all the activities presented in the
guide. However, appropriate items can be selected to fit your
lever, your goals, and your style of evaluation.

ted in a relatively Short span of time and car be implemented
with the materials available in the typical classroom.

To assist the teacher who -lacks formal" preparation in;

2
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EvaluationMeasuring.
Expected Outcoms
a
-

S

c.

This section contains a set-of cognitive objectives (A) and a

set of affective objectives (B) fcr each_otthe six economic
:generalizations presented in the guide. Informal observation
will..,probably be the main method of e aluating student
progress in terms of these objectives. If fo
evaluationis
desired, Appendix Acontains recomm ed procedures and
Appendix B contains sattiple review exercises for each of the,"
'generalizations.
After each objective a suggested forinal evaluation procedure is listed in parentheses (see Appendix A). In those cases
where the objective is covered by a review exercise (see.
Appendix B), the corresponding ekerbise question is also
listed (e.g., Evaluation: Item 1; Review-Exercise 1-1). Unless read orally, the vocabulary in the review exercises may
be difficult for most primary students. These exercises are
ned to oe used at the end of the second or third grade to
s the effectiveness of the program at these levels.

pally whether-a fmritiaritem should be classified as a
good or as a service: (Evaluation: Item 1;- Review
Exercise 1-1)

2. When asked what "unlimited wants" means, the
student will verbally respond with an appropriate
definition. (Evaluation: Item 2; Review Exercise
1-3)

3. The student will name at least five market places
where he/she can purchase' goods and/or services
(Evalption:Iteni 2)
4. Given a list of stores, the student will be able to select

an appropriate one for purchasing a given item.
(Evaluation: Item 4)
5. Given a specific item (candy, jump rope, model, ice
-Cream); the student will be able to tell where he/she
would go to purchase, that item (it would be wise to
restrict the list of items to goods'and services which

dent will be able to identify the Money cost of the

,/ item and the "opportunityyost". ofhii or her selecdon. (Evaluation: item 6; Review Exercise 1-5) .

-

Feelings, Beliefs, Attitudes and Values
1. Without looking at a stimulus (page of a.catalog,.
etc.), the student will be able to name at least five
items he/she wants. (Evaluation: Item 2)
2-. Students will generalize that they have many wants.
For -example, when talking about a :certain item or
when discussing a particular choice situation, stu-

dents will indicate that they really want "a lot of
things." (Evaluation:.This would be very difficult to
evaluate in a systehiatit- manner. Probably .the best

that could be done would be to record anecdotal

3. Given a list of items that could satisfy personal

Because income of a household is limited and its wants for
goods'and services are unlimited, it must choose which of its
many wants for consumer goods and services it will satisfy.

.

tion: Item 2)

g selected an am from a list of choices, the

remarks as:they occur, 'Evaluation: Item ,3)

Generalization 1

A. Knowledge` and rIlnilerstandings
1. When asked, -a student will be able to identify ver-

8. Ha

wants, a student will be able to identify which item
he/she wants the most and tell why it is his/her first;
choice. (Evaluation: Item 2)

4. Given a list of items, the student will be able to
indicate whether a -baby would want the item,
whether he/she would' want it, whether a parent
would want it, and/or whether a grandparent would
Want it_ (Evaluation: Item 7)
5. Thetudent will be able to identify at least one reason
why each of the following critical situations could
happen::
.
You go to a friend's house for dinner, and they
'don't have dessert.
A friend is going to summer camp, but your parents said you won't be able to go. .
You want to buy a to with your own money, but
your parents won't let you.
k friend gets an allowance (25V a week), but you
don't get anything.. .
.
Pfobe to see how many different reasonseach student
can think of: (Evaluation: item 2)

'Generalization 2

Because- household inc....me is limited, households must
choose how much of their incomethey will use to purchase
6. Given three choices, .a student wilrbe able to select .- goods and' services privately and hoW much they will use to
purchase collectively througik gOvernthent.
the expected price one would have to .'pay for the

the student has liited as one of his/her wants).
(Evaluation: Item` 2)

item. (Evaluation: Item 5; Review Exercise 1 -2, 1 -4)

7. Given a specific item (candy bar. pencil, squirt gun,
Comic book), the student will be able to tell approxi-

mately how mugli it costs and where to buy it.

.0

A. Knowledge and Understandings
1, The student will be able verbally to list five items that

are Often supplied by government to households

3 15.

,=

°

(Evaluation: Item 2)

and/or businesses. (Evaluation: Item 2; Review
Exercise 2-1)

5. The student will be able to identify examples of

-

opportunity cost from 'a list of items related to the use

2: The student will be able to name five items the
government must purchase to supply fire protection
(i.e., fire trucks, hoses, fire hydrants, hats, ladders,
etc.). (Evaluation: Item 2; Review Exercise 2-2)

3. The student will be _able to identify a source of
income used by government to purchase needed

of wood. (Evaluation: RevieW Exercise 3-4)-

B. Feelings, Beliefs, Attitudes and Value
1. The student will verbalize. that (hue to limited
resources Wehave to consideralternatives (opportun-

ity cost) carefully when we decide to make something. (Evaluation: Item 3)
2. Students will state their opinions/feelings as they
decide how to use a limited resource. (Evaluation:
Item 10)

items. (Evaluation: Item 2; Review Exercise 2-3)
4. The student will be able to identify why a city cannot
hire all the workers it would like and/or cannot supply all the gdods and services it would like. (Evaluation: Item 2; Review Exerc4 2-4)
5. The student will be able to identify a Possible oppor-

tunity cost of hiring the garbage collector in the
following situation: A city wants to hire another firefighter, another teacher and another garbage collector but only has enough income to hire:one. (Evaluation: iteni 2;. Review Exercise 2-5)

Generalization 4

Labor income is the main source of income- for most

households.

1. Students will be able to tell what their parents' main
source of income is. (Evaluation: Item 2)
2. Students will be able to list at least five different jobs
they could perform"to earn money income. (Evalua, 6 on: Item 2; Review Exercise 4-1)
3. The student will be able to list three different ways
families can increase their income. (Evaluation: Item

B. feelings, Beliefs, Attitudes and Values
1. Students will be able to'give two reasons why some

people would want the city to provide sidewalks
(safety. for childrenomake it easier to walk places,
ex.), and.studentS will be able to give two reasons
why some people would no:ant the city to provide
sidewalks (cost too much, have to shovel snow off
the sidew2lk in winter, takes up garden space, encourages, children. to play in front of their house,

11)

4. The student will be able to rank a set of five
occupations according to the amount of money
income they general!, provide. (Evaluation: Review
Exercise 4-2).
. 5. The studentwillbe able co identify which occupation

ete2). ( Evaluation: Item 2)
2. After the class generates a list of things their school
needs to provide; the student will be able to select the
item he/she thinks is the most important and support
his/her choice with. two specific reasons. (Evaluation: Itein 8)
.
3, Given a list of services a-city could supply and given
a description of a person, the student will be able to
identify which item the person, would want the most
and support his/her selection with a specific reason.
(Evaluation: Item 9)

Generalization 3

Because wants are unLinited and resources are limited and
versatile, choices must be made as to what goods and services
are, to be produced.

A. Knowledge and Understandings
1.- Given a first of words associated with a house, the
- student .can identify the items which would. be
classified as resources needed to build the. house.
eview Exerdise 3:- )
(Evaluation: Review
2. The student can list three resources needed to build a

stop sign fie., metal," paint, wood, labbr, tools,
time, etc.). (Evaluation: Review Exercise 3:2)
3.,-The student will be able to match the appropriate

definition .with the term 'limited resources."
(Evaluation: Review. Eicercise 3-3)
When asked why we have to Make choices on how
we use our resources, the student will respond with
an appropriate explanatiOn (limited resources com-

ined with many wants force us to make choices).

0

A. Knikwledge and Understandings

in a set of three takes the most skill to perform.

"(Evaluation: Review Exercise 4-3)

6. The student will be able to distinguish transfer
- payments provided by the government to supplement

incomes from wages and salaries earned. (Evaluation: Item 12; .Review Exercise 4-4)
7. The student will be able to tell why certain types of
traThisfer-payments are given to some household.s.
(Evaluation: Item 2)
t 3.

Feelings, Belids,,Attitudes and Values
1. Students will be
more appealing th

le to tell why they think one job is
other. (Evaluation: skein 13A)

2. The student will be

le to name one job he/she

would not want and tell why he/she would not want
it. (Evaluation: Item 13B)
3. The student Will be able to give one reason why some

people would rather have a. given occupation as
compared to another. (Evaluation:. Item 13C)
4. The student will be able toogive one reps. on why some

people think 'our government should supplement
some households' income. (Evaluation: 'Item 1315)5. The student will be able to give one reason why some
people do not think the government should supple-ment some household?. income. (Evaluation. tem
13D)

GeneralizatiO115
because households want more goods and servic

can be produced with available resources, there is a need to
find new and more efficient ways of using existing resources

A. Knowledge and Understendings
1. The student will be able to describe the problems we-

would have if we,had to. trade directly with the

(specialization and caiiion of labor).

person who produces the goods or services we want.
( Evaluation:. Item 2).
2. The student will be able to list two ways specialists

A. Knowledge and Understandings
-1. The student will be able to list three different ways'
workers in public. gchools specialize. (Evaluation:
Review Exercise 5-1)
2. The strident will be able to name two specialiZtd
tasks used to produce a given product. (Evaluation:
.
Review Exercise 5-2, 5-4)
3. The student will be able to give two reasons why .'
specialization increases and/or improves output.
(Evaluation: Review Exercise 5-3)
4. The student will be able to identify one reason why
specializition leads to increased interdependence.
(Evaluation: Item 14)

are able to obtain goods and services they -want.
(Evaluation:. Review Exercise 6-1)
3. The student will be able to name the type of money
normally used in a given transaction. (Evaluation:
.
Review Exercise 6-2)
4. The student will be able to identify some given terms
as denoting: (1) a producer, (2) a good or service, of
13) a Medium of exchange or as emeasure of value.
°
(Evaluation: Review Exercise 6-3)
v
- 5. The student will be able to list two functions money
economy. (Evaluation:- Item
plays in a sped

15)

B. Feelings, Beliefs, Attitudes. and Values
1. Students will show that they value specialization b'

suggesting cooperative ways to solve problems.
(Evaluation: Item 3, Item 13E)

2. Students will tell how they would feel if another
person they. depended upon failed to do his/her job
(Evaluation: Item 14)

°I

s, Attitudes and Values

B.

tell how -much they would be willin &to
Students
ply fora givenobiect. (Evaluation: Item 10 and Rem
15)

2. The strident will be able to suggest possible values
another person holds who is willing to pay a higher
priceofor a given item. (Evaluation: Item 10 and Item

Generalization 6

-

Because speCialization and division of labor result' in
increased output and in increases in. the amount of goods and

services exchanged, there is a need for a money system.

15)

.

3. Students will share their feelings about a time they
thade a bad buy (paid too much for an item or didn't
get what was expected). (Evaluation: Item 13)

Six' Economic Generalizations
EConomic Generalization 1

variety of goods and services. The desire for travel came

Because income of a houiehold is limited and its wants for
-goods and services arelinlimited, it must choose which of its
many wants for consumer goods and services it will satisfy.

bicycle, motorcycle; car, train, Nisi boat, airplane, etc..

satisfied by different forms of transportation services: horse,

Equally long lists of goods and services can be made which
will satisfy our wants, forgoods, clothing, shelter; and entef-

tainment. Third, the list of people's wants for goods and

Overview
.
.
The concept of searcity.is the fundamental-building biock
of the discipline of economics. With respect to Scarcity,
economists focus on the relationship between the resources

services seems to be an unending One, and it seems impossible to provide all the goods and services required to satisfy all

the people's wants for them.
Ample evidence exists to convince us quickly that there are
__not enoUghogbods ancrserviees to satisfy everyone's wants.

'required focthe production of goods and services
people's wants for .goods and services. Scarcity exists be- ...
cause the supply Of the resources is not sufficient to provide'.
all she goods and services that individuals want.
Scarcity requires Choice-making and every society must
haVe institutional ;arrangements to make choices abOut the
following: what goOd.s and services will be produced, how
goods and services will be produced, and for whom goods
iiidiervices will be produced. In other words, since indi- .
viduals cannot have everything theywould like, choices must
be. made about what households will have, how resources

The typical consuming unit (household) faces. an almost
imphediate restraint when it Aanempts to satisfy its .wants
and services. Families hive
through The acquisition Of go
limited'money incomes to pay for goods and services. Since
money income is limited and money prices must be paid to
obtain goods and services, income and prices are restraining
forces limiting the number and kinds of goods and services
which can be acquired.
.Because of income and price restraints, consuming units
cannot satisfy all of their wantsfer goods and' services. Sin&
all wants cannot be satisfied and since wants vary in importance, families Dust establish priorities in choosing which
wants will be sartsfied. The.particular choices made will be
determined in large-part bythe size of the family income the

will be combined to produce outputs, and how the output will
be divided up among. the .population. Scarcity at this level

will be referred to as the "wants-resource gap."
The ideaithat choices at the level of the economic systenf as
a whole have to be made abont what, how, and for whom may.

prices -of different goods or servicel, and, the abilitif of

'be too abstract for students at the primary-grade level to
aPprecl. ate. If this,is the case, scarcity and the necessity for

different goods and services to satisfy the wants.

choice-makin can be.,discussed at a different lever. An

Wise choice:rnalcing is necessary in order to obtain the
most satisfaction possible from the purchase of goods and
serviceS. These -choices must be based in. part., upon the

alternatiVe. is to discuss scarcity in terms of indNidual or
family wants, Hauled family income, and family choice-.
making. This -view of scarcity will be referred to as the .

opportunity cost of good's and services. In general, opportun-

"wants-incomegap."

ity cost represents what isgiven up when a choice is made
among alternatives. When a good or service is purchased, its

Although' the emphasis here is on the .",'"wan
gap, it should be explicitly stated that in the Oni

mcome
States
economy most of the many wants of consuming units (households) for goods and services are_Satisfied through purchases
from private businesseS in the marketplaCe. That is, profit-

opportunity cost to the family is not the money pricepaid, but .

the other goods and services which could have been purchased with the limited money income. Choices- must be
made- in order tosurchase those goods and services which
provide the consuming unit-with the most satisfaction in
relation to the amount of money income spent for them,

'motivated business firms use society's scarce resources
naturid, huinan and *capital=ro produce what people want.
Of course, some wants aresatisfied through governments and
voluntary production units. However, no matter how goods
and seri/lees are. produced the money income ofeonsuming
units is United, choices must be 'fade as to which wants for..
goods and Services will be Satisfied (the concept of incoine is
fairly complex, and at this point it Might be best tcrfocus on .
income hou.seholds obtained through the sale oflabor service
of businesses).

.

ending (p.'7):'

the goods and services wanted he/she must make choices .

which are determined by tastes, income and prices

t

social differences_help to account for the differences in
people's wants. -Secbrid; most wants can be satisfied by a

-

2..People purchase most goods and services from private
business firms in the marketplace and such Piuthases
.
require money income (p. 14).
3. Since a person's income is' usually insufficient to buy all

We know everybody has many wants which can be

satisfied; with goods and services, but. in general what else
can be said about them?First, a great variety of wants exists,
impossible, to list all the wants of
and it seems difficult, if
people: Among a list of other factors, age differences and

Economic Stibtopics

-1. People's.wants for goods and services seem to be never-

17).
.

4. ..Persons should 'make wise. decisions in choosing what
goiids they .buy because whenever they buY a particular
good, they. must give up some other good (p. 21).

..

Subtonic I.
People's :::-Ints for goods and services seem to be
neve-ending.
I. overview
The activities for Subuipic I focus on three major
dimensions of people's wants for goods and services: the
seemingly endless nature of individuals' or families' wants
for goods and services; the idea that, most wants can be
satisfied with a-variety of goads and services (versatility)*;
and the significant differences in the tastes and preferences of
indiViduals for goods and services.

Most, if not all people, including children, seem to have
endless wants; the satisfaction of which involves the consumption of goods and/or services. For example, children
"constantly seem- Co- have an empty stomach, a sweet tooth,
and a need to be entertained. The satisfaction of theie wants
mai* involve the Consumption of such goods as cookies, rolls,

candy, soft drinks, various games, and the like.
For most of us, there am generally a number of different
goods Or services which &mi.-satisfy a given want (tersatility).
For example, that trip downtown that we want to ake may be

accomplished through various rntans: walking, roller skates,
bicycle, motorcycle, car, bus, etc.; and all of us recognize the
difficult time children have when they are attempting to select
that single piece of candy from among all the different-kinds

available...

-

-0 Children. as well as adults; differ in their taste or
preferences for .goods and services. Some adults prefer big
cars, others small cars; some like blue jeans, others prefer
slacks or dresses; some prefer bracelets, while others choose

earrings, and some want both. Some children, like

"Popeye," adore spinach, but many are willing to forego

Title: What do you want? (Unlimited Wants)
Recommended Level: I

Generalization Because income of a household is liinited
and its wants for goods and services are unlimited; it must
choose which of its wants foil consurn:= goods and services it
will, satisfy.

Subtopic 1: People's wants for goods and services seem to be
never-ending.

Rationate for Activity: The purpose of this activity is to
demonstrate the variety and number of items . (goods and
services) that people would like to buy. The list provides
needed data for drawing such conclusions as: (1) We have
unlimited wants for goods and services, (2) Our parents want
different items than we do, and (3) Not all children want the
",.
same items.
Objectives:

1. For any store that is named (i:e., Sears, Drtig Fair,

Wards), each student will name at least one item he/she
.
wants that could be purchased there.
2. The class will be able to make several general statements
regarding the items they listed.

Materials:
1'. Large piece of paper to listnhe items named.
2. Word cards (construction paper, pieces of sentence strip,
etc.)

spinach or almost any other vegetable.-Some children prefer

strawberry ice, while others may choose chocolate, tuttifrutti, or some other exotic flavor.
The dimensions of wants treate.1 in the activities for
Subtopic I help to set the- stage for the development of tie
concepts of choiee-Making and opportunity cost presented in

subsequent subtopics in Generalization 1. These concepts
will also be extended and reinforced in subsequent generalizations:

2. List of Activities

Title, .:

Item
I

What do you want?

2

Slotting

.

.

4, ,-

-

The Place Changer

4

The Bug

5..

One:String Rule

.

Recommended
Designated Level
1
2
3X

.

-

,'For definition of key economic terms. see Appendix C. Glossary.

student name and/or draw an object that heAhe would like
to hdtre from one of these stores (all five could come from'
-one store). The students should put their names on each of
their cards in such a Way-that they will be visible when the
.
cards are displayed.
4.0. As the students finish the cards they give them to an aide
(olaer student or a student selected from the class) to be
.attached to the appropriate chart. Otte student should be
designated' for each chart.

5. After all the students have had their cards attached to anappropriate chart a discussion should be held.to see what
general. statements can be made regarding the items
Iisted..Note: This .dikusiion phase is the key part of thelesson. Try to get the students to realize they are making
generalizations about their behavior (e.g., "Gee! I see all
kinds ..of thingi I would .like- to have."). Have 'them
.

.

X

Categories

Procedure:
1. Have the students list different stores they visit.
2. Select several-of these stores and make a wall char_ efor
each one.'
."
3. Distribute five word cards to each student and- have the

x

predict what goods students in similar classes would
:choose: what their parents would choose, or .whatan
older class would choose. For example, they might note
that their parents, or older children might want some of thiduns they have listed on the chart; as well as other things
not listed on the chatt.

I want to go to
I want a

Optional:
1. These charts could be turned into "ceiAng hangs" and
hung from the ceiling ai a rough map showing the general
location of-the stores in relation to the classroom.

3: Have any student who responded to the first sentence
show his/her list to the class. -After the first student is
finished, allow othec student; to suggest additional-answers to the sentence. Tape the first answers on the botud
and follow the same procedure with the remaining questions. Ask students if it would be possible td list all their
wants for goStts and services. How long would this list
have to be? (After comparing lists, students should see
that theirwants.for goods and services actually are unend...
ing.)

.s

C,

for our school.

If I had allihe. money I needed, I would buy a

Title Slotting (Unlimited Wants)
Recommended' Level: 2 .

Generdlizatibn 1: Because income of -a household is limited
and its wants for goods and services are unlimited, it must

choose which of its many wants for consumer goo& and
services it will satisfy.

A

Title: The Place Changer (Unlimited Wants)

.Subtopic 1: Peopl's wants for goods and services seem to be

never-ending,
Ratiomale for Activity: This activity is designed to generate a
long, ist of items that can satisfy a given want. This helps to
dramatize theunliznited nature of wants. Fluency (the-a:Wily
to list many items within a given category) is also developed.
The goal should be to see how many items the students can
liSt. Leave it open-ended to allow for individual ability and to
underscore the unlimited nature of our wants for goods and
Services.

Objective:
1.- Each student will be able to list several words to fit each
. slot.-

-

-

Materials:
1: Materials to record the words. Long strips of paper can be

used as a motivational gimmick (i.e., adding machine
paper, thin strips of butcher paper; strips of computer
paper, etc.). The teacher should save the material for
possible use in later activities (e.g.. Generalization 1,
Sithtopic 3, "Twenty Questions").
2. If needed, older' students can take dictation.

Procedure:
1. Model the activity at least one time with -the class. See
how many words they can list which- would fit in the slot
.
below:
I am thirsty, I want to drink a glass of

2_ Have the studend work individually or in small groups

.

with the following sentences:') he students can choose the
sentences they would like to complete. The question with
the asterisk is particularly.good in the follow-up discus-"sion.

I would like to play for dessert.
I want
would like to have a
in my bedroom
for a pet.
I would like a
*My family wants a

Generaltzation 1: Because income of. a houlehOld is limited
and its wants for goods and services are unlimited, it must
choose which of its many wants for consumer goods and
services it will satisfy.
.

Subtopic!: People's wants for go ods and services seem to be
never-ending..
.Rationale for ACtiyity: This activity is designed to snow not
only that our wants fortoodund services are unlimited, but
that the kinds of good:, an services we _want vary with our
circumstances.

'Objecrives;
1. Students will be able to list several goods and services
they would want if they were transferred to another setting.2. Each student will be able to give a reason for naming each
item listed in Objective 1. .

Materials:
A method of recording the'items named by the students
(chalk board, transparency, butcher paper, etc.).

Procedure:

.

1. Have the students list possible places where they could be
sent.
2'. Select one of these places and have the class list different
items (goods and/or-seivices- ) they would want in their
new setting.

For examples: What Would they want for food?
. . . .

protection"

transportation?

Optional:
1. Name places where a person:might want a boat
a ride.
glass of water . . . . a pap

a

Title: The Bu (Unlimited. Wants)

2. The deck of paired items should be shuffled. The .Bug

Recommended Level: 3

given two cards. It is importanf to stress tothe students
that they dogiot show their cards _ter each other.
3. The students are now directed to put their heads down

Generalization I: Because income of a household is.limited
"-and its wants for goOds and services are unlimited, it must
Choose which of its many
wants for consumer goods and
,
i will ssatisfy.
services it
Subtopic I: People's wants for goods a. A services seem to Ere
never-ending.

Rationale for Activity: The, intent of this activity is to reinforce students' understandhig of the idea that a given good
May be used to satisfy a number of different *ants (versatilbity.). At the same time_ the activity develops the students'
descriptive powers and listening skills.
Objective:

1. The students will be able to listen to a description of a
want and identify items which could satisfy that person's
want.

Materials:.
1. A deck of 3 x 5 cards: each card his the name and/or
sketch of a particular item (i.e., fishing pole, candy bar,
baseball, bus ride, haircut, book, dog, cat, fish, etc.).
The samples on pages 11 and 12 may be reproduced as a

beginning set. Cards may be added that will build vocabulary. The deck should contain two cards for each case

(i.e., two cards each having a picture of a fishing pole,
two cards each having apicture of a candy bar, etc.), The
,

deckshouk. also contain the Bug Card.

Card is not in the deck at this time. Each of the students is

(eyes closed) and hold up acard. You circulate among the
students and exchange cards with several students. In one
of the xchanges you.substitute The Bug Card_ Again, it
is impoitant that-the saftdents do not know who has The

Bug Cara. Coach the students-on hoi"r to act as if they
a
have The Bug, and how to hide it if they do. It is
good idea to have the students lightly tap their feet as you

make-the exchange so that it is harder-for them to hear
where you are stopping to exch'ange cards.

4. The purpose of. the game is for the students to get a
matched pair and not get caught with The Bug. If a
student is dealt a matched pair (two cat cards, or two
fishing pole cards, etc.), he/she declares. them and. is
given-two more-cards.

5. The game is played by calling up a student (this can be
done on a rotation. basis, or each student cartbe given a
to see which number
number and you can spin
comes up). Thestudent selects One of his/her cards and
tells why a person might want the item pictured on the

card. He/she is not allowed to name the item, only
describe who and why someone might want it. For
example, a student selectinga card with a flashlight might
Say that a Policeman would want this item to look in stores
at night to make sure there are no robbers in the store. (It

is important, and it will 'take soiree. practice. that the
student does not game the object but only tells who might
want it and how it couldbe used.)
6. After the item has been deScribed, any student who thinks
he has a match (a card that matches the description) stands
up. In this case, a student having the other flashlight card -would stand; also, astudeiit havinga pair of glasses on his
card might stand. If a student has The Bug, that saiderit
might also stand. Now-the child that gave the description
must pick one of the three atudents hoping he has selected
the one who has the card thlt matches his/hers. *
The student keeps the card he/she described and secretly

exchanges the other. card with the student selected.
Again, it is important that the students do not let other
students see their cards. It is also a good time for both'
%Students to act as if they have The Bug.

7. If the student is successful in getting a match he/she lays.
down the match aniraws two more cards. The deck will
need to contain about half again as malty, pairs of cards as
-there are- students playing the game.

8. The student with the most pairs at the end eof the time
period-is the winner. And, of course, the studentholding
The Bug has been stung and is the loser: If you think The

This card serves the same role as the "Old Maid" card.
Pr ocedure:
1. introduce the game by holding up a sample card (jump

rope. C.B. radio, pocket knife, cow, silly putty)' and
Asking why a person might want the)tem on thd card.
Have students identify a number of. wants that each good
might satisfy.

Bug will cause too much excitement; the game can be
played without ..it. The p'utpose of The Bug Card is
motivation. Too much motivation can be as detrimental
as too little_

,

9. Following completion_ 'Of he game, discuss the following
questions:
a. for what items were wants easiest to list?

b. Would the wants for a flashlight be different for a'
burglar than for a police officer?

Mb.

c: f:15oclude by asking wha; the children learned about
goods; services and wants (e.g., the goods we talked
aboufhave many uses tlz# satisfy different Wants).

Optional:
. I. :Mind out the cards to the students, including The Bug
(four cards each). If a child has a matching pair, have the
student name the good and list some of the uses (wants)
for it: Then, one at a !: me, have children take a card from

the person tri. their right, again checking for matches.
Continue this procedure
someone runs out of cards
(the winner): The loser is the person with The Bug at the -

.

end of the game.

t

2. Some students may !Nuke exercises in classifying
products as '.'goods" or "services." This would be
especially true if the pictures used in the game shoiw both
goods (baseballs) and services (bus rides).
tiI
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".- -This gives° the students some data to go on and avoids

Tide: One-String Rule (Unlimited Wants)

having merely 'a guessing game. In introducing the

Recommended Level: 3

Generalization 1: Because income of a household is limited

and its wants f2r goods and services.are-unlimit, n must
choose which -3f its many wants for consumer goods and
services it will Satisfy.

_

Subropic I: People's wants for goods and services seem to be
neVer-ending:

Rationale for Activity: This is a .ciassification., activity
.designi4pto stretth the §tudents'-conceptual undeAtanding of

wants as related to specific areas (i.e., health, music,
entertainment; etc.) The activity reinforces the idea that a
variety of items can be tsed to satisfy a given want and that

activity, you might Use the two general categories, goods
and services.
4. The students -name other items (the words can come from
--Thelists-generated in Item I but the students should nOt be
restricted to these words). They name the word's to test
their theories as to what the rule could be.

5. When someone thinks he/she knows the rule, he or she
stands. Students are given one more chance to test their
theory* this time. They do this by naming another item.
After seeing if it fits the rule or not, they can either pass or
guess the rule. If they guess the rule they win; if they are
and are out of the game.
wrong they
6. Winners can then come up and pick the next rule and the
game is played again.

both goods and services satisfy wants.

Objectives:
_1 The students will be able to list specific items that will
fulfill a general want (for example, a rose bush; a shrub,
or a lawnmower could be-used to fulfill the wasefor an

Title: Categories (Unlimited Wants)

attractive yard).
2. The students will be able to select from a list of general

RecomrnendedLevel: 3

wants one which fits a set of specificitenis.

Materials:
1. Materials needed to list a series of general wants (i.e.,
chalk board, butcher paper. etc. ).
2.- Space toplay the One-Sting Rule.

Procedure:
1. Have the students generate a list of specific. items (5 to 10)

Generalization I: Because income of a household is limited
and its wants for goods and services are unlimited, it must
choose which of its many wants for consumer goods and
services it will satisfy.
Subtopic l: People's wants for goods and services seem to be
never-ending.

for each of the general wanes- presented. The list of

Rationale for Activity: This activity is designed to stress the

general wants might include: good health, entertainment,
4." fool,recreation, education, and safety.
2. Diaw the One-String configuration on the board (transparency).

variety of items that can be used to fulfill a want. It also can be
used to reinforce such concepts as wants, goods and sery
It is a classification activity and thus serves to clarify and give

-ONE- STRING RULE

depth to, these concepts. The game is high in motivation,
stresses fluency (an aspect of .creativity), and can easily be
adapted to reinforce a variety-of concepts in many subject
areas.
Objective:
1. The student will be able to name specific items that could
fulfill a given want (lie., in appie.could fulfill the want for /
food, a cheSs set could.iftlfilftlie want for entertainment,(
etc. j.

Procedure:
1. Have the students stand and form a circle.
2. The game is played to a clapping rhythm:

3. The idea of the game is for the students to figure out what
rule you have for the One String. Items which fit the rule

go inside-the string. Items which do not fit the rule go
outside:It is a good idea to place at least one or two items
of the game.
de and outside-the string at the

1

2

'3

clap,

'clap,

clap,

4
rest

4
3
2
1
rest
clap,
clap,
clap,
3. Model the clapping pattern -lid have the students join in
and practice with you, using categories of first, goods and
second, services. As part of the introduction, have the
students identify differences between goods and services.
4. When the rhythm has been established, introduce the

Title: Earning Money (Satisfying Wants).

activity. On a rest you will name a category (i.e , food,
games, entertainment, good health, clothing, nice house,
a car, a tool; etc.). On the next rest, the student to your
left has to name an item that fits that category (i.e. , food:
apple. pie, bread, grapes, cake, steak. etc.). If the student
doesn't say anything on the rest, repeats what somebody
else I- as said, or says something before the rest (on a clap)
he moves to the end of the line.

Rikomitteled Level:

I

Generagaition I: Because income of a household is limited
and its wants for goods and services are unlimited, it must
choose which of its many wants for consumer goods and
services it will satisfy.

5. After completion of the activity, have the students
Subtopic 2! People purchase most of the oods d services
ket 'place nd such
from private business firms in the
.ipurc4ses require money income.

identify the category for which it was easiest to list items.

Have them explain why. Do the same for the most
difficult category.

Rationale for Activity: this activity focuses on ways students
can earn money. to buy goods and services thdy. want. The
activity (0l) helps students to share ideas for earning money,

and (2) demonstrates that one can earn money income by
__performing different productive_ tasks.

.Objectives:

1. The students will name ways they cal earn 10g, $00;

Sulbtopic2
People purchase most goods and services from private
business firms in the marketplace and such purchases require
money income.

and 55.00.
2. The class will be able to ,make several general statements
about earning money.
_

Materials:
1. A large piece'of paper for each list (i.e, the 100 List, the
,
$1.00 List, etc.).
2. Materials needed for listing arid coding student contributions (i.e. , felt pen, crayon, etc.):

1. Overview
In the activities for Subtopic 1. students were introduced to

some of the dimensions of people's wants for goods and
"

services, including the idea that people's wants are endless or
unlimited. In the set of activities for Subtopic 2. students are
introduced to the major ideas that (1) most goods and service>:

we consume are purchased in the marketplace from some
store or other kind of business: (2) money income is needed to

purchase goods and services from businesses: and (3) most
people obtain money income through the sale of their labor,
services to some business-(earned income). Today, many

children receive money income either in payment for
performing certain productive tasks in the house or neighbor-

hood (earned incorrie) ,or in the form of gifts (unearned
income)
The activities for Subtopic 2 stress the idea that most wants

for goods and services are satisfied in the marketplace and
that purchases in.the marketplace involve money transactions

and- that individuals and familiei must have a source of
money income (earned or unearned) if they are to engage in

transactions, in the marketplace. The activities for this
subtopic provide the understandings students need to explore
The "wants - income gap" presented in Subtopic 3.
2. List of Activities
-

Item

1

,

title

Recommended
Designated Level
1

1

Earning Money

X

2

The Five and Dime Store

X

.

2

Procedure;
1. Ask the students to list all the different 'ways that they
have of earning mom, income at their age. This would
probably best be done as a class activity. It could be &zinc
in small groups using older students to take dictation.
2. Haimettle students indicate in which set each item belongs
in terms of the.amount of money they usually earn (i.d.,
clear the.table,--the 100 List; feed a neighbor's aog while
sweep the porch--7,they're on vacationshe$5.00
the IOC List; etc.).
3. After flys or 10 items haVe been listecion eachachart, pave
the students make some general statements about the sets
(i.e., "There are few ways for us to e.arn-$5.00.7v "Most

of our work for pay is done at home." "Some work at
home we do not get paid for.") Nom: .This discussion
phase is the key part of the lesson. Try to get the students

to realiie they are making generalizations about their
ability to earn money-income. List the kinds of tasks
performed by-different children in the class for which
They receive money income.

3

r
.

the Money Chain

3

4
5

.

Crazy Sentences
Time is Money

.

X

-

X

X

1426

Title: The Five and Dime Store (Satisfying Wants)

and its wants for goods and services are unlimited. it must
choose which of its many wants for consumer goods and

Recommended Level: 1

services it will satisfy.

Generalization l.: Because income of a household is limited
and its wants for goods and services are unlimited, it must

Subtopic 2: People purchase most of the goods and services

choose which of its many wants for consumer goods and

'purchases require money income.

from private business fims in the marketplace and such

services it will satisfy.

Subtopic 2: People purchase most of,the gocids and services

from private, business firms in the marketplaCe and such
purchases require money income.

'

.

Rationale for Activity: This activity develops an understand-

ing of differences in _prices and/o the amount of money
required. to purchase different goods. Students help to_

Rationale for Activity: This activity reinforces students'
understanding that most goods must be purchased from stores
or businesses and that money income is needed to purchase
them. This lesson also develops fluency (how many words a
student' can list) "ald flexibility (how many different types of

association the student can make), thereby developing
important aspects of creativity and problem-solving.

generatea list of itemshat can be purchased for SO, 100, and
$1.00. Encourage.fluenc'y (listing as initnY items as possible)
AS-IWhelps to stretch the students' understanding of price
.
differences.

Objective:
1. The students will be able to name a word and explain how
they associate this word with the process of using money
to make a purchase from a store or business.
.

Objective:
I. The students will name goods and/or services that can be.
purchased for SO, -100, 250, and $1.00 (the object is to
. clarify the differences in prices of goods and services and
to elaborate on the generalization that purchases require
'money income).

Procedure:
1. Display the blank chart (list) entitled The Money Chain.
THE MONEY CHAIN

Materials:
.1. A large piece of paper for each list (i.e.. the SO List. the
100 List, etc. ).

2. Matgials needed for listing students contributions (felt
pen. crayons, etc .).

Procedure:
1. The 50 List, the 100 List, etc. should be displayed (these
lists could be Itt the form of a bulletin board, butcher
paper covering the chalk board. designated areas on a
table, etc.).
2: eresentthe students with a series of objects, wrappers.
word cards, etc.. and ask them to designate the appropriate list (gurm---the 10C List: a kitethe $1.00 List. etc.);
3. Ask them teadd more items to each list (students could be

2: Tell the students that they are to name a word that has
something to do with buying goods and/or services fronta
store or business; including the.price of the good. Model
several examples:

assigned a list and challenged to find at least I'S items for
their list. Other constraints could be added to the lists for
more advanced students (i:e.. "Can you find, lb tools that
cost less than $1.00 but more than 5O ?' ).

Uncle Jim: "Uncle Jim once gave me a quarter to buy a
Coke from a drugstore."
haircut: "I got a haircut for $2.00 yesterday at the new

4.- Using two items from.two different price lists, ask the
students how much money income would be reqUired to
purchase the paired items (e.g. gum and kite$1.10).

3. Continue the activity and see how long a chain you can
develop.

Why are some goods priced at 5c and others at $1.00?

4. Following completion of the activity. have students

barber shop.

classify the things purchased into two categories: goods
4

67)

and services. List items on the blackboard. Then ask
several students to make a generalized statement using
the key word price and income for some of the goods and
services listed on the blackboard.

Title: The Money Chain (Satisfying Wanp)
,Optional:
1. List the words first (as fast as you can} and then come back.

RecomMended Level: 2
)

Generalization I: Because income of a household is limited

and have the students explain their relationship. How
Many words can the class list in t minute? 5 minutes.? etc.

2. Use the same words but see if different studenti can think

Crazy Sentence
The whole family
Garage . . for 10.

of a new way to associate them with using money to
purchase goods or services.

.

.

visited the dentist

.

. at Tom's

3. Tell the students that they are to name a word that has
Mateiials:

something to do with how-income was received for each
part of the above chart. Model several examples:

. 1.. Cards (all the same size) for writing the specific examples

(see Objective 1).

Uncle Jim: "How did you get income needed to buy a

2. ,A method of recording sensible sentences quits the
following pattern (it would be good to have several

Coke? Was this earned income or a gift?"
haircut: "What-are the different ways that you could get
the income needed to purchase the haircut?"

sample sentences already written on the chart when the
lesson begins).

v.

Procedure:
1.-*.Present and discuss the sample sentences displayed on the

chart. Discuss the meaning of marketplace (i.e., a mar-

ketplace could be a store, an ice cream truck; a gum

Title: Crazy Sentences (Satisfying Wants)

.

.

machine, etc. any time an exchange-of money for goods
or services is made). Note: Market exchanges between
Recommended.Level: 2
buyers and sellers can take place by telephone or mail
order.
Generalization!: Becauk income of a household is limited
2. Have the students generate other...sensible sentences.
andeits wants for goods and services are unlimited, it must
3. ..Make cards for each sentencaffour cards per sentencej.
choose which of its _many wants, for ccpumer goods and
following the pattern noted above).
services it will satisfy.
4. Shuffle the examples for each part of the sentence togethei
and lay them 'face down .under the appropriate heading
Subtopic 2: People purchase most of the mods and services (you Would have four stacks of cards).
from private business firms in the marketplace and such
5. Each student (or team) is given a card from each of the
purchases require money income.
four stacks.
' 6. The purpose of the game is to make sensible sentences out
Rationale for Activity: This activity is designed to strengthen
of the crazy sentences that you are dealt. When it's your
students' understanding of the key concepts: goods, services,
turn, you can draw one card from one of the piles in an
prices, and marketplace. Students debate whether a sentence
attempt to improve your sentence. You must discard one
is "sensible," and through the debate, students should
of your cards after'you draw. The next person can either
clarify and stretch their understanding of the key concepts.
draw from one of the original stacks or from one of the
discards.
Objectives:
7. When yoi get a sensible sentence you read the sentence toe
1. The students will be able to list specific examples of each
the other players, lay it down -in front of ybu, and draw
of the tullowing key phrases in Subtopic 2:
four more cards (one from each of the piles). Note: This is
d. People in the family
a key phase'of the activityl We hope that students will
Goods aneservices
disagree on whether or not a sentence is sensible. The
Marketplaces (store or business)
debate on such an issue can be used to underscore Sub Prices
topic 2. .
2. The students will be able to discriminate between sensible
8. When the -game is completed, discuss the following quesand crazy sentences using the specifIC examples noted in
tions: What do all the cards in stack one have in common?
Objective 1. For example:
Stack-t 9 Stack three?- Stack four?
.9. What would happen r
*fe if the stacks did not make
Sensible Sentence
sense and were always crazP- (Families would buy
Grandfather . : . got . a haircut . . . at the barber
foolish "things 'for prices that did noeinalce sense.)
shop . . for $3.00.

People in the family

t

The whole family
My sister ,
My little brother
Grandfather
Mom

- My friend

Dad

Goods or services
had- a dinner
bought a piece of gum
bought a teddy bear .4-bought a set of crutches
got a watch fixed
got a haircut
bought a tractor

-,

..._

Marketplaces

Money

at-loe's Grill

for $15.00".

. -at-the-gum machine
at the ABC Toy Shop
at the drug store
at the watch shop
"at the barber shop
at B&D-Farm Supply'

16

.v

for-10.
for $5.00.
for $15.00.
for $5.00.
for $3.00.
for $10,000.

.

Tide: Time is Money (Satisfying Wants)
Recommended Level: 3

Generalization 1: Because income of a. household is limited
and its wants for goods and services are unlimited, it must

choose which of its many wants for consumer goods and
services it will satisfy.

Subtopic 2: People purchase most of the goods and services
from private busines% firms in the marketplace and such
purchases require money income.

indicate how many times they would have to dump the
waste cans to make enough money to bv the Bat Kite.
4. Finally, they would guess how long itwould take to dump,
all the waste cans in their house. Using this approximate
time they count the total number. of minutes of dumping
waste cans it. would take to earn enouglimoney to buy the
Bat Kite. The number of minutes is added at the bottom of
the chart.
5. Similar charts could be. made using other jobs to earn the

money to buy the Bat Kite.
THE BAT KITE

Rationale for Activity. The purpose. of this activity. is to
develop the realization that labortime is a limited resource

11.50

and thatmonerspent (In an item can be equated with the time
it takes to earn that money. The goods and services students

XXXXXXXXXX

buy to satisfy, their wants require money income. Their

.xxxxx xxY X X

Money income is limited, whether their money is earned or
received as a gift. The labor time it takes to earn that money
income is also a limited resource.

XXXXXXY XXX
300 minutes
,

Objective:
1. Gi4en a certain fee for performing a task, students will be
able to determine how many times they would have to
perform that task in order to calm enough money to buy a
particular_ item.

.

6. A-sk the following: What item took the longest
time
to obtain? Did it make any difference what kin of work
they chose? What would happen to children o chose
not to work? Then askthe children if they were
"sect

at how Much work was required to obtain a

Materials:
1. A list (student-generated) of tasks and the corresponding
fees: students would get for performing those t2cks
2. A list of items (student-generated) students would like to

'service. What surprised them-the most?

buy.

Procedure:
1. The outcome of this activity is a chart, or a series of.
charts. Have the students identikan item they would like
to buy; you should either give them the price or havelhem
decide what the approximate price would be. For exam-

ple, the students could select a Bat Kite that they know
costs $1'.50.
-

THE BAT KITE

Subtopic 3
,Since a person's income is usually insufficient to buy all
the goods and services wanted, he/she must make choices
which are determined by tastes, income and prices.

1. Ovrview
In previous activities; students were introduced to the
concepts of unlimited wants, money income, and money.
prices. 'they are aware that most goods and services that
individuals or families want must be purChased in the markeiPlace and that such purchases involve the use of money
income.

The activities for Subtopic 3 ,introduce students to the
"Wants-incomegap" that confronts nearly all individuals-or

families. This "gap" refers to the fact that thg amount of
income available to, niost individuals or families is in-

2.. Have the students then select a way of earning the money
for buyingthe kite (e.g. , dumping all the waste cans in the

house for 50). °
3. The students then develop a symbol or use an "X" to
i

sufficient to purchase all the goods and services they want.
Because of this "gap," individuals must make choices: They
must decide what goods Amy will and will ,not purchase.
The activities for this subtopic provide students with the
opportunity to examine the major factors whic' influence a
person's choice of goats and services put-chased (tastes or
preferences, prices of goods and services; and income).
The effect of tastes-or preferences On a person's choices
.

Rationale for Activity: This activity focuses on the effect of
One factor affecting choice-makingyn individual's tastes or

shows up clearly at a luncheon buffet. Once you are moving
along the tables laden with a- vast array of fciods, there is no
"rice or income constraint. Under these conditions, a .persoh's tastes or prefere,nces dictate the kinds and 'amounts of
each food that will be piled on his/her plate. Some persons

preferences. Since students di) not have to purchase the
goods, there is no income or-price constraint. This activity
helps to clarify hOw -tastes or- preferences influence the
choices Of students'or persons generally.
A graph is developed in this activity and serves as a data

may take a little of everything, others may take a lot of
everything. Some persons will be quite choosy, zeroing iri on
a few things and really stacking up on these items. Fortu-

base for students to make generalizations about their choices.
It should be stressed that the students are the ones who come
up with-the generalizations. The data displayed on the graph

nately, for most persons operating buffets, the size ofthe
stomach does Serve as an ultimate constraint.

should be analyzed to verify the generalizations which are
made.

In Other circumstances, priceandincorne.consiraints play
a major role in determining the kinds and amount of goods
and services we choose to buy. In the "olden" days, young ,
couples with relatively small incomes might start off renting
an apartment or house or perhaps buy a small house. Tastes or
preferences might call for the purchase of that big beautiful
house on top of the hill, but price and income constraints rule
.
out this possibility.

-

Objectivei:
1.- Each,student will indicate his/her first and second choicefrom a list of similar items (i.e., a list of ice cream flavors,
brands of cereal, T. V. programs, colors, pets, cars, etc.).
2, The class will make general statements about preferences -of students in the class.

:

Income and price constraints are constantly operating.

.

Mani, of us would prefer that big, comfortable, and safe car;
the trip abroad; the new patio; the Harvard experience for
children, etc. Instead, many of -us, because of income constraints, purchase the smalls:or medium size automobile; visit
the local zoo and museum, perhaps take a trip to Yellowstone
National Park, and may send our children to a 'state univer.
sity.
The activities that follow focus on the effect of these forces
on decision-making as these occur within the experience
realm of children. They, too, are confronted withathe wantsincome gap; and their choices are affected by their tastes,
their income 'and the relative prices of goods and services.

Materials:
1. Colored squares of construction paper for each student.

They should be color coded (i.e., first choiceblue,
secondred) and approximately 1" square.
2. Prepared charti (desserti, pets, days, etc.).having a yertical column of maslcingtape (sticky side out) above each
item listed on the chart (see diagram)._
DESSERTS

1:7

inverted masking
tape tsticAY
side out)

is

L,

2. List of Activities
Pte

CAKE

COOKIES

ICE CREAM

'S.

Title

Item
r.

..
1

.

'What Do You Choose?

2

Price War

'3

Twenty Questions

4

Class Meetings

z-,

Recommended
Designated-Level
1:.

2

Procedure:
1. Demonstrate how the chart works by sticking a marker on
one of the charts (attach one of the r markers to a column

3

of tae)

X

.

.

2. Select one of the charts and have the students make their
first and second choice. Have them go up male chart (a'
group at a time) and,place their markers on the chart.
3 After the students haveadded,their markerstO the chart;
askthem to tnake some general statements. What item did

X

most students choose? Have them give reasons for
choosing that item. Have other 'children explain their first
choice, their setsri:4 choice.. Do all children want the
. same thing? Wk.; or .why not? What two items would you ..
cost log, the second item 250, the
-choose if the first

Title: What Do You Choose? (Making CheiCes)

third item 500, and the fourth item SLOW' Have your

Recommended Level: 1

ChoiCes changed? Why?

a household is limited
Generalization Because income of
."o`and its- Wants for goods and services are unlimited; it must
choose-which of its many, wants for consumer goods- and
.
services it gill satisfy.
Subtopic 3: Since a person's income is usually insufficienito
buy all the goods and services wanted, he/she must make
choices which are determined by tastes, income and prices.

18
4-

a.

I
Tide: Price War (Making Choices)

3. Each player arranges hi 3/her cards i one pile face down.

Reconunended Level:. 1

4. Each player turns up his or her top card and showsit to
the.other players. The player with the best buy wins the
"war," gets to take the other players' cards_and adds
them to the bottom of his or her stack. The game con-

Generalization' 1: Because income of a houSehbld is limited
and services are unlimited, it must
and its wants fOr

choose which of_
services it will

.

dnues until one player has won all the cards or until time

is called (then the player who has most of the cards

many' wants fir consumer goods and

wins).
S. in casikota tie, eachplayer places throe cards facedown
and turns up'the fourth. The winner of the "war"-takes
all the cards (the three lyitpg face down and the fourth
card turned up).
6. Before the students play the -game as an independent
activity, it would be a good idest.to model it with the
whole class.

4 Subtopic 3: Since

'ncorneis usually instiffieiebt to
buy all the goods and services wanted.' he/she must make
choices which are determined by tastes, income and prices.
...t

Ratiitnakfor Activity: Price is one of the factors.that a person
considers in deciding what good to purchase. This activity
illustrates that it is often best to purchase a given good at the
foviest per unit price. The card gargle provided in this activity

7: The decks'of cards can be designed accordincto.the
ability level of the students.
8. Two to five players can play the game (2-3 players is
.
optimum).
9. After the game is completed, display the three different
%lb

is designed to help students quickly to compute per unit price.

Students have 'to compute approximate per unit price to
determine the "best" buy cm terms of unit price).

.

marble cards and have the children explain why one card

Objecti;e:
I. Givei two cases of a sale price for a particular item, the
1
student will by able to select' the better buy.
v

is the "best" and one is the "worst." The teacher might
prepare small bags of cookies, five per bag, for 60 a bag.
no.

The price of individual -cookies would be IC Have

Materials:
1. A deck of 40 (3 x ) cards. Forty is an arbitrary 'number

'children determine what is the best buy. Children might
discuss a recent "good buy" made by their family..
10. Note that the "best buy", in terms of unit cost may mean

and can be:varied according to your situation. The important thing is to have an inverse relationshiirbetween the
number of cards and their respective. Omer. For example,
a 40 -card deck might include:

too much total outlay by the consumer. Forxamplet a
large bag with 4 dozen cookies for $2.40 (50' each)
compared to a small bag with 3.cookies fOr $.30 (61t
each). Primary grade children knew that the big bag is

51:ard.s

15 cards
20 cards

.

ten marbles for 1044
five marbles for 10ft.

not the best buy for tlibm nor would it be fora very small
family.

two marbles for Mg
-

Cards ,can be made by running 3
-ditto machine.

5 cards through the
Title: Twenty Questions (Making' Choices)

Reconitnendedlevek. 2
Generalization 1: Because income o household is limited
unlimited, k must
and its wants for goods and services
mer goods and
choose which of its many wants for
services it will satisfy.
Subtopic 3: Since a person's income is usually insufficient to

buy all the goods and services wanted, he/she must make
choices which are determined by -tastes, income and prices.

Procedure:
1. The teacher-should examine two of the cards with the
class. The. pupils, should note the per-unit price of a
marble for each of the two cards. They should explain
which card provides the "best* buy" in terms of unit
Price2. Shuffle the deck and deal.all the cards to the,players (odd
cards can be placed face down in the middle and go tq the

winner of the first "war").

Rationale for Activity:, An individual's tastes (preferences)
and the price of a goo4 are two of the factors that a person
considers in deciding what good to purchase. This activity
helps to -strengthen students' understanding of these con--

cepts. The activity also develops listening and questionaski ng skills.

Objective:
".
1. The students will ask questions which refer to taste and

_

fi

I

Objective:
1. Stugents will be able to identify comments that reflect or
dell with taste, income (amount of funds available), and
prices.

price and can be answered with either a "yes" or "no"
response.
.

Materials:
1. This activity calls for long list of goods and services the
student might want. If you saved any of the lists from
previous activities (see SlottingGeneralization 1, Sub.
topic IL you might tape the data on the board 'and ask if
any of the students, want goods and services different.

Materials:
1. A tape recorder.
2.. A price list to fit the items being discussed.

.

3. A chart as described in ProcedureStep S.

from those they listed earlier :If there is no existing list of
wants, the fallowing examples of itemi-CoulcLbe used to
start the list:
doll, knife, yo-yo, subway ride, pencil, 49'er T-shirt,

Procedure:
1:- Gather the students around a chart or overhead projector
displaying a price list of-P.& equipment (this list should
be available through the district office or the secretary

haircut, baseball, tennis ball, frisbee, record, comic
book, water gun, Coke, movie, bike, wagon. dog, cat.
tfil

may hive an'appropriate catalog on file in the office).
2. - Tell the students that the school (your grade, the primary

guppy, catfish, snail, cookie; etc.

grades, or whatever unit seems appropriate for your
setting) has $20.00 to buy some new equipment: Ask
them to decide which equipMent should be purchased.
3. The tape recorder should be used to record the students'
discussion.
4. After the students have decided (or after you feel that
sufficient discussion has taken place). tell,the students
that you want them tolisten to their discussion.
5. Present a chart similar to the -one pictured below:

Procedure:

1. The teacher (or a student) secretly selects
one of the items
.
,

from the list.
2. The studentatry to determine which of the items has been
selected by asking questions which can Se answered with
a "yes" or "no" response. Important: The students can
ask only orie-;IS it . . .?" question (i.e.; "Is it a dog?").
.They must ask other types of questions until they know

ITASTE

for sure what the item is. -Then they can ask the "Is
.?" question. The 'number of questions can- be
it

PRICE

limited or a tine limit can be plated on the activity.

3. After the children are familiar with the game, add the
constraint that questions must make referende to taste

g

o

..

.

.

<-

.

(i.e.. Would a young boy want this? Would a person on a
diet want these?).
4. Now add the constraint that questions must deal with price
.

LIMITID FUNDS

.

(i.e.. Is the price less than 50e?).

6. Review the meartit.g of each of the threeheadings:
Taste: One's likes and dislikes, preferences

Price; HOw much the item costs
Limited funds: $20.00 (in this case)
7. Tell the students you are goingto play back their discussion. Ask them tp raise their hand whenever they hear a

comment that refers to either taste, price or limited

Title: Class Meetings (Making Choicesi.

funds. It would be a good idea tosive several examples
of each case:
Tom said he likes football better than foursquare. Thii
is an example Of "taste."

Recommended Level: 3

Generalization 1: Because income of a household is limited
and its wants for goods and services are unlimited, it must
choose, which of its many wants for consumer goods and
services it will satisfy.

Safina'iaid that a football costs $7.00. This is an
example of "price." .
Coral reminded us weonly have $20.00. This is an
example of "limited funds."
8. Each time a student raises his/her hand, stop the tape

Subtopic3:Since a person's income is usually insufficient to
buy all the goods and services wanted; he/she must make
choices which are determined by tastes, income and priceg.

recorder and discuss the comment that was made. Either

a tally-could be made in the appropriate column or a
key phrase coed be listed in the appropriate column
(i.e., football better than foursquareTom: football

$7.00Sslina; only $20.00Coral).

Rationale for Activity: This activity gives the student; a
chance to express their own tastes, their own concerns re-

9. After the tape has beencoded, ask the students to make
some general statements about their tastes, how price
affected their decision, and how the $20.00 limitation
decision. These generalizations could be
affected
added to the bmom of the chart.
10. Other decisions that could be.useci include:

gardiniprice, and-to note the need to make a choice because
of limited funds. By taping the class discussion and having
the" students listen to and identify their ewn remarks related to
taste, *creme and price, the students will become more aware
of the role of taste, income and price in decision-making.

20
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4
Title: Using Your Time (Opportunity Cost)

a. We can take one field trip this year: where should we
.

go? Or, we have $100.00 for field trips this yaw.
He are the choices (and costs) of places v. can go
to. What should we do?
the
b. We have $20.00 to purchase new b '

Recommended Level: 1,72

Generalization I : Because acme of a household is limited
and its wants foi goods and seivices are .unlimited, it must
choose which of its many wants for consumer goods and .
services it will satisfy.

.h

librarY. Here is a list of books and their I+.

should we choose?
c, Wethave $10.00 for our chas pally Shout° we spend
the money on refreshments, prizes or games?

Subtopic4: Persons should make wise decisions in choosing
Cr they buy a Particular..
what goods they bit because w
(opportunity cost).
good, they must V p 6 me other
Rationale for Activity: This activity broadens the concept
opportunity cost. It is derigned to encourage students
opportunity cost in deciding how to spend theiilimited
of
time (Sanuday morning, free time. in school, ete.).

Sullitopk 4

Objectives:.
1. Students will give their personal reasons for selecting one

Persons should make wise decisins in choosing what

goods they buy because kvhenevert they buy a particular good,
they mint give up some other good (opportunity cost).

I. Overview:

activity over another.
2. Students will list whit they have given up (opportunity
cost) in making a twain decision.

The concept of oppOrtunity cost is a simple but powerful
analytical tool which' can be put to gbod use in situations
involving choosing among alternatives. This concept is par-

Materials:
1:. A met rod of recording "student responses (blackboard,

ticularly useful in an economy where goods and services. are
exchanged for money rather than exchanged fol other goods
and services (barter). In a barter economy, the real or oppottrinity cost 'of exchanges is mach' more apparent. If we ex-.
change two bunches of onions for oneMinch of carrots, then

ts
Procedure:
1: Ask students to list things they could do in a free hour at

It

. home. List these items in such a way that the students can

easily refer back to them.
2. Have the students vote for the 'activity that thoy think is
best (the one they would select). Record the votes next to
the items.
3. Select the most. popular item and have the students tell
why they think it is the best. Do the same thing wijh the
least popular item.
4. Ask the studeits to identify which activity is best in terms
-of+arinoney cost; (b) educational hem-At, (c) enjoyment,
.
(d) pleasing. to others in the family, etc. ,
5. Have the students list opportunities that they could be
ndicattlhat
missing by selecting the mast popular i
-ty cost"
these loft opportunities represent the ``Co
of their:selection. 6. Other questiois to consider:
a. If you are going on a trip in the car (aileasta two-hour
do while you're riding? What
drive), what can
would your- choice be? Why? What opportimities
could you Miss?
b. If you have an hour of free time at schoolbwhat could
you do? Why? What opportunities could you miss?
c. If you're home sick in bed, what can you do?

carrots.- But if We exclvinge (pay) 30e for the. carrots.. we

typically think of the ast of the .carrots as the amount of
money exchanged for them, rather than the next best thing
( onions) that we could have purchased with the 30e. .
Because an individual's (family's) income is insufficient
to purchase all the goods and services wantediehoices must
be made. Students should recognize that there are two kirids
of costs involved wherever theychoose to purchase a particular good. Fust,othere is the obvious costthe money cost or

the price paid' for the good. purchased. Second; there is
another significant cost involved in the purchase of a good
sod that is the other good(s) or servieC(s) which otherwise
could have been purchased. Students should understand that
vihenever they decide to purchase a particular good, they also

_make the decision to forego the.purehlse of.the next most

preferred other good; and this kind of cost is known as
opportunity cost. Whenever -a student makes a choice, the

Cost of the thing 'chosen is the other thing that must be foregone because ortat choicethe opportunity cost.
;.

"

Recommended

Title

Item
.

Desilia12471

3 44

.

1

Using Your Time

2
3

This or That
The Big Buy

X
.

-

etc)

we know the onions exchanged represent the cost of the

Z.' List of Activities

.

.X
-X

X
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.Tide: This or That (Opportunity Cost)

Kite

Recommended Level: 2

play outside With it

Generalization /: Becadse income of a household is limited
.
4

. do more th ing's wiesh 't:
-

send messages

and its wants for goods and services are unlimited-, it must

experiment with it

thogse which of its many wants for consumer goods and
services it will satisfy.

you get more exercise

tree

can learn a lot of tricks

Review some of their reasons for their selections and
some of the opportunitiesibey considered. Ai* them to
make some gerfeeal statements shout their vales. 4.

Subtopic 4: Persons should make wise decisions in choosing
what goods they buy because whenever they buy a particular
goad, they Must give up some other good (opportunity cost).

We value things that will last.
We value playing outside more than inside.
There isn't much you can do with a kite.
It is good to experiment with things.

Rationale for Activity: In, this activity studentemust decide
which item from a given pair they would select. The student.:
shotild examine the different reasons for selecting an item.
Emphasize the oppOrrunity cost (the things they won't be able
to do) of a given choice. It is important that is the teacher you',
don't try to Noose your choice. on the-students. Develop an
accepting
atmosphere, encourage student/student debate, try
.
to avoid premature. closure, and stress that the alternatives

should always be examined befoic making a choice..

use it allyear
won't get caught in a

.-

.

Tide: The Big Buy (Opportunity Cost)
Objectives:
1. The students will give reasons for selecting one item over
-

2. Each student will select one item over the other and
identify the key reason forliis/her selection.
.3. The students will be able to name some of the opportunities they have. lost by selecting a particular item.

Recommended Level: 2-3

Generalization I: Bec.ause income of a household is limited
and its wants for. goods and services are unlimited, it must

choose which of its many wants for consumer goods and
services it will shisfy.
11.

Materials:

Subtopic 4: Persons should make wise decisions in choosing

1. A method of recording student responses (blackboard,
transparency, chart, etc.).
2. Problem situations (see Item I under Procedure).

what goods they buy because whenever they buy a particular
good, they must give up some other good (opportunity cost)._

Rationale for Activity: In this garlic students can shop at

Procedure:
1. Present the .studeMs with a problem or choice situation.
Listed
several examples:
Example A.1. man is shipwrecked off an island. Before
his boat sinks, he only has timer° take one thing with him.
What should he take, a gun, a fishiiig pole or his -gold
watch?
e B. A family wants to get a pet. They can have
They live in an apartment house in the city.
onl
d'be a better peta cat, a tropical fish or a
Whic
dog?

different "stores" and ruakit decisions about Whether or not
to spend their ,"money," where and when io spend it, and

what to buy. Their decisions about spending money will
involve the opportunity cost of time as well as the opportunity
cost in terms .pf alternatives forgone.

Objective:
1. Students will learn to look at the opportunity cost of the
many different alternatives available to them when they spend money.

ExampIrt C. A girl ha% five dollars. She must decide

Materials:

whether to buy a wagoi(price is $5.00) that she waots or a
pair of earrings for her mother's birthday (price is 5.00).
No other choices, please.

1.

Example D. An eighi-year-old boy lives alone with his
father on an isolated island. He wants to buy a toy. Which

would be a better bya kite or a yo-yo?
2. Have the students list positive reasons for selecting each
of the two items.
.
3. Ask the 'studeets to decide which they would select:
4. Ask the students what they have gained by selecting that
item and then have them identify what they have lost hi

selecting alit item.
5. Ask the students to _think about what they have done.

Set up three "stores" or purchasing-centers. Each store
shouldsell a different category of item, as follows: The $1
Store (sells goods, The $2 Store sells goods, and The
Game Store offers the opportunity to play a game of skill.,
To stock the two stores selling goods, have the children
bring simple used items from home such as rubber bands,

pencils, trading cards, old comic books, etc. Have each
student bring up to five items. Sort the items into two piles
by judging those that wourd be considered more valuable
as $2 items while the remainder has a $1 value. Keep in
mind that sipce.play money is used, the.items do not have
to have a real iiiaricet value of S1. All the items catalogued
as $2 will be placed in the $2 Store.. One-half of the $1

4

hems will be placed hi the $1 Store and the other half will

S. Also tell them that after the first 10 minutes, there

a big "sale" for. five minutes, and the "Goods" store

be placed in the beast Store to be used itipriaes. When
the stores irtatodmd, they each should have approximately the same number of items.
2. Have students prepare big signs to identify each store; for
mianipAci theGinie Store might have a sign saying "Play
the Guns of Skill Here. 3 Tries for $1" or "Play Spinner
.r.

Here. 3 Spins for $1."
3. Amite a lbeation for each 'to' re. The Game Store should
have one game for students' to play. One student plays
"I's while others wait in line. The games selected should be,
she kinds that individuals play at carnivals rather than
group pmes; for example, a Wan bag toss or ping pong
ball toss through a small hole in a piece of plywood, or a
six- or eight-number spinner. where-the *player guesses
, which numb& will come up.
4. Make some play money or use Monopoly money, enough
to give each studeht five SI bills.
5. You will need a large ahem clock.
Procedure: - 1. 4Explain to the class that there are three stores: two selling
and one selling a service. The V Store sells items
f S 1 eachiThe $2 Store sells items for $2 each; and The
Store has agame available toplay, but each player

must pay $1 for three tries. In The Game Store, if the
player wins (.e., gets the bean bag or ping pong ball in
the hole), holshe may select a prize from the goods
available: Note it is possible for eplayer to win three
items. Some will try but will not win anything. Once a
player has taken three shots, he/she must go to the end of
the line in order to.buy smother chande, unless there is no
line.
2. Ask for three volunteers to be STORE OWNERS who-will then sell the gOods :he chance to play the game:.

3. OW qadt student (except for the sake owners) five
bills of play money.. :

I

4. Tell the students that they will have 10 minutes to
"shop" at the three stores; they can just lopk and not
buy; they can spend all their money; or Chef carispend
some now and save some for bier.

owners will be allowed to sellnvolor thiirrice clone
any items that are 111.0 over,,and the Game Store will let\
students have six tries for SI. Mention that, of course,
there may riot be any items left over if the shoppers buy
up' everything.

6. Say "START BUYING!" and set the alarm for 10

-

minutes.
7. If a store.sdkouthefore die time is bp, put up a big sign
saying t..1.0SED.
8. When the alarm goes off, set it again for five minutes and
.

say "IRE SALE STARTS NOW!" Encou rage store
owners to try to sill an their goods.

ea of again, announce that all the
9. When the
ve- -mob store owner count
stores are closed,

'
.
f his/her money.
10. Discuss the following conscious with the class:
Which store was the most popular with the shoppers?
Why?
Which store earned the most money ? Why?

wk.-did/some students spend all their money dining
the first tent:Mentes, and others wait for the big salevt

How many students spent all their money at Tkie $1
Store? What could they eve bought at.,The $2 Store
instead? 'What did they ve up ia ordbr to buy what
e

m

hithey..

spend time? lust looking? Standing

I

in line? Why? What was the opportunity cost of
looking standing in line?
Which stu is feel thatthey were ?the best shop.- .pens''? Wh

* What is the

--)

ty cost of- Inrying fiv-etems from

The $1 Storeor 5 dollars of gimeplaying?

Wbo *lilted for the big sale and found chat *Item
he/she wanted most was sold out of that The dance
Store was too crowded and he/she -couldn't play?
What does this tell us about the risk of waiting?

Why miuldn't everyone buy evetything
wanted and play the game too?
.11

C.
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,
Ecoriornic Generalitation 2
Because household i
is liMited, househo lds must
choose how'much of their
they will use to purchase goods and services privately
how much they Will use to
purchase collectively through vernment.
Overview:
This generalization focuses on the idea thit some wants are

thvners of capital and ladd employed in production.
Although government is similar to private businesses in its

economic funcnoll of using resources to supply outputs
wanted 6y households and firms, there are important differences in 'the way decisions are made about what and how
much .businesses and govetnMent should produce. When

households purchase consumer goods and services from

businesses, they pay a price. and the* price payments

satisfied, by goods and services. supplied Iv government *...,Onance the production of consumer goods..Failure to pay a
ice simply means going without the gtiod or service
rather than by businesses. The kind of government discussed
househblds
may want. With goveriiinent, the supply of goods
in this overview, is representative government, an instituand
services
is financed by taxation, although taxes alsotave
tional.arrangement whereby tax, mpegditure. and qther.nolother
'functions
and other financing methods are available
icY decisions are made by elected represennitives. In the
(borrowing,
for
example). Fitifiure to pay a tax does not
United States the most important governmental bodies are at
necessarily mean going without the good or service produced
die feden0, state, city. county, and 'School district levers.
by government (persons can still, say. use sidevialks),.but it
The question of the role of government in economic activusually means paying a fine. In other words,.businesses say,
ity is very complex and has many dimensions. In this over"pay the price or do without the good or service, and
view, we shall be concerned with the following major ideas:
(1) government supplies goods and serv;ces:.(2) to supply . government sayi, "pay the tax or go to court."
A second difference, between having goods provided by
goods and services *overnmeift purchases resources from
government
and businesses is *e way in whicdecjsions arehogse olds and goods and services froni businesses: (3)
made
about
what
to produce and how mlich of each'output to
its purchases with income:mainly frena
prodyce.
In
the
market,
the decision about what goods get
taxes c44overninent's.income is limited and choices must
produced
is
determined
by
the expenditures of consumers,
be mter:Abquptow to use that income:, and.(5) there are
and
business
produces
those
goods if consumer expenditures
benefit aidcosts in supplying government%oods and servare sufficient to cover the cost and allow a profit. In other
words, conlumers vote for What goods they want by the
These ;ideas 41iy...,$e classified under a general heading

dollars theOpena on various goods. With representative

-called the,..reiourte-thing activities of government. The
resource -using finialoil is different from government's economic
redisnibuting income, primarily by making,
liansferpay'rheritssocial security, unemployment cornpenJahtkitr."publie assistance. etc. In making transfer expendi.govamment redistributes -income from taxpayers to.
major role in regulating economic activity. In thisgeneralizadon and overview, we are not concerned with government
' expenditures that transfer income. We are concerned only
. with government expenditures
. that supply goods and "sexy-

ices.
.
The resource-using activities of government are iii some

respects similar to the activities of businesses. They both
supply goods and services that are capable of satisfying
lice such

thingslis automobiles, shoes, T. V. sets, can

bars, and

sentatives or government officials voice the ideas and. wants
of the peoplk who elect them: and in this way the Meinbers of
.society
represented govermnent.
examples of,
- elected representatives are mayors at the o level, governors at the state level, and legislators
the President at the
federal level. Because government
ided through
taxes is limited, gov
is
make choices about what
and how many goods
ces they will supply. Taxes
can be increased or decreased, but at any time there is only so
Much government revenue:
OP"
In deciding what goods and services to supply, government and citizens must consider the opportunity cost and the
benefits of different goods and services. Individuals benefit
from police protection, fire protection, education, and high.

'basketballs: Governments supply such items as national defense, police protection, fire protection, educational, services. and highWays....To produce these outputs, both busin Ases and governMent purchase intermediate products and
resources in. the marketplace. For example, to produce an
automobile, fivers purchase steel, glass, tires, labor, land,
and capital goods: To supply its output, government hires
%private business to build post offices. schools, city halls.

ways. But these outputs also have a real cost. The taxes a'
family pays reduce the amount of family income available for
the directpurehase of gOods andservices and/or saving by the

amount of the taxes paid. This tax money collected by the
government it then used to satisfy wants for public goods and
services. The economic costoor opportunity cost of taxes is
the alternative got...1s ar.d services which could have been
purchased with that money had it not been.paid to the gov-

dams. highways, -Iither public facilities; and it hires

ernment in the form of taxes. In addition, with a limited
budget or a certain amount of tax collection, government

poital employees. teachers , clerks, engineers, police officers
and firefighters. .When government purchases goods and.

must choose among many different goods and services. And.
in deCiding to spend funds on one item, the opportunity cost
is the other outputs that government could have supplied.

services from businesses`, money=siom the government
to businesses in' the form of-pric

ment by voting for representatives who, they think, will
make certain taxgand expenditure decisions. These repre-

t

certain groups in the population. Governmit also plays a

human wants. In the United States, businesses

govemAient,people decide what to supply through govern-

ents.. When the gov-

ernment employs labor altd other factors of production,
s-money still flows to the private sector, but in a different form.

Economic Subtopics
1. Government supplies

In this case, money income flows directly to workers and
"

2
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services to hOuseholds

Title: Mystery Erase {Governmental Services)

and to business firms.

2. To supply goods and services, government purchases
reiources and/or goods sod services.
3. Government finandes most of its puiehases with income
from taxes.
4. Pecause of limited income, choices must be made about
what and how much of each good or service the government will supply.
5. The opportunity tort of government goods and services is
the amount of other goOds and servicesSgovernment and
private) that are given up.

Recommended Level:.I

Generalization 2: Because household income is limited.
households must choose how much of their income they will
use topurchase goods and services privately and how much
they will use to purchase collectively through government,e

Subtopic 1: Government supplies goods and services to
households and to business firms.
RationaleforActivity:11his activity focuses on the goods and
services that governmental agencies usually provide. It is a

drill activity designed to help students to identify and remember key services proVided by government.

0

Sublet* I
Government supplies goods and services to households
and to business firms.
1. Overview

I

units) from private businesses.'

tion of governmental units is that of supplying goods and
services to households and businesses: Some things can be
supplied to households either by governmeat (the public
sector) of by businesses (the private sector). Thee-ire public
schools and private schools, there is public police protection
and private guards, there, are public.. streets and private
streets, and there is government-produced electricity and
privately produced electricity. The question of whether certain good's can be more efficiendy produced by government
or by private firms is an important question, and one about
which people will disagree. The activities for this subtopic
are not concerned with this question. They simply focus on
the fact that government acts as a supplier of goods and
services.

2. List of Activities

Item

.

(goverrutient) or purchased by individuals (consumer

.

In Economic Generalization I , students were introduced to
three basic economic concepts: scarcity, choice - making, and
opportunity cost. They were also introduced to the business
firm as a producer and seller of goods and services to households. In Generalization 2, the same economic concepts will
'continue [0be emphasized, but government vgi,11 be substitilted for business as a producer and/or provider of goods and
services to individuals or households.
Many people seem unaware of the fact that a major func -

.

Objectives:
1. The student will be ante to name the good or service that
has been removed froth a list of five displayed items.
2. The student will be able to identify whether the good or
service removed is normally provided by the community

Tide

-4jystery Erase
2

Remain Standing Please

3

Match/Mismatch

Recommended
Designated Level
3
I
2

Materials:
1. A set of pictures depicting goods and services supplied by

the government (see sample attached). Notice several
pictures are added depicting items sold to families by
businesses. The activity is designed to provide students
with an opportunity to discriminate between services
supplied by the government and those usually sold by
businesses to households. Some services, such as gar?
bage collection, are supplied by private business in one
town and by the city in another.
Procedure:
1. This activity is designed to be used with a group of 10-15
students.

2. Display five of the pictura7

3. Discuss each picture with the students. Name the good or
service being provided and stress the fact that the community (government) usually provides it. Have the students respond to such questions as:

"Have you ever seen this type of work being done?
Where? When'?"
"What other kinds of work do these people do?"
"What special tools do they use?"
"What do we call this servibe?"
"Who usually provides the service?"
4. Ask the students to put their heads clOwn and close their

eyes. Remove one of the pictures.
5. Call "heads up" and ask the students 'to raise a hand if
they'know which item was removed:
6. If the student correctly identifies the missing item, have
the student describe die service and tell who usually Rays
for it.

X

X

7. After the missing item is identified call "heads down"
again. Remove another item and ask the students to
identify the two items that have been removed in the order

32

they ware removed. In each case tke student must describe the service and name who (business or community)
usually "Applies it.
S. Cominne removing other items until the task becomes too
difliculi.

9. After completing the ahovehnentioned activity, use the
One-String Rule Activity to see if Students can identify
the rule for the items in the circle (for description of the
One-String Rule, ice "The One-String Rule Activity
If students can
Economic Generslizadon I, Subtopic
name the role ;' Governmental Services, have them add
other services which might go into the circle. Do the
things cubicle the circle have their own rule?

$

Yci-Yo

Ice Cream

I

40
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27

From llfustrr Curriculum Guide. Part II. Primary Level. JCEiE..1977.-.
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Traffic Police Officer

From Masrer.Curriculuin Guide. Part II. PriTary Level, JCEE. 1977.
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Tali: Remain Standing, Please (Governmental Services)
a.
Recommended Level: 2

Generalizatiotr- 2: Because household income is limited,
households must choose how much of the:r income they will
° use to purchase goods and services privately and how much
they will use to purchase collectively through government.
.

. Subtopic I : Government supplies goods and services to

households and to business firms:

4. When ou haveisolated one student, repeat the clues and
have the class decide if the student'i card fits the clues.
5, The following set of pictures is only suggestive; your
class could. develop more cards of their own.
6. Hold up two pictuks you used in the activity illustrating
government-supplied goods and services. Tell thb stu-,
dents that these are clues to the rule.you are thinking about

(or draw a circle on the board and put the pictureek it).
Ask whether each of the rest of the pictures would fit the
role you are thinking about (or would go inside the circle):Ask the students to identify the rule you had in mind.

Ratio-flak for Activity: Thii activity serves-two -purposes: (1)
it provides an opportunity for deVeloping listening skills and . CLUES
(2).the students practice discriminating between goods and
Item 1. City Bus

services ncxinally provided by government and those normally putr.hased from businesses by families.
Objectives: .
Students ill be able to discriminate between goods and

services normally supplied by government and those
normally purchased by families.
2. Students will be able to listen to a Clue and determine if it
describes the item they are holding.

'

Materials:
=
1. The set of pictures on pages 32-36.
2. The clue sheets described under Procedure-Step 5.

_-Procedure:
1. Have4lie'itidents stand. Giv'e.each student one of the
pictuie cards. As you do this, show the card to the class
and identify what is picturea. and 1.v.hether it is usually
provided by the govenunentbr purchased from a business
by individuals. Have the students give a reason why it is
normally provided by the government or why families
purchase it froni a business:.
2. Explain to the students that you're going to give them a
'clue: If the clue fits their card, they should remain standing. If it does not fit, they should sit down.

3. Continue to give clues until only one student remains
standing.

-

1. This is provided by the city government.
2. It carries people.

j. People pay to ride on it.
4. It travels the same route time after time.
Item 2. Waste Can
1.. -Things are put in it
2. This is not usually provided by the government.
3. There are usually several of these inside the house.,
- 4. These are usually about the size of a bucket.
5. You often empty them into a garbage can.

Item 3. Jail
1. This holds people.
2. This stays in one place.
3. This has a roof.
4. It usually has a door.
5. It is provided by the government.
6. The door is -usually locked.
7. It holds criminals.

Item 4 Wagon
1. This often has four wheels.
2. It is usually not supplied by the government.
3. It is used for riding.
4. You can carry things in it.
5. It is usually used by children.

Pram Master Curriculum Guide. Part 11. Primary L

el. _WEE: 1977.
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Title: Match/Mismatch (Governmental Services)
Recommended Lei;e1: 3

.

Generalization 2: Because househo

income is "limited,
households must choose-how much of their income they will
use to purchase goods and services vately and how much
gh government.
they will use to purchase Collectively

Procedure:
.
1. Divide the class into small groups (3 to 5 students).
2. Appoint a captain for each group.
3. Give each captain a multiple response card ("yes" and
"no" is written on both sides so that as a student holds up
the card, hisiperresponse is visible to the students as well
as to the teacher).
Front

Back

YES

YES.

ON

ON

Subtopic 1: Government supplies g¢odc and services to
households and to business firms.
Rationale for Activity: This activity serves two purposes: (1)
it develops skill in using probability and (2) it reinforces the
concept that Some go?gls and services are supplied by the
government and others 'are purchased from businesses.

4. Drill. Go through each item on the list (see Item 3 under
Materials). After you point to the item, give the groups a
few-seconds to decide whether that item is supplied by the

1

government (i.e., "yes"-it is supplied by'the government, or "no"-it. is not supplied by the government).
Count down "3 . . . 2 ; . 1 . . . SHOW." When yoo
say "SHOW," each captain holds up the multiple re-

Objectives:
1. Stildents will be able to discriminate between goods and
services normally supplied by the government and those

normally purchased from businesses by individual

sponse card to show the group's answer.
5. Call the class's attention to the deck of word car& (item 2
under Materials). Shuffle this deck of cards. As you do
this, telrthe class that the deck of cards is the same as the

families.

2. Students will be able to make "intelligent guesses" in
terms of probability.

list of items written on the chalkboard (item 3 under

Materials:
1. A set of "yes/no" multiple response cards (described in
Step 3 of Procedure).
2_ A set of word cards--each item below should be listed on

Materials).

Show the class -Attribute 9 (item 4 under Materials)"supplied by the government." Tell them you're going to
turn over One of the cards. 'Ask them if they _think the
.
card will match ("yes") the attribute or not ("no").

.

a3 x 5" card.

11

1. haircut
2. picking up garbage
3. cleaning streets
4. city park
5. collecting mail
6. hamburger
7. deciding court cases
8. arresting bank robber
.

9. fixing highways
10. a squirt gun
11. fire engine
12. a school bui
13 an ambulance
14. a firehose
15. a fire alarm-box

Note: Chances are it will' because only three
items on the list (9, 6 and 10) are usually purchased by individuals.

.

Discuss several other examples and them go through the
list one item at a time. Be sure to give several seconds to
the students so they can discuss the answer for each item.
Ask the captains to show. (hold up their -card- to indicate
"yes" or "no"). If they have the right answer their team
gets a point.
6. The game can be played several times by reshuffling the
deck Said starting over.

3. The items listed above should also be listed on the
chalkboard.
4. Mist of attributes (these can be written on cards, listed on
a transparency, or the teacher can list them on the board).
1. supplied by the government
2. families purchase good from a business
3. used by only one or twopeople
4. used by many different people (or used to protect
many people).
5. used onlyby children
4. used for children and adults
7. supplied by governments for your protection
8. supplied by city gover.ment for fire protection
9. something you buy at a restaurant
10. something a citygovernment usually buys
11.- atoy
12.- something a police officer does
13. a service supplied by the government

5
Subtopic 2
To supply goods and services, government purchases re,

I. Overview

14; a service that individuals usually buy from a
business
15. something used to take children to school.

_

sources and/or goods -aid services.
In the activities for Subtopic 1, students w "re exposed to
some of the goods and services provided by government to
households. T'ne set of activities for Subtopic 2 provides

.
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students with insights im how govermient is able to do this.
Basically; if government is to provide households with goods
and services, it must either purchase these goods and services

-from' some busineis or it Must purchas resources (land,
labor, capital) from households or businesses and transform
them into the .goods, or services to be provided.
ALGovernment generally provides households with Various
ds of services and to provide these services government
purchasei both resources and goods. For example, to supply
fire protection services, government hires labor resources
(firefighters) and purchases from businesses a Variety of
goods (fire trucks, buildings, hoses, fire hydrants, typewriters, paper, uniforms. etc.). As teachers are aware, much
the Same situation exists when government provides members of households or families with 'public education services.

1

Objectives:

1. Students will be able to classify pictures of, goods and
services supplied by government under appropriate head-

ings (i.e., fire, police, roads, water, parks, mail, and
library).
2. Students will be able to name goods and services which
could be added to each go generated in Step I above.
.

Materials:
1. A set of classification cards
Fire Protection
Police Protection
Roads

2. List of Activities

Item

goods and services. For example, in providing mail service,
the government builds post offices, buys Mail boxes, mail
trucks, letter carrying bags, etc.

._Water

Recommended
Designated Level

Title

1

Broad to Narrow

3

Unique/Common

3

X

Name One More

2

2

.,

Parks
Mail
Library,
1

.2. A set of item cardi showing goods and
X

Title: Name One More (Governmental Services)

. ices needed by

government to provide -the services listed above (see
pages 39-41).
3. Some blank cards for studentsto draw their own items to
add to each of the main categories.
Procedure:
1. Have the item cards on display (bulletin board, taped to

Recommended Level: 1

chalk board, taped to large piece of butcher paper, etc.):;
2. Gather the students around the display area.
3. Put up ilabel card (fire protection) andtell the students

Generalization 2: Because household income is limited,

that government uses tax money to pay for fire protection.
4. Model-the next step by showing the students that one thing

households must chooSe how much of their income they will
use to purchase goods and services privately and how much
they will use to purchase Collectively thrbugh government.

Subtopic. 2: To supply goods and services, government
purchases resources and/or goods and services.
Rationale for Activity: This is an open-ended classification
activity designed to call attention to the fact that governments
provide many, services (fire protection, police protection, ,
parks, etc.). In each case the government needs to buy many 4

the government has to buy to provide fire protection is
hats for the firemerp(place picture of hat under fire protec-

tion label). Challenge them to see how many item cards
they can prace under tnis heading.
5. Follow Steps 3 and 4 with the other classification cards.
- 6. After all the item carets have been placed under a clissification card, have the students name other things that.
..
could -be added to each category.
7. Have the students draw pictures of these items and add
them to an appropriate category.

YIELD

MPH

RED

PAItir

LIMIT..
PAINT
ROAD SIGN
.4
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,
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Tide: Unique/Conunon (Governmental Services)'.

Broad.to Narrow (Governmental Services)
Recommended Level: 2

RecommendedLeve1:.3

Generalization 2: Because household income is limited,

Generalization 2: Because household income' is limited,

households must choose how much of their income' they will
use to purchase goods and services. privately and how much
they will use topurchase _collectively through *government.

households must choose how much of the;,: income they will
use to purchase goods and services privately and how much
they will uteto purchase collectively through government.

$ubtopic 2: To supply goods and services; government
Purchases_resources and/or goods and services

Subtopic 2 To supply goods and =vices, government

Rationale for Activity: This activity serves two purposes: ,( 1)
It develops question asking skills (the ability to ask questiont

liationalefarACtivity: This activity serves two purposes: (1)
It develops the concept of probability (a concept which is
basic to decision-making), and (2) it reinforces the tinder-.
standing that many specific goods or services are needed in
providing fire protection, police protection, park services,,
etc.

purchases resources and/or goods and services.

ancl-t& ability to use an effective questioning- strategy
,general to specific), and (7) it reinforces the understanding
that many specific gds and services are needed in providing
re protection, police protection, park services, etc.
Objectives:

s.
.

Objectives:

1. Students will be able to identify an item selected by the
+.

Students will be able to identify- common and unique
items that are used by different governmental services
(i.e., a common item associated. with fire protection is a-

teacher by asking questions which can.be answered with a

"yes/no" response.
*2: Students will use a general to. specific questioning
strategy'.
-

3. Student will not repeat questions or ask unnecessary

fire truck, an item that is associated but not sonbviouiis a.
firealarm box).

2. Students will analyze behavior of other students (What
will they pick?) when selecting items: the tiktstlilcely

questions.

(common) or the one no one else will pick (unique).
3. Students will make generalizations about their behavior in
selecting items.

Materials:
1- The set of classification cards and item cards used in the
activity "Name One More (Governmental Services)."

-

Procedure:
1. Display the cards in an organized fashion with the item

Materials:
1.- The set of classification cards and item cards used in the

activity "Name. One More (Governmental Seri-

cards listed under the appropriate classification card (i.e.,
under fire protection you could list fire truck, fireman's

ices)"word cards can be substituted at this level.
2. Paper and pencil for each group of 4 or 5 students.
The chart (step 2 under Procedure) displayed.

hat, hose, boots, etc.).
Tell the students that you have picked one of the items and
they are to. guess which one by asking you questions you
-

Procedure:
1,. Display the cards in an organized fashion with the item
cards listed under the' appropriate classification card
(i.e., under fire protection yOu could list, fire truck.
'firefighter's hat, hose, boots, etc.).

can answer with .a .`yes/no" response. Model; several
questions. You couldisk: "Does it deal with fire protection?" "Doyou wear it?"
_Important: Only allow one "is it" question ("Is it the

hose?"). The students should ask enough quettions
;regarding size, shape, function, etc. to. know for sure

what the :item is before they ask...the "Is it
question.

. .

2. Have the following skeleton chart ready to use (on

,?"

blackboard, transparency, etc.):

.

'Category

3. fter-they guess the item, hold a recap.-The recap is an
analysis of their questioning. Consider such things as:

Fire protection

HOw many questions did it take?
Did.they repeat questions?
Were there any unnecessary questions asked?
Did they stirt off with broad, general questions or with
narrow,- specific questions?
After they have played this several times, rearrange the
item cards so that they are not organized systematically.
Having them mixed up creates the need for the students to

Common
.

Unique

.

Police protection
Park service

.

_

e

Library

do their own classifying when they ask their general
questions.

School

42

1

,
1

-

.

3. Divide the class into teams (each team having 3 or 4

consumer). Generally, the amount of taxes people pay is

members).
4: Call the students' attention to the list of items under fire
protection. Ask them to suggest other items that could be

based on the income they earn. the value of the property they
own or rent, or on the amount or value of goods and services
they purchase.

The present sc of activities introduces students to the
major sources ofiworne for government (taxation) which
government must have if it is to purchase goods and/or

associated, with this category.;
5. Ask each titanic° write down the name of an item dealing
with fire protection thai they think the other teams will
.
write down.
6. Have each team declare what they have Written down.

resources in the marketplace.

2. List ofActivities

The teams, that selected,the common item each get. a

Point I
chart.

,,

, 7: Write the name of theitem in the appropriate blank of the
8.. Have each team write donin the name of an item dealing
with fire protection that they think no one else will Write
.down (they'do not have to select items on display, but
can list others they think of).

9. ,Have each team declare what they have written down
and explain. how it, is associated, with the category
.reinforce that the government must purchase eachof the
goods and services even if we are talking about such
little things as the red paint used to paint the fire plugs).
If a team picks an item that none of the other teams
..
picked it gets a point.
10: &ore the points and add the items in the appropriate

item
1

t

,-, 2

3

.

blank on the chart.

-

Title
Our Taxes Pay for . . .

Recommended
Desigpared Level

t

They Pay Some Tax/But They Pay
More

1

X

x

Boom or Bust

Title: Our Taxes Pay for .

. .

II. Continue (using steps 5-10) Nit some of the other

Recommended Level: 1

general categories.
12. After a team gets 7 points (or some other predetermined
stopping point) declare the winner.
13. Recap by having the students make some generalizations

Generalization 2: Because household income is-

about their behavior (add these to the bottom of the
chart). For example.
We picked big things for the common ones.
We picked popuiar things for the common ones.
The city has to buy a lot of things.

-

households must choose how much of their income they will
use to purchasf goods and services privately and how much
they will use to purchase collectively through government.

Subtopic 3: Government finances most of its purchases with
income from taxes.
Rationale for Activity: This activity' generates a liskof items
the government usually purchases with income frOm'uotes.
is open-ended and will allow students to contribute according
to their ability. It provides a display of items that can be used
in other related-activities.
Objectives:

Students will be able to distinguish thingS the government
usually bays from things individual families usually buy
directlyfrom private businesses,
2. Each student will contribute at least one picture to the
collection.
1.

Subtopie 3
Government finances most of its purchases with income
from taxes.

1. Overview
In earlier activities, students were introduced to the idea
that government provides households with many goods and.
services and that government is able to provide these goods
and -services either because it purchases the goods from

Materials:
1. A bulletin board or other display area..
Procedure:

I. Hold a general discussioh on taxes. Discuss such items as:
Different ways taxes are collected (i.e., gasoline tax,
sales tax, income tax).
How government uses taxes to pay for selected goods

bUsiness firms or because it purchases the resources and uses
them to produce the goods or services provided.

Since most goods and services government provides to
households are not sold fora price. government obtains much

of the income it requires by taxing individuals or families
(sometimes indirectly by putting the tax on a business firm
which must then try to include the tax in the price to the

and services.,

on a bulletin
.
2_ 'Put up The title "Our taxes pay
board.
3: Ask the students to name some things txes pay for. Name

4362

some things taxes pay for and gmcourage the students to
natheothers.,
4. Ask each student to draw or finds picture of at least one
item 1hit the government usually buys *kb income from

pay some_ property tax, but the person who owns a
mansion pays a lot more.
3. Present a format and ask the students to create the own
comparisons.

our taxes. Challenge' the students to find at least fifty
different items.

Gasoline Tax Pays for Highways

5. Each morning (for a week or whatever time period is
appropriate for your students), ask for any contributions
and ask the class to determine if the item should go up or
not (the determining factor is whether the item is usually
purchased by the government).

-Title: They Pay Some Tax/But They Pay More

They pay some tax

They pay more!

.

4: After the drawings have beefs displayed, ask students to
identify the person in several drawings who would pay
more taxes. Have them explain their choice.
A series of drawings could be Made for, :
Sales tax paid on purchases
Gasoline tax paid on a tank of gas
Income tax paid on the money earned by a wrestler
Property tax on a ranch
.

Recommended LevTel: 2

Generalization 2: Because houiehold income is limited,
houieholds must choose how much of their income they will
use to purchase goods and services privately and how much
they will use to purchase collectively through government.

Title: Boom or Best (Taxes)-

e

Subtopic 3: Government finanCes most of its purchases with
income from taxes.

Recommended Level: 3

Generalization 2.: Because household income is limited,
Rat ionale for Activity:. This activity focuses.on the fact that
tax payment is _usually based on quantity. The more income
you earn the more tax you pay, the more property you own
the mike tax y
y, the more gas you buy the more tax you
pay', ticc ..
activity has the students .draw a comparison

someone who only pays a little tax and someone
who pays more. The idea is to let the students depict this
generalization in an exaggerated manner. Although it is true
that there are loopholes in tax laws which allow legal tax
avoidance by some individuals. this fact should probably not
be introduced to primary students.

Objeciives:-

. Each student will draw a picture which makes an
exaggerated comparison between a rich person and a poor
person.

2. Students will be able to look- at the draiVings and tell
which person would pay more taxes and why

1

.

It would probably be best to let students use large pieces
ofpaper for their drawings (12 x 18" or larger).

households must choose how much of their income they will
use to purchase goods and services privately and how much
they will use to purchase collectively throUgh government.

Subtopic 3: eovernment finances most of its tare hases
income from taxes.
Rationale for Activity: This activity demonstrates that a city
government needs money corning in (taxes) to pay for the
goods and the services it buys. A game strategy is used to
capture the student's attention. The. game is rigged so that the
city will eventually not be able to pay for its purchasei. The
object of the game is to see how long the city can continue
purchasing goods and services.
Objectives:
1. Students will be able to compute tax (with the rate being 1
tax coupon per $100 of sales).
2. Students will ix able to determine when the city cannot
purchase additional goods and services and willbe able to
say why (i.e., not enough taxes were collected to cover
the expenditures).

Procedure:

Materials:

.1. Discuss with the class the idea that tax is usually based on
'quantity. You. pay according to how much you buy, how
much you earn, and how much land you own.
2. Have the students make some exaggerated comparisons:
The man who owns a small inexpensive car may pay

1. A set of Spending Cards

some taxes, but the man who owns a super-fantastic
atomic-powered car pays more.
The person who owns a little house on a small lot may

Item

Price
(in tsx
coupons)

fire truck
pay city workers

police car

10
10

5

fix-bridge
paint city hall . . . .
buy typewriters . .
buy library books
Spsudltq Card
buy rue plugs . . . .
RRE TRUCK
buy stop sign. . . . .
buy handcuffs
10 TAX Coupons buy pencil sharpeners
buy chalk board
buy brooms
buy paper
paint white lines

this case would be an addition of one Tax Coupon

5

(making six) in the bank. The number 1 should be posted
somewhere to represent that the city has made it through
onkday.
6. Continue making "daily transaCticins" until the city runs
out of Tax Coupons. The game is rigged so that this will

3$

2

. . .

2
2
1

'

1

.

1

i

I
1

pay for food in the jail
buy fire hose
buy salt for the roads

happen (the fire truck and payroll cards do not have

equivalent income cards). You could reverse the outcome
by increasing the amountot some Of the income cards. -.'-: The idea would
be to see how much of a surplus thts
city Could
ate in 10days, etc.
,, 7. Recap by pa
the students make some generalizations
'about the game. What things surprised you about running
a city? What kinds of services do cities provide? What

1

.

1
1

other services do you want yo.ur city to provide? Why
don't cities provide all the services people want?

2. A set of Income Cards

e

Sales

s too
$100
$100
$100
$100

income Card
$100

sit
$100

Number of
Income Cards

2
-

SALES

Subtopic 4
Because of limited income, choices must be made about
what and how much of each good or service the governinent

will suppl.
$100
$100
.$100
$1001

$1001

3

$1001P

10

3. Tax Coupons (approximately 15)

Procedure:,

-

Overview
As described in previous stibtopt-azgovemment, in order
to provide goods and services to households, must have a
source of incoe. 'this income is used to purchase goods or
resources, and taxation is the main source of income from
government.
The taxes collected by government come from individuals
or families (businesses also pay taxes). A problem afises.
when government imposes taxes on individuals, because
taxes rduce'lhe amount of income available to individuals
for spending in the marketplace. The previous discussion of

1. The city has 5 Tax Coupons in the bank (use a pocket chart
or other device to represent the bank).

the wants-income gap illustrated the fad that income of

2. Shuffle each deck of cards (Spending Cards and Income
Cards).
3: A student comes up and turns over the first day's spendingc._
card (the top card in the spending deck). The number of

goods and services they or their families want. Whenever government collects taxes from individuals, this reduces the

coupons needed to pay the spending card should be
removed from the bank (for example, if the handcuff
spending card were turned over, one coupon would be
removed from the bank).
4. Another student should draw an income card. The student
then teas how many coupons should be put in the bank. In
the case below, it would be two (one tax coupOn collected
for each $100 of sales by businesses).
oft

SALES

. A complete day's transaction has been made (one
Spending Card and one Income Card). The net result in

individuals is insufficient to purchase from businesses all the

amount of income available for purchasing goods and
services from businesses (private sector). HoweVer, it should
be recognized that when governinent collects more taxes, it is

to provide individuals with additional goods 'and
services from the public sector. -

Over time, the amount of income which households are
willing to give up in the form of taxes to government tends to
increase, but this amount is never sufficient for government
to provide all the goods and services people want (e.g. ,
almost all of us would like mote and better educational, fire,
anri ;:.olice services if they were free). Thus, like households,
gcr.cnunents have a "wants-income gap," i.e., governmenmLikome is insufficient to provide all the goods and-services
wanted by members of society. Therefore, given its income,

government must make choices. What kinds of goods and
services will it provide? How much of each? Which of its

Procedure:
1. Ask the students what they would buy if they were,, the

y streets will it pave? How 'many policemen will it hire?
many teachers will it employ? How many parks will be
and Maintained?
activities for this subtopic provide' students with the
opportunity to become involved in a number, of situations

principal: a large rubber ball or a long jump rope?
explain that it would be for your class to use at recess
and P.C..

requiring governmental deciSions. These activities will

explain that there is only enough money income to buy

reinforce students' understanding of the concepts of scarcity.
and choice-making. The activities illustrate that government,

One of the items

Recominended
Desijpated Level

strive for fluency; see how many different reasons the
students can generate
Have the students draw a picture showing why they would
select one of the two items. (They should illustrate their
most important reason.)
'3. Display the pictures under a picture of a jump rope and a
playground ball.
4. Gather the students around the display and have students
tell about their drawings.

2

3

5. Conclude the discussion by having students make some

.v

general statements about the activity:
Most of us want the ball.
The rope can be used for differenigarnes. ,
Some of us would never play jump rope.
6. Other possible choice situations might include: ( 1) a book

like households, operates under income and price. con:
straints.

2. List ofActivities
..

Title
-

Item

What's You r Choice?

I

I

X

-

A Purchase for Our School

3

.

X

The Citx_Game

for.thelibrary or a record for the library, (2) a set of
colored pencils or a plant for the claiSroom.

Title: What's Your Choi ce Taxes)
Recommended Level: 1

Title: A Purcha,se for Our School (Taxes)

Generalization 2: Because househOld income is limited,
RecommendedLeW

households must choose how much of their income they will
use to purchase goods and services privately and how much
they will use to purchase collectively through government.

Generalization 2: Because household income is limited.
households must choose how much of their income they will
use to purchase goods and services privately and how much
they will use to purchase collectively through government.

Subtopic 4: Because of limited income, choices must bE
Made about what and how much of each good or service the
government will supply.

Subtopic 4: Because of limited' income, choices must be

.

Rationale for Actiity:' This activity use

an "lf

.

.

made about what and how much of each good or service the
government will supply.

.

strategy. ..The students examine the consequences
then . .
of taking a certain action or making a certain choice. This

Rationale, for Activity: This activity uses role-praying to.
demonstrate that different people have different reasons for

gives them experience in trying to see another's point of
view. Many students will still be too egocentric to do this
successfully: however, the activity should increase the
likelihood of this happening in the future. Also, it provides a
good opportunity to list cause/effect relationships.

Wanting to spend tax dollars to purchase different items. The
activity provides an opportunity to put yourself in another's
shoes, to identify with another's point of view.

Objectives:
1: The students-will give reasons for their choices.
2. The students will refer fo other people's feelings.

Objectives:
1. Students will give reasons for wanting to spend tax money
to buy a certain item.
2. Students will identify how other people feel.

3. The student; will make general statements about their

3. Students will make general statements about their be-

behavior.

havior.

Materials:
1. A chart or blackboard to list student responses.
2. Hats Or other devices for role-playing (i.e.. cut-out facallle

Materials:
is A display area (bulletin board. large piece of butcher ,
paper. etc.)
2. Drawing paper

name tags to hang around the neck. etc.)

..----46

65

..
war wound the

Tide: Theaty Game (Tsutes)

neck

ti
OLD,MAN

RecommendedLevel: 3

_.Genetallzatiow2:13ecause_househcddinnoinc_is_limited,
households must choose bow lunch of their income they will
use to.purchase goods and services privately and how much
they will use to purchase coileclivily through government.
.

.

Subtopic 47 Because of limited income, choices must be

Procedure:

Made about what andhotv much of each good or service the
govermisaii will supply.

-I

1. Ask the students to name items they think the city should
0
purchase.
2. Have them list several different items.
3. Ask the students to pick the one they think an older man

would want the city to buy. Describe the man as a
grandfather with 10 grandchildren living in the city. he
old man likes to read books but can't afford to buy
The old man does not like motorcyclerand loud cars. He
wants a way to get to downtown- to shop. He also doesn't
like Kg playing in the sweet in front of his house. Ask a

student to pretend he's the old man and he's trying to
convince you (the mayor) to buy the item he thinks is best
for the city in the list: The student may want to put on an
old hat or wear die "Okl Man Name Tag."
4. Have several students play the part of the old man.

5., Have the class analyze the role-playing and give some
general comments about the old man's behavior. Note: It
is important not to eleduate the student's actin Lbse-c-r
analyze the character portrayed. This is not "n Pafor-

1iebutaninquiryintobehavior.

Some general comments might include:

The Old Man didn't think the kids should play in the
street.
The Old Man wanted to have the mayor listen to his
feelings.
The Old Man thought he had rights, too.
What services might the city provide for the Old Man?
List services on the board.
6. Role-play and analyze other characters:
Have students compare and contrast the kinds of services
different people want from the city For each character list
services wanted on the blackboard. Have the class decide

what two services are nest important for the city to
provide. Have them explain why the city does not provide
all the servicegdifferentpeople want.
.

A young woman is a "rookie" police officer in the
city. She is very kidsth have a saft

-

- about safety and %MILS the
play. She also doesn't Want

kids riding bikes on

sidewalks on their way

downtown cir to school.

A father of three children works hard but doesn't earn
much money. His family lives in a run-down apartment. They arc very poor. He wants his kids to get a
good education. He vrantsthem all to go to college. He
is also concerned about the dangerous conditions in his
part of town.

:

Rationale for Activity: This-game simulates a city's need for,
collecting taxestopay facgoodsandsavices. atiessvant fire

protection, crime protection, flood protection, etc. To
provide for these Wants, cities need money income (taxes) to
pay for the necessarygooda and services.
In this game, students have to make decisions as to bow the
city should spend its limited income. To make wise deci:Sioos

.

the wildcats will need to consider probability (how soon
before'they palatinates where road work is needed, what's
the likelihood of needing the police, etc.). S
d
as to
find.the- game interesting, and it should spark
.

how the city should spend its income.
Objectives.

1. The students will verbalize the need of cities to collect
taxes to provide goods and services people want.
The students will providespecific reasons =gaining how
they spend their limited income.

Materials:
1. The game board (see page 49). A trahsparency should be
used's) the board can easily be seen by all.
2. A "kitty" containing tax markers (beans, sugar cubes,
etc.) to show sums of potential tax revenue that could be
spent or invested by the city:
3. A deck of situation cards (3 x 51' canis could be used). See
examples fora listing of the situation cards.

`

4. A die orspinner (1 to6).-----

5. A specjal marker, identified as "city." placed at the
starti

point on the path.

Procedure:
1. The idea is fol. the class to build a safe city (cover all the

Ws on the board). Divide the class into small It

..

Each group represents one city and has one board ., one
city marker with which to play the game. Decisions will
be made as a group.
2. Review the type and number of situation cards.
3. To start, your city is given a chance to collect taxes (C.T.
means that one member of your group can roll once to see
how much to collect). The number on the spinner or die is

used to determine the number of tax markers to be
collected from the "kitty," representing taxpayers. Ifyou roll a six. you get six markets to spend or save. ff rin

roll a twoyou get two markers. etc. You can save the
morey or spend it on some goods or servicrs,

4. To- spend the money. you place a ;parker on one of the.

_

,

needed fire protection

Decisioas so spend tax dollars must be made before

*way movesats "city" matter.
5. Met the dal roll. you roll the die to see how many

markets to the kitty before you can cover any

spaces you sbouldenove. If. you laud io a square marked

C.T., tull the die to see the amount of taxes the city
collectstax markers obtained from the kitty "

less you have school -protection, go back 6
;paces
5. Library Card - - Unless you have
your library is going to have
Go back to 1

IDOVCd.

1

protection,
to be closed. It is unsafe.

6. Crime CardYour town is

to collect. You can spend what you receive or you can
save it. To spend one of the markers, you just put it on a

library

1

unsafe.

Unless you have

r police protection, go back tothe start
7. Crime CardBad men have taken all yon t- road
equipment. Unless you have police protection, take

III. To beprotected in any given area you must cover each
in that Ma.
4. Once you roll the die to move. yotican' t spend any of the
city's income uatil you finish the move (i.e.. if you draw a
situation card that requires fire protection, it is too late to

1

3

away all investments on 7 and 12

8. Flood CardUnless you are protected by the dam
the worst flood iq the last 100 years has just wiped out
all your resources and investments

spend on fire protection. You have to suffer the consequences.).
5. To win, you must cover each on the board. You lose if

9. Recreados IrdUnless you have covered the

direction square, your city has nothing to do.° You

.

'need twice as much police protection now

you:

I

3

before you can spend anymore taxes

4. School CardYour schools are overcrowded: Un-

3. If you land on a C.T.. you roll the die to see how much tax

10. Crime CardYou have been shot '7,y a badman.
Unleis you have police protection. :the game is

can't pay when you have to.
girawa flood card and haven't built the needed dare.
draw the crime card (shot by a badman) and don't have
the needed police protection.
draw the fire card (the'whole city is on fire) and don't
have the needed fire protection.

SKATION CARD

3

SIMMS

3. -Fire CardA house is on fire. Unless you have fire
protection, you must pay one tax marker to the kitty

Rulits:
1. If you land on a PAY NOW (representing outstanding
withlt tax marker). -If
debt), you must pay (cover the
you can't, you go hmkrupt and the game is over.
2. Once a nut marker has been placed on a M. it cannot be

-

1

2. Me CardAn important building is on fire. If you
do not have fire protection. you must pay .five tax

over
I I . You have to pay 1 tax marker to the "kitty" or the
game is over

1

2

12. Goto5
13. Goto 1
14. Your city was willed some money. You can roll the

Number of
cards in deck

1

die once to see how much was willed to you . . .

. .

1

1

15. Oil was discovered in your city. Roll twice to see

Fire CardThe whole city is, on fire. You have been
destroyed. The game is over unless you have the

what you collect

ml
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1

FLOOD'

111

DAM

'r

NEEDED

111

ROAD WORK NEEDED
DETOUR

CRIME

NMI

s.

POLICE NEEDED

UBRARY

LIGHTS NEEDED
GO TO A

PAY NOW AND
GO BACK TO
START

NEEDED

AREA
C3('

FIRE

M.

-START

FIRE DEPT.
NEEDED

'

THE CITY NEEDS
MANY SERVICES

SCHOOLS
NEEDED

--

a

GO TO 8
THE CITY IS
GETTING BETTER

r.

households must choose how much of their income they will
use to purchase goods and services privately and how much
they will use to purchase collectively through goven:ment.

Subtopic 5
The opportunity cost of government goods and services is
the -amount of other goods and services (government and
private) th,at are given up:

Subtopic 5: The opportunity cost of government goods and
services is the amount of other goods and services (govern-

'Overview
The set of activities for the preceding subtopic focused on

ment and/or private) that are given up.

the wants-income gap of government and choice-making.

The set `of activities for this subtopic deals with the

Rationale for Activity: This activity provides examples'which
can be used to .levelopthe concept ."opportunity cost." The
activity also provides an opportunity for students to develop
their question-asking and listening skills.

opportunity cost principle as it applies togovernment.
Because government income is limited, it cannot provide
all the goods and services people want. Thus, government
must decide what goods it will and will not PEovide. When
government decides to use its income to supply one thing, it
obviously cannot use this same income to provide some other
thing people want. For example, if local government has only
enough income ($2,000,000) to build either a new recreation
center or a new court houe and decides to build the center,
then the income cannot be used to construct the court house.
The teacher should be careful that students do not confuse the
money cost of the court house ($2,000,000) with the "real"
or opportunity cost of the court house. The opportunity cost
of building the court house is the other thing that could have

Objectives:
1. Students will ask questions which can be answered with a
"Yes/No" response.

2. Students will not repeat questions or ask unnecessary
questions (a tz t to shoot for* least).
3. Students will be able to name things (benefits) that were

given up (opportunity cost) when a certain item was
selected.

Materials:

been obtained with the income, the recreation center. In

1. A set of items to be displayed (see sample).

making such decisions, government and citizens look at the
benefits to be derived from alternative uses of governmental

Procedure:
1. Select an item pictured and inform the students that the

income (benefits' of the court house vs. benefits of the
recreation center) and focus on the "real" rather than on the
money costs of such decisions.
The operation of the opportunity cost principle cannot be

school has tentatively decided to purchase this itein. Have
children identify the various uses or benefits associated
with this good. List them on the blackboatc17---,7--

avoided by arguing for taxes to be increased and for

2. In preparation for the "Yes/No" activity, model several

government to provide both buildings. If taxes are increased
and government also builds the recreation center, then the
real or opportunity cost of this building would be the various
goods that taxpayers would otherwise have purchased in the
private sector (TV sets, automobiles. lawnmowers, etc.).
The activities that follow provide examples for the further

additional questions. You can ask:
"Could everyone use it?"
"Could it be used in the classroom?"
"Could the teacher use it?"
"Could you write on it?"

3. Present to the class pictures of several additiclal items

development of students' understanding of the concept of
'pportunity cost, reinforcing the idea that benefits and costs
are associated with every decision or choice which results

that the school might purchase. Tell the children that the
school is trying to decide whether to buy the first item or
another item pictured. The school does not have enough
income to purchase both items. Students are to figure out
what is the :..-econd item the teacher is thinking of. The

from the basic fact of scarcity.

2. List ofActivides

students are to determine what this item is by asking
Title

Item

.

"Yes/No" questions which relate to the uses or benefits
.
associated with this good.

Recommended
Designated Level
3
2
1

1

Yes/Nc :4 .- :traint

X

2

Pantom_ .i.

X

3

Vegetable Garden or Lawn

4. The students can only ask one "Is it .

.

.?" question.

They should have gathered 'sufficient data before they ask
the Is it . . .?" question, to knowfor sure.
wrong. the
If the students are right, they win. If they
game is over. Select a new item and start
5. When they correctly guess the item, ct)7)::: 17(k the activity
by asking:
"Which of the two items should the school choose to

buy?"
"How doeshe school benefit if it buys the first item?"

"What does the school give up if it buys the first
item?"
"How does the school benefit if it buys the second;

Title: Yes/No Constraint (Opportuni ty Cost)
Recomminded Level: 1
.

Generalization 2: Because household income is limited

50'

i tem?"
"What does it give up?"

69

JANITOR'S
BROOM

WASTE
CAN

WALL
CLOCK

RUBBER
BALL

TEACHER'S
DESK

PENCIL
SHARPENER

CHALK
ERASER

GLOBE

441Q0TEACHER'S

BELL

"PENCIL

4f!=iff=zi==z17
RULER

BAT

rant Master Curriculum Guide. Part 11, Primary L.rvel. JCEE. 1977.

Title: Vegetable Garden or Lawn (Opportunity Cost)

Title: Pantomime (Opportunity Cost)
Recommended Level: 1-2

RecommendedLevel: 3

t.

Generalization 2: Because household income is limited,

Generalization 2: Because tuiusehold incomc is limited.

households must choose how much of their income they will
-use to purchase goods and services privately and how much
they will use to purchase collectively through government.

houieholds must choose how much of their income they will
use to purchase gOods and services privately anu how much
they will use to purchase collectively through government.

Subtopic
5: The opportunity cost -f government goods and
.
servuxs is the amount of other goods and services (goVern-

Subtopic 5: The opportunity cost of government goods and
services is the amount of other goods and services (govern-

ment and/or private) that are given up:

ment and private) that are given up.

Rationale for Ac-tivity: This activity provides an opportunity
to develop the concept "opportunity cost. The acting out or

Rationale for Activity: This activity develops the following
(1) using reasons to support a
decision-making

pantomiming provides activity and should help to capture
student interest.

decisio , (2) recognizing value conflicts, (3) analyzing
assump ons behind a stated reason, and (4) identifying the
"opp unity cost" of selecting a gjven alternative.

Objectives:1. Students will be able to describe the opportunity cost of

Objectives.

1. Students '11 give reasons for.their decisions.
2. Studen will ask other students for 'reasons for their

making a decision to buy a given item and not another.

2. Students will be able to translate Objective 1 into actions
(pantomime).

choice

3. Stud is will ask for clarifiCation when general or unclear

-

t

-Materials:
1. Display the following sets of items that the schOol might
purchase:

are used.

4. . . cuts will be able to list the "opportunity cost" of
making a certain decision.

book puzzle
bat jump rope
hammer saw

5. Students will identify their "most-important reason" for
N
making a selection.

crayons rulers
desks tables

Materials:
1. Butcher paper, transparencies, or "some other device for
recording and saving student responses. This lesson will:
'probably span several lays, and the chalkboard may not

ball jump rope
frisbeefootball
bike rack

be a practical device fur recoriing.student responses.

climbing bars

slide benches
Procedure:

K.

1. Read the following toestablish the setting:
A family lives in a neighborhood where ihe city owns a
-vacant lot. Some children run and play in the vacant lot.
Some people want the city to Make the lot into a park and
playground for children. Other c,eaple want to use the lot
to plant vegetable gardens. Your mother and father are
going to vote on the use -olthe lot. They have asked you

Procedure:
1. Have the students discuss possible responses to this
statement;

instead of. a
, we can
If the school buys a
but we can't
For example: If -the school buys a hammer instead a a
saw,wecanhammer nails but we can'tsaw wood.,
Or, you could pull nails but you couldn't prune a tree.
Or, you could pound a stake but you couldn't cut fire

for your opinion. Should the lot bedug for vegetable
gardens or should the lot be made into apark?
2. Ask the students to identify the problem (should they dig
up the lot or not?).
.

wood.
2. Ask aestudent to select a pair of items from the list and act

3. Ask the students to list possible consequences to both

out what could and couldn't be done.

sides of the issue:

The teacher says: ''-3trou can (the student pantomimes- an

actione.g., swinging-a bat) but you can't (jump rope).
3. The other students try to guess which pair .of words the
student is acting out.

4. To make the game more appealing to the students and
more difficult, have them list other pairs of items and add
them to the list.
5. To conclude the activity ask the students to responU to this
question:
What do you get and what do you give up when you buy

this instead of that ?" (opportunity cost)
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Ifyou do use the lot for a
vegetable garden,
then ....
_

I f y o u don't, then . . .

I. The kids can't play in

.

I. You will have to bit),
your vegetables.
2.. You can't hells to
'grow theplants.

it

2. The kias could play in
the dirt when it's not
planted. -

3.

3.

.

4.
5.

4.
5.-

If you do use the lot fora
park, then . . .

.

If you don't, the n

. .

.1. The lcids will have a
safe place to play.
2. Adults can sit and visit
in the park.

1. You will have to find
another place to play.
2. You will have to play
in your own yard.

3.
4.
5.

3..
4.
5.

O

Encourage student debate .if the chance comes up. Probe
for clarification when a student makes a general statement
(encourage other students to dothe same).
. "You won't be able to play."
Example: S
T.
"What do you meanyou can'tplay?"
4. Have
stua.....ts choose what use? they would have

make of the jot.

5. Ask
students to list their main -reason for their
selection and ask them to state what is the cost that is
involved in: dot r selection (e.g., safe place to play means
buying mcae-vegetahks in the store).
6. Recap theaetivity by asking the students the followin&
What wasthemaitiproblem?
What didmost of you decide?
Did any oiyou show your feelings or values?
Were there sity valueconfficts?

!What is "opportunity cost?" (Whenever you thoose
one thing, you give by something else.)

Subtopic 1
Goods 'and services that we consume must be produced
with resources.
4.

Overview

0

In Economic Generalization l , the concept of scarcity was
developed through' an examination. of the kinds of decisions
made by consuming units operating under income and Oct

constraints: The concept- of scarcity will continue to be
developed in this unit *nit the focus will be On resources rather

thationinconieasthe constraining force. .
Most goods amid services_ people consume must first be
produced. The production process involves the transformation of resources into outputs. That is, the .process changes
the form of a resource, which consumers do not want in its
: natural state, into an oc -,,Nut which is capable of satisfying
some hut:Ilan want The production. of most goods involves
the use of acombinution of resources, with these resources
gene7ally classiaed as human, natural and capital.
The wants-resource gap refers to the relationship between
the wants of people for goods and services and the resources

required for the production oitlz goods and services.
cient to produce all the
Available receurces are simply i
goods and services desired. Because all wants for goods and

services cannot be satisfied, decisions or choices must be
made as to what goods and services will be and will not be
produced.
Although the concept: is not emphasized, the teachershould be aware that resources are versatile as well as scarce. .
Most 'resources can be used in 'the production of a variety of

goods and services and most goods and services can be
produced with different combinations of resources. For ,
instance, the human resource; labor, may be employed as a
teacher, fireman, policeman. factory worker, etc. Or with
uch as corn, a given
respegto the production of a given crop such'
amount of corn may be produced with a lot of labor, little
capital and land and/or with a small amount of labor and

'

1. Overview
hi Economic Generalizations- 1 and 2, the concept of
scarcity was developed through an examination, of the. kinds
of decisions made by individuals (families) awl govanmental units operating under income and price constraints. The
concept of scarcity will contintle to be developArni this unit,
but the focus will .be on resouresc rarl-cr than on 1111C0121C at the
constraining force.
The activities in the first subtopic =designed to introduce "
students to two main ideas: (1) that most goods we consume
Must "first be produced. and (2) that the production of goods
involves the use of resources suchas labor, buildings,. natural
resources, tools, and machinery. For example, even for the

"little red schoolhouse," the production of -educational
services requires the use of labor (administrator, teacher(s),
and perhaps a custodian); natural resotucei (land orr which

the building is located); and . capital goods (building,
btackboard, desks, paper, pencils,Crayons, chalk, etc.):

Because of the difficulties involved, primary grade
teachers should not reqtige their students to be able to
. categorize resources by the classifications (land or natural
resources, labor, or capital). Instead, in the activities below,
the teacher should focus on the notion of the productive
process and the idea that almost every good 'or service we
consume- embodies some combination of transformed resources.

2. List ofActivities

Recommended

I

Item

Title

1

Occupation Match -

2

Resource Match

to produce all the goods and services wanted by everyone

3

Kool-Aid Collage

(scarcity), choices must be made concerning what goods and
'ons
services will be produced. The importance of these d
to
follows from the fact that whenever we commit
the production of particular goods ,or...services there is an

4

ReSource Challenge

.
much Capital and land.
Since there are not enough productive resources available

-

besiipated Level
1

2

X

4-..,..

..._

.

3

.

..X.._

,

opportunity cost; we must give up some goods or services

which otherwise could have been produced with these
resources.

Title: Occupation Match

oft

Economic Subtopics
1. Goods and services that we consume must be produced
wiM resources.

2. There are not enough resources to produce all the goods
and services individuals want.
3. Decisions must be made as to what goods and services
will beproduced with available resources.

RecommendedLeV4I: 1

Generalization 3: Because wants and resources are limited
and versatile, choices must be made as to what goods and
services are to be produced.

Subtopic : Goods and services that we consume must be
,
'
.
produced with ies6urces.

4. Wheneier the decision is made by individuals to use
resources 'in the production of a particular good, this

Rationale for Activity: This activity focuses upon the

means foregoing the opportunity to use these resources in
the production of some other good.

resources of human labor. It reinforces the understanding that
human resources may be utilized in various occupations.

.

Objectivi:

Procedure:

1. Students will be able to identify pictures of various
workers in the school or community and identify the

I . Mount pictures of workers upon a bulletin board,
blackboard or wall.

.

0

f

2. Teacher or student will then select at random a picture

goods or services that these workers produce.

Materials:
1. Pictures (10-15) of various workers found-in the school or

community. (These may be mounted on cardboard for
durability.)
2. Pictures of goods or services produced by these workers.
.

(These may be mounted on cardboard for durability.)
Examples might include:.cook/preparation of food; crossing guard/children waiting at crossing poirit; police
officer/traffic accident; garbage collector/refuse piled in
_

trash cans; librarian/distribution. of books; firefighter/

from the goods or service pictures.
3. Students should then be directed to place the picture of the
goods-tor service beneath-the worker who would provide
same goods or services.

4. Questions such as the following might be employed to
facilitate proper identification: What is this good or
service? What do you know about this good or service?
What skills or tools might be required of the worker
producing this gbod or service?
5_ Optional: Students might be-encouraged to role-play the
actions of the various workers displayed by the teacher.

house Smoking; custodian/floor with debris; baker/bread.
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Title: Resource Match

various crops; tree/paper, wood _products; cow /dairy
products. Pictures may be obtained 'from magazines,

Recortuttended Level: 2

advertisemeits, etc., and mounted' on cardboard for
durability.

Genertdization3: Because wants are unlimited and resources
are limited and versatile, choices must be made as to what
goodsand services are to be produced.

Procedure:
1. Mount pictures of resources (5-10) upon a bulletin board
or upon a blackboard or wall with tape. Teacher should .

discuss each of the J

Subtopic 1: Goals and services that Are consume must be

Leave space to place

pictures of products ben
will then select at random the picture
2. Teacher or
" prod-Ai:2 from the finished product pictures.
.
of a
: Each student could be provided with a sealed
(0,
en ope containing a picture. of a product.) Where
',;ble, use act. it products instead of theirpictures.
3. Students should then be directed to place the picture of the
product beneath the picture of the resource from which it
was produced.

produced with resources.
ResiOnaleforActitiity: This activity focuses upon the fact that

resources are needed to produce goods and services. It
reinforces the understanding that a resource may be utilized,
in the makhig of4ifferent products.
Objective:

1. Students will be able to identify pictures of various
resources and be able to match them with pictures of

4. Questions such as 'the following might be employed to
facilitate identification: What is this product? How is this
product used? What resources are used to produce it?

products which are produced from these resources.

5. Students should then be encouraged to generate lists of
other products which they can identify as being made

1. *Pictures of resources and various products made from

from the pictured resource.

these resources.
Examples might include: cotton/shirts. pants, hats; soil/

sP
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.

Tide: Kool-Aid Collage

2. Provide for each student crayons, a work sheet, apiece of
poster paper or oak-tag, paste and scissors.

Rican:mended Level: 2
Generalization 3: Because wants are unlimited and resources
are limited and versatile, choices must be made as to what
goods and services are to be produced.

rgbtopic- I: aoods and services that we consume must)3e
produced with resouices.
Rationale for Activity: This activity focuses on the idea that

many resources are used in the production of even the
simplest good or service.
ObjeCtive:

1. Students will be able to depict on a collage the resources
used in the production of Kool-Aid.

-Procedure:
1 . Seat the students so that each has a view of the teacher's
work-space. The teacher should explain that -Kool-Aid

Will be made for the class and that they should watch very

closely to see what resources arc used in mating
Kool-Aid.
2. The' teacfier should define the wriaresources and name
each resource used as the Kool-Aid is being produced.
After the Kool-Aid has been mixed, have the students
review the ingredients (resources) used. Be sure that they
include the container, tools, and the teacher's labor.
3. Provide each student with a student worksheet; a piece of
poster paper, paste and scissors. Have students choose all
the illustrations which show things used in the making of
Kool-Aid, color them and pastethem, with the picture of
the Kool-Aid on their poster piper. When each studesit

has finished the collage and cleaned rip the work area;

Materias:
1. A package of Kool-Aid, sugar, water, a long-handled

provide the student with a cup of Kool-Aid.

spoon, a two-quart pitcher, and paper cups for the class.
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rait-: Resource Challenge

Procedure:
1. Using the set of pictures, have the children identify the
resources that can be used in the production of a house.

Recoounended Level: 3

Generalization3: Because wants are unlimited and resources
are limited and versatile. dioices must be made as to what
goods and services are to be produced.

Subtopic I: Goods and services that we- consume must be
produced with resources.
RationaleforAc-tivity: This activity focuses upon the fact that

resources are needed toproduce goods and services. It
reinforces the understanding that a resource may be utilized
in making many different products.

Encourage children to explain how tImresour&s are used
in producing a house.

2. Distribute scissors, magazines, paste and paper to students.
3. lasn-uct students to paste these resources ht the top &their
construction paper after cutting them out.
5. Students will their be instructed to locate various finished
products made from the resources they hive pasted at the
top of their paper. These will 'then be pasted underothe
resource.
6. The teacher should disday the work of the students and

discuss how the

resources are used in the

prodiction of products found by the students.
Objective:
1. Students will be able to identify pictures of resources and
be able also to identify pictures of products made from
these resources.

'`

Optional:
1. Start with a product and identify resources used iii its
production. Examine several products whose production
involves the use of a common resource. (Example: Sugar

Materials:

is used in the production of pies, cakes and candy.

1. Scissors for students.
2. Discarded magazines, newspapers. etc.

Lumber is used in the production of chairs, pencils and
desks.)

3. Paste.
4. Construction paper.

.

8.i
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,PSE.OF RESOURCES IN PRODUCTION

a

Subtopic 2
There are not enough resources to produce all the goods
and services individuals want.

1. Overview
The activities associated with this subtopic are designed to
introduce students to the concept of scarcity (the wantsresource gap). Children should understand that available
resources are insufficent to produce all the goods and services
people want. For example, teacheis generally stress the idea
to the pupils that school supplies (paper, crayons, scissors,
glue) arc limited and that there are many uses for them. This
is the basic idea of scarcity: there are not enough productive
resource:, to produce all the goods and services everyone

wants. In addition; children should recogn t that most

Title: Wheels, Wheels, Wheels

resources have alternative uses: a piece of lumber might be

used in the production of a birdhouse, tree house.

Recommended Level: 2

skateboard, etc.

Generalization Because wants are unlimited and resources
are limited and versatile, choices must be made as to what
good's and services are to be produced.

2: List of Activities

Title

Item

Recommended
Designated Level
2
3

Subtopic 2: There are not enough resources to produce all the
goods and services individuals want.

1

I

Only One

2

Wheels. Wheels, Wheel's

3

What Should We Do?

2. Discuss each of the projects presented to the students.
3. Have students select their projects and begin working.
4. Questions might be utIlized to stress why a choice had to
be made (each studenz had only one frozen juice can).
5. Students will then complete their projects.
6. Have students make generalizations about their wog:,
i .e.. What projects war selected? Why? Why didn't they
than ont project? If another can had been
se'
:hat additional-product would they have pro-

X

Rationale for Activity: This activity is designed to reinforce
the understanding that a limited amount of resources may
limit one's choice.

X
X

Objective:

1. Given four wheels the student(s) will be uble to make a
toy(s) which represent(s) their Favorite choice.
Title: Only One

Materials:

1. Pictures of the Killowing toys: unicycle, skateboard,

Recommended Level: 1

bicycle, wagon, big wheel. These might be cut from a toy
catalogue.

Generalization 3 : Because wants are unlimited and resources

are limited and versatile, choices must be made as to what
goods and services are to be produced.
_____L---,Subtopi2TThere are not enough resourc'
goods and services individuals

Rationale for Activity: This activity is
dents to realize that because resources Are
must be made concerning their use.

-iduz.e all the

a to help stuare, decisions

Objectives:
1. Given a limited resource, the students will be able to make
aIlecision coi.,,:rning the art pii=ject of their choice.
2. Students w, ll then be expecz..N1 to complete their project.

Materials:
1. Scissors. enough to :.apply the class.
2.. Paste, enough to supciy the class.
3. Crayons or paints for each student.
4. One 6 oz. frozen juice can fer each student.
5. Diffevegit colored construction paper. enough to supply
the class.
Procedure:
1. Present the sr cents with ,a number of possible art projects
which involv,..
use of the above materials. Examples
might include: pencil holder, figure of an animal or vase.

2. Wheels cut from cardboard, or construction paper.
3. Paste.
.
4. A ditto with drawings of the unicycle, skateboard, bicycle, wagon, and big wheel.
Procedure:
I. Display and discuss the pictOres of the toys cu prom the
catalogue.

2. Hand out a. ditto drawing of the toys to each student or
group of students
3. Distribute four wheels to each student or group of students. Emphasize that theFe are only four wheels aid that
children must make choiies.

4. Distribute paste.
5. Instruct the students to think about the previous
sion, and on the dit paste their wheels on the to9(s)
which the would like n.ost.
.

6. The teacher kould then lead- a discussion col :erning their
choices.Emphasis should be placed upon the idea that not
all toys could be selected because of the limited supply of
wheels.
How many pupils selected what toys? Why?
Why did choices hdve to be limited?
What-additional toys would you select if you had four
more Wheels?
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Title: What Should We Do?

2. List of Actiuizies

Recommended Leve1:3
Generalization 3: Because wants are unlimited and resources
are limited and versatile, choices must be made as to what
goods and services are to be produced.
Subtopic 2: There are not enough resources to produce all the
goods and services individuals want.

Rationale for Activity: This activity is designed to help students to
ize that at times decisions must be made concerning available re,ources.
Objective:
1. Given a limited amount of soil. stunt:um will be able to
decide in small groups how to use the soil available.

Materials:
I. Four or five large aluminum foil baking pans.
2. Soil placed in these pans. suitable for growing.

Procedure:
I. Divide the class into groups.
2. Give each group a pan of soil.
3. Direct the groups to come up with suggestions as to how
to use the soil available to them. Have group leader list
suggestions.

4. Students should be encouraged to discuss all possible
alternatives suggested by members of the group and rank

them in orderbf preference.

5. Groups may then assemble together and the teacher
should lead a discussion. Each group should explain how
they decided to use their soil (choice number one).
6. Children should be permitted to follow up by carrying out
their decisions (within reason, of course).

Item

;

Tide

Reconimended
Dedjnated Level

The Forester' l

X

Clay Play

X

3

The Forester II

4

The Forester HI

5

Tree Watchers

.

Title: The Forester I
Recommended Level: l
Generalization 3: Because wants are unlimited and resources
are limited and versatile, choices must be made as to what
goods and services are to be produced.

Subtopic 3 : :Decisions must be made on what goods and
services will be produced with available resources.
Rationale for Activity: This activity develops listening skills
and reinforces the importance of making wise choices. It is

designed to make students realize that decisions must be
made as a result of limited resources.
Objectives:

I. The students will be able to identify various things that \

can be made out of trees:
2. Students will realize that decisions must be made on what
use will be made of trees.

3. Students will be able to create a drawing shbwing
something that can be made from a tree.

Subtopic 3
Decisions must be made on what goods and services will
be produced with available resources.
1. Overview
The activities associated with this subtopic are designed to

,

introduce children to the important concept of choicemaking. Because available resources are insufficient to
satisfy everyone's wants for goods and services and because
most =soured can be used in the production of many different' goods, choices must be made. What goods will be produced with the available but limited resources? Should we
use the available paper to draw a picture, write a poem or a
story, or make an airplane? Or, suppose we have the ingredients required for making a cake, cooldes or candy, but not
enough for the production of each. What will be our choice?

Materials:
1. Poem; "The Forester"
I can't decide what to do withthese trees.
So many things are made from these.
They help make houses, furniture, toys.
-We hit drunis hard with sticks for noise.
Trees help us in school, pencils, paper and books.
Things made of trees are found wherever one looks.
It takes time to grow trees, sometimes many years.

We must make wise use of our trees, I fear. You might-want to think of their many uses. .
I must admit, I make no excuses.
That I'm confused as to NO:at I'd choose
As to hOw to decide how my trees should be used.
I. Paper for each student.
3. Crayons or paints for each student.
Procedure:
1. Read the poem to :he class.
2. Have the children identify the problem in the poem.

.

\

3. List the various uses of the tree suggested in the poem, or
children could cittpictures from magazines showing different proctucts.
4. Have each student create a picture illustrating his/her own
choice Of how the tree should be used.
5. Using the list generated. in item three, have the children
determine what they think are the two most important
uses of the tree. (Vote.) Have them explain why.
6. Have the class votelo determine the single most important
.of the two uses of the tree.
7.. Display and discuss the students' creations.

What was made with these resources? Have students

make generalizations about their project. What did they
decide to produce? Why? Why didn't they produce other
things? If they had had more clay what would they have produced?

Title: The Forester If
Recommended Level: 2

L

Generalization 3: Because wants are unlimited and resources
Are limited and versatile, choices must be made as to What
goods and services are 'to be produced.

Recommended Level: I

Subtopic 3: Decisions must be made on what goods and
services will be produced with available resources.

?isle: Clay Play

Generalization3: Because wants are unlimited and resources
are limited and versatile, choices must be made as to what
goods and services are to be produced.

Rationale for Activity: This activity develops listening skills
and reinforees the importance of making wise choices. It is
designed to !hake students. realize that decisions must be
"made because of limited resources.

Subtopic 3: Decisions must be made on what goods and

Objectives:

services will be produced with available resources.

I. Students will understand that sometimes many products
can be made from one 'resource.2. They will recognize the problem facing.the forester and
,realize that sometimes choices are necessary in deciding
how -tsources are to be used.

Rationale for Activity: Students are provided with familiar
resources (flour, water, salt) which the teacher mixes to make
baker's clay. Students then decide what they will make with
their portions of baker's clay. Thus, they are confronted with
the need for choice-making.

Materials:
1. Poem, "The -Fcirester"
I can't decide **tat to do with these trees.
So many things are made from these.
They help make houses,: furniture, toys.
We hit drums hard with sticks for noise.
Trees help us in school, pencils, paper and books.
Things made of trees are found wherever one lcoks.
It takes time to grow trees, sometimes many years.
We must make wise use of our trees, I fear.
You might want to think of their many uses.
I must Admit; I make no excuses.
That l' m confused as to what I'd choose
.

Objective:
1. Given a limited resource which can be used in the production of a number of goods, students will decide what good

they will produce with the resource.

Materials:

1. Four cups of flour, one cup of salt, one cup of water for the

baker's c:ay,
2. Newspapers for students to cover work space.
3. A large container for mixing clay.

As to how to decide how my trees should be used.

Procedure:
I. Position each student so that he/staihas a work space on a
desk or table top.
2. Show each of the clay ingredients to the students. Have
them identify things that .can be made with flour.,
3. TeaCher combines ingredients and explains that biker's

'Procedure:
1. The teacher will read the poem.
2. After reading the poem, the teacher should discuss the
poem and employ the following questions concerning

resources (trees) and choices (products): What problem is

clay is being made and that this clay can be --sod to make-

.

small Statues, vases, bowls. etc. (if possible, display

objects made from baker's clay)., (Note: In some classes,
teachers may want to have a premixed batch of
4. Provide each. child with a portion.of clay and allow the
child to shape it into whatever object he/she chooses.
5. Place the finished 'sculptures on shelves to dry and have
the children clear off their work areas.
6. Follow up the activity with a discussion of the resources
used in the project. What were the original resources?

.

uses did the poem suggest
discussed in the porer-What
e
for the trees? Do you have any suggestions as to how the
trees might be used? (List on the board.) Have you ever
had a problem jn choice-Making? When? 'Why do you
think we should make wise use of our trees?

Optional:
I. Creative writing concerning the poem, or the problems .
posed in the poem.
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They help make houses, furniture, toys.We hit drums hard with sticks for noise.
Trees help us in school, pencils, paper and books.
Things made of trees are found wherever one looks.
It takes time to grow trees, sometimes many years.
We must make wise use of our trees, I fear.
You might' want to think of their many uses.
I must admit, I make no excuses.
That I'm confused as to What I'd choose.
As to how to decide how my treesshould be used.

"I anv a tree"i. . Tell how the tree grew and what
happened to it (eut into wood for a house, furniture,
etc.; provided shade).
"TheDay the Trees Talked"
2. Small grows might be used for writing activity with each
group having a recorder.

Procedure:
I. Read the poem to the class.
2. Discuss the poem, stressing the problem treated in the'

Tide: The Forester Ill
Recommended Level: 3

poem, uses of the trees suggested by the poem, the
importance of making wise choices in the use of re-

Generalization 3: Because wants are unlimited and resources
are limited and versatile, choices must be made as to what
goods and services are to be produced.

sources, and personal experiences dealing with choicemaking.
3. Ask the students to write a-stoty or poem concerning a
resource and various uses of ibis resource. Teacher may
use the accompanying , of pictures to illustrate the
mmer). Children should dismany uses of a resource
cuss how the hammer is used in the production of most of
the items and indicate the items which are not produced
with the hammer.
4. Select students to read their creative poem or story. Ask
the class to identify the resource chosen and the products
produced with this resource. What other products could
be produced with the resource? What product would they
choose to produce?

Subtopic 3: Decisions must be made on what goods and
services will be produced with available resources..
Rationale for Activity: This activity develops listening skills
and reinforces the idea that choices must be made.
Objective:

1: Students will be able to wr*te, individually or in small
groups, a story or poem about a resource and the uses for

same, after hearing and discussing the poem, "The
Forester."

Optional:
1. Small groups might be used for writing activity with a
recorder selected for each group.

Materials:
1. Poem, "The Forester"
I can't decide what to do with these trees.
So many things are made from these.

N
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Mk: Tree Watchers

Peocedure:
1. The teecher should prepare a bulletin board or flannelhoard with a picture of a tree in the center. captioned
"Ways We Use Our Trees."
2. Inform the children they are going to investigate what
different goods are produced with the resource: trees.
Have children identify things inthe classroom which are

Recommended Level: 3
Generalization3: Because wants are unlimited and resources
are limited and versatile, choices must be made as to what
goods and services me to be produced.
.

made. from trees. List them on the blackboard. Have
children identify things outside the room which can be

Subropic 3: Decisions must be made on what goods apd
services will be produced with available resources.

made from, trees (hoUses, swings, fences). List- hese on
the blackboard.
3. Provide the students with their worksheets, scissors, paste
and colors. Haye students color and cut out each item on
the worksheet which illustrates some things which can be
made from trees. Old magazines can be substituted forthe
worksheet on page 70.
4. Have students cut out the tree and paste it in the center of
their poster, pastiw all of the other illustrations around
the tree.
.
5. Follow-up questions:
What resource have we investigated?
What are some of the goods that can be produced with
this resource?
Of all the goods named, which one would you want
most?
Which one would, your parents probably want?
Your sisters and brothers?

RationaleforActivity: The, activity is designed to provide
students with the opportunity to investigate alternative uses
to which a scarce resource maybe put, thereby enabling them
to understand the need for choice-making. g

.

Objectives:

1. Students will discuss and list what can be made Ltrees.

2.. Students will identify from a list.things made frOm trees.
3. Students will discuss the consequences of using trees in
different ways.

Materials:
I. Scissors, paste, crayons or colored pencils.
2. A student worksheet and a piece of construction paper or
oak-tag for each student.

what must we do if there are not enough trees to

produce all the things people want?

it
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%biopic 4
Whenever the decision is made to use resources in the
production et' a particular good, this means foregoing the

3. Students will be able to explain that their choice of -a
product involves both k benefit and a cost.

opportunity to use these resources in the production of some
-other good.

Materials:
I. One large piece of cardboard or butcher paper.
2. Masking tape.
A. Pictures of a resource and products made from this resource. Examples might be a cow, with products !wing
. milk, cheese, butter, ice cream; a tree, with products
being a book, pencil. Wooden toy, piece of paper; or soil
with various crops could also be used.
4. Colored squares of construction paper for each student.
The teacher should indicate what colors will represent
hist or second choice. i.e., red for first choice, blue for
second. These squares should be cut approximately l
inch square.
5. The chart should be displayed by attaching a picture of a
resource at the top of the cardboard. Four long strips of

'. 1. Overview
r

The activities associated with this subtopic are designed to

reinforce student's understanding of the basic concept of
opportunity
Pupils should recognize that each time a
resource or zt combination of resources are used in the
production of a good. this precludes the use, of these same

resources in the production of some alternative good.
Whenever resources are committed to the production of a
particular good; students should realize that other goods
which might have been produced with these resources must
be foregone, For example, we might have resources (ingre-

dients) which could be used in the production of either
brownies or chocolate cookies. If we choose to use our
resources to produce brownies, then the other good, chocolate cookies. represents the opportunity cost of this decision.

masking tape should he stapled -vertically on the
cardboard. sticky side out. Pictures of products should be
attached under each snip of masking tape.
CHART

2. ListojActivities

Tide

Item

2

Top Two
Farmer Jones

3

Decisions. Decisions

I

Recommended
Designated Level
I

I

2

3

111Annum=1.

1/4 F_-.

in dhotis

X

X

5
X
2nd encodes

Title: Top Two

Actures, at Products

Recommended Level:

Procedure:

Generalization3: Because wants are unlimited and resources
are limited and versatile. choices must be made as to what
goods and services are to be produced.

Subtopic 4: Whenever the decision is made to use resources
in the production of a particular good. this me...is foregoing
the opportunity to use these resources in the production. of
sonic other good.
Rationale for, Activity: This activity is designed to develop
the awareness of the scarcity resources and the related need
for makingchoices in e- z use of these resources. The activity
also deals with the concept of opportunity cost.
Objectives:

I. Students will be able to indicate their first and second
choices from a pictured list of products produced from a
resource.
2. Students should be able to make general statements concerning the preferences of the class.

272

I. Demonstrate how the chart works by sticking on a
marker.

2. Have each member of the-class come to the chart and
place. markers indicating.first and second choices from
among the products made from the resource.
3. The teacher should lead a discussion concerning the
choices the class made on the chart. Questions might
include: What products are pictured? What products were
chosen first or second-by most members? What products
were not chosen? Why do you think they were not chosen? If we could make only one product, which would it
be? Why?
4. Select the two products with the most votes. Have mills
vote for one or the other of the two products. Have pupils
explain why they voted for the particular product. Why
did they.vote against the other product?
5. Suppose the class has enough ingredients to produce only

a batch of fudge or a batchof
would the class choose? What did they choose to give up?

oi

Mk: Farmer Jones
Recorantended Level:

b. Farmer Jones looking at a can of gasoline and wondering whether to use it for his car or tractor.
c. Fanner Jones looking at a small garden plot and won=
Bering whether to plant vegetables or flowers.

2

Generalization 3: Because wants arc unlimited and resources

2. The following two sets of terms to be used with these

are United and versatile. chokes must be made as to what
goods and services are to be produced.

pictures:

'Set I
Cows
Horses
Tractor
Car
Flowers
Vegetables

Subtopic 4: Whenever the decision is made to use resources

in the production of a particular good, this means foregoing
the opportunity to use these risources in the production of
some other good.

Rations* for Activity: This activity. is designed to develop

critical thinking; and stress she importance of choicemaking. It also reinforces the concept of opportunity cost.
-

Objective:

I. Students will be able to discuss the opportunity cost of
certain situations concerning FarmerIonei and complete
statements relating these situations.

Procedure:

1. Discuss each * Farmer Jones" situation with the class.
2. Emphasize that Farmer bones may only have one choice
for resource use.
3. After the discussion have the students give possible responses to the following statement, using Set I and Set II
terms in the boxes.
If Farmer Jams dames!

I

I

ExamPles

Materials:

amend of

'Set i If Farmer Joan charm.

1. Pictures large enough for the class to see the following
situations:

imead of
---- but he gm%

bream

ti

.

Set II
Horses
: COWS
Car
Tractor
Vegetables
Flowers

be cam

.

a. Farmer Jones looking ow at his pasture. wondering
whether to graze horses or dairy cows.

Me .O, *Mb

but be

instead of IC2=11

Set it If Farmer. Jones domes

he as

pa aulli

but he ,an

a

.9
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Materials:
1. Picture of a farmer standing in front of his house by a
walnut tree looking puzzled.

Title; Decisions, Decisions
Recommended Level: 3
Generalization 3: Because wants are unlimited and resources
aie,limited and versatile, choices must be made as to what
gbods and services are to be produced.

Procedure:
1. The teacher poses the following situation to the class: A

Subtopic 4: Whenever the decision is made to use resources
in the production of a particular good, this means foregoing
the-opportunity to use these resources in the production of
some other good.

or sell the tree and let the man cut it clovin.
2. The teacher should then solicit reasons for and against
selling the tree and list these.= the board.

Rationale for Activity: This activity is designed to develop

critical thinking and stresses the importance of choice7
making. It also reinforces thesoncept of opportunity' eost.
Objective:
1'. Students will be able to identify the farmer's problem and
discuss some of his alternatives.

r.

O
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.,man has just offered to buy this tree from the farmer. The
farmer is trying to decide whether he shobidkeep the tree.

3. _Have the children identify what reason they feel is most
important-to them for keeping the tree:- for cuttiog down
.
.
the tree.
Hagethe class vote for or against cuit-Ar flown' the tree.
5. Have them identify both the cost and the)enefit involved
in their final decision.

.-

'Econonlic Generalization 4

workers increase at a faster rate than those of unskilled

.

workers.

Labor income is the main source of income for most

Just as the supply of available labor services, natural

households.

Overview

resources and capital places a limit on the amount of goods
and services 'which can be Produced within a society, the

.

payments received by households from the sale of their

This generalization focuses on ( 1 ) the relationship between

available for rent and themount of money it can save to earn
interest or dividends..
There is considerable variation in income among house=
holds because'of the variation in the ownership of natural and
capital -resources. The income received in the form of divi-

services to business firms place a limit on the real income
households have available to purchase goods and services.
Productive resources may be viewed as a source of income
for households, with the income of.each household determined by the amount and quality oiresoUrces it furnishes to,
the productive process. Labor resources include factors such
as educational attainment, health, training and experience,
ch affect the wage rate one can Command.
of Inch
Since resources are insifffiaient to satisfy all of society:4
wants for goods and services and since resources are the .
source of household income, this income also is insufficient
to satisfy all the wants of households for goods and services.
Thus, either resources or household income derived from the
sale of labor resources may be viewed as constraints on the
satisfaction of household wants for goods and services.
t an individual's income received from
We have seen
ices of productive resources'(earned inthe sale of the
onomy depends on the amount and
come) in the marks
kind of resources a person owns and the price he/she can
obtain for Cach of these resources. Because incomes in a -market economy are a function of resource ownership, the
productivity of these resources, and fortuitous everts. the
distribution of income that results from-the market system
may-not be generally acceptable to society, ancipolicits may,
be adopted to change that - distribution.
Many individuals feel that government should supplement
the income of individuals or families, particularly when the

dends. interest and rental payments accounts for the' very
large incomes of a relatively small number of houSeholds.

young age, physical or mental disability, lack of marketable

factor ownership and household income, with special emphasis on income derived from the factor of production.
labor; (2) variations in household income; and (3), transfer
payments as a source of income.
In the U.S. economy productive resources (natural, capior owned by Members of
tal, labor) are generally posse
ceded ,by business in their
households. Such resources
production of goods and services. The owners of these resources ire free either to sell or not to sell the services of these,
resources to business firms with, of course, the same buying

rights available to business firms. Market transactions, involving the 'exchange of resources take place when both
sellers and buyers view the results of these transactions as
desirable.'
Owners of productive resources are; willing to engage in
exchange transactions in resource markets because such exchanges provide households with their Main, if not sale,
source of income. The kinds, amounts, and quality of resources owned by a household determine the amount, of
income it receives. The income of a household is also deter -

mid by theo number of household workers selling their
services in the marketplace, the amount of land it has
..

cause of low income is low productivity due to old age,

skills, low intelligence, luck, and other circumstances

The income of the typicaltousehold is mainly determined by
ww-i;e and salary payments. But significant differences in

largely beyond the control of individuals.. Government_ sup-

plements the income' of such individuals throtigh income
transfers that are financed by taxation, and they may be in

incomes exist 'even among those Households whose sole
source of income is derived from the sale of their labor
.
services ;o businesses.
The differences in labor income among households _is

kind or in cash. In-kind transfers include food, medical care;
and housing. Cash transfers of income include unemployment compensation, Welfare payments, and social security
benefits.
The transfer payments pre vided by government to Iow-

partly due to differences in the number of workers per house-

hold. When the wife and children work as well as the husband, household income will be correspondingly higher. But

incore individuals or families reflect -the views of many

a major difference infhousehold income derived from the sale
of laborservices is due to differences in the price offered for

various types of labor services. One person at work as a .
president: f a large corporation, or as a major league football
or baseball'. player will earn for that-household more income
than several persons at work as unskilled. laborers.
paid to warkert by business firms
The wages or
vary according to the firm's demand for the worker's skill and
the number of workers possessing this skill. Thus, if a worker
has a skill that is very much wanted and there are only a small
number of workers with. this skill, the worker will command a
high price. (wage rate). If the worker does not possess a skill:
that is in high demand and if 'there are large numbers of such

,

persons that the operation of market forces should not be the
major factor determining the share of income and goods and
services for some persons in our society:
II

I

Econom Sui*.kics
.1. Labor- income, in the form of wages and salaries, is the
major source of income for -most households.
2. Labor income differs-among households because of dif-

.

'workers available, then this type of worker will receive a
correspondingly loyd price (wage rate). Over the life cycle.
wageg of z.-11 workers lend to increase, but those of skilled

76

ferences in the Market value of the household's labor
services and in the number of workers per household.
3. Transfer payments from government supplement the in.
come of households whose resources_ yield insufgcient
income in the marketplade.

O

Objectives:.
1. The student will be able to match cards showing pictures
of services provided by labor and the income received for
providing those services.
2. When making a match, the student will state what service
was provided and the income that was received for the
service.

Subtopic I
Labor income, in the form of wages and salaries, is the
major source of income for most households.

I. Overview
In earlier ef:neralizations we referred to incomes of individualsorl'amilies, but did not examine sources of income
and 'factors accounting for differences indncomes of individuals and familles. The activities that follow are designed .
to introduce students to some basic factors affecting house -

Materials:
1. A set of 20 cards having 10 matching pairs. On each Cardis a picture of a person performing a task of labor. Wider
. the picture is the amount of money earned for that task
and a nuch:Ser of stars indicating the value. of the dollar

hol'd or family income.
Most household income (there are some important exceptions which are handled in activities for Subtopic 3) is earned
in the sense, that it is received from the sale of.the services of

figure.

the productive factors (resources). In a market economi,
individuals are paid money for the use of their resources'.
These productive factors are labor, capital .and natural resources. Their payments are in the form of wages and
salaries, interest and dividends, and rent.
While teachers should be aware that some very, young

Procedure:
1. Prior to the game. the teacher should provide several

students. are familiar with alternative sources of household
income, the activities developed below focus on earl: . in- sr
come of households which is received in the form of wages
and salarkts..For most households, labor services makt
the principal resource sold in the marketplace. Most young
children generally find it very difficult to distinguish between
capital and natural resources, and they are not expected to
identify incort cieriVied-from-thesesources_Thesreatment of
such concepts is best handled'at the-higher grade
LL'it of Activities

.,
1

2

Income Earners

3

Classroom Jobs.

4

What's My Wage?

.
,

X

:X"

X

X

thehplates his matched pair in apile next to him. If the
card; do not match, he returns them, face down, to their
original locations.
4. The second player follows the same procedure. The game
continues with players taking turns until all -cards have .
'been matched. ,
5.. Players then check their cards and add the dollar figures

6. Using the information on the blackboard, have the 'children make some general statements (e.g., many different ,
jobs to do, different pay for different jobs, etc.).

.

.

Labor Concentrfation

statement such as: "The woman 'pumped gas for $5."
(Job;and amount earned to be placed on blackboard.) He

(or ;lumber of stars) on their cards to see how much
money was "earned::

Recosameaded
Designated Level
3
1
2

Title

Item

* examples which involve the use of the terms: labor services, wages, and money income.
2. Cards are shuffled and laid fact dawn in 4 rows, 5 cards in
each row.
3. The first player picks 2 cards. If they match, he makes a

Suggested pictures'for cards: (See sample picture below.)
X

"

X

Title: Labor Concentration

1. A child raking le:ayes, $2 **
2. A child shoveling snow, $3 ***
3 . A child emptying trash, $ I *
4. A maij digging a ditch, $5 *****
5. A woman pumping gas, $5 *****
6. A child w-alkingadog, $2**
7. A child mowing a lawn, $2 **
8. A man sawing wood, $5 *"*';
9. A woman painting a house, $5 *****
10. A child vdthingh car, $3 ***

:Recommended Level: -1 -2

Generalization4: Labor income is the main-source of income
for most -households.
.

Subtopic I: Labor income, in the form of wages and salaries,
is the-major source of income for moii households.
Rad Jnale for Activity: This activity is designed to call to the
student's attention that income is received for services provided by labor. It also encourages the child to make a statement, in the form of a complete sentence.

O

"9

.

\ll

4.

work after school and on the weekends. Have each group
identify five different jobs --that the mother, father and
daughter 'might 'do outside the home. Have students list

five jobs under each of the persons in Tim's family,
except for Tim: (See' sample.)
2. Have each group select one job for each person to do.
Have the students fill in the appropriate blanks for each
worker. Next they should estimate the amount of intone

Generalization4:12bor income is the main source of income
for most households.
Subtopic I: Labor income, in the form of wages and salaries,
is the major source of income for most households.

(day, week or monthly) each worker would receive for his

labor services and .fill in the appropriate space. The
teacher may want to provide assistance at this point. Then
they should list three goods and servicesthey believe each

Rationale for Activity: This activity is designed to teach
students that most households obtain' inconie.through some
household member(s) working outside the home. Students
should see. that labor serviccs- are exchanged for money
income, with the money income being used to buy goods and
services for the household.

person would purchase with some or all of his money
.income.
,
a person front each groUp present their chart to the
class. Afterwards, have the class discuss the fog:wing:
a. How many were in Tim's family?
b. What members earned income?
c., What did they do to ':*rn _income?
d. What did they do-with their income?
e. What might happen 'to the amount of household income when r ..r. oecomes older?
°
f. Whit type of jo:. might he get?
g. Why might mc: i')ers of the household earn different
incomes?

en,

Objectives:

1. The student will name jobs a member of a household
could do to earn income when working outside the household.
- 2. Ssatements Otruse of household income by students will
confirm that they understand what households do with
their money.
0

h. What Might happen it everyone in Timis family

Mitterials:

stopped, working?.

.
I. Chart.
2. Paper and crayons.

n

Optional:
1. Have the children draw pictures of the different jobs of
each member of the family\ and what goods or services
they purchased.

Procedure:
The class will be divided into small groups (4-5i, and each

group will be provided with a picture of Tim's family
(mother, father, Tim and Kathy). Suppose that Tim is too
-young to work, but that his older sister is old enough to
5

I

n

-t

0
-

4

O

I
a

t
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TIM'S FAMILY CHART
1

Tim

daughter

mother

father

a

Job

O.

Worker's
Income

.

Goods
Purchated

Frrom Master Curriculum Guide. Part IL Primary Level, if:ME. 1977.
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8. Using the information on the chart,: have the children

Titk: Classrocim Jobs

develop some general statements (e.g., many task's to do
wanted to do the same:
in the classroom not
some (As had fewer choices than others; not everyone
earned the same amount of tallies; should get More tallies

Recommended Level: 1-3

.

Generalization4: Labor income is the main source of income
for most households.
.

Subtopic

for some jobs than others; would rather have money

.

income than tallies..)

Labor income, in the form of wages and salaries.

is the major source of income for niostpusehoids.

Optional:
1. To make the activity-more realistic, tally markers might

Rationale for Activity: This activity is designed to encourage
children to work toward a predetermined goal (set by each
child) by doing selected classroom jobs. It also reinforces the
idea that income is received for services prowled by labor.

be exchanged for such things as l'M & M's,"- "free
time" in the learning center, books, notepads, etc.

3
Objectives: 1. Students will be able to make choices given a number of
alternatives.
0
2. Students will learn that their choices are affected by their
interests and the number of alternatives available.
3. Students will, lead that income is earned by performing
tasks.

Title: What's My Wage?

4

Recommended Level: 3
.

4. Students will learn that the amount of income earned
varies with the number of tasks performed.

Generalization4: Labor income is the main source of income
for most households.
Subtopic 1: Labor income, in the form of wages and salaries,
is
source of income for most household%

111.

Materials:
1. A large pegboard, pegboard hooks, name tag for each
child, labels for jobs determined by teacher and children,
a large chart containing names of each child, task performed, and number of tallies earned.

Rationale for ActiVity: This activity is designed to call the
student's attention to the fact that incorne is received for
services provided byjabpr and that often a person's Ivages are

determined by an hourly rate and the number of hours the
service is provided..

PrKedure:
1. The teacher will list examples of jobs for which people are
paid and have children generate others.
- 2. The teacher will lead a discussion with the class to call
.

9

attention to the fact that people receive incomes in,e)5;
change for their labor services.
3. A list of room jobs (which children suggest) is written on
the bOard. There should be enough jobs for all children.
(In some cases, certain jobs will be performed by more*

than one childi.e;, 4 children could handle daily

Objectives:
1. The student will be able to match cards showing pictures
of services provided by labor.
2. The student will be able.to determine, a person's income
given the hourly wage rate of the service and the number
of hours the service was provided.

Materials:
I. -A set of 24 cards having 12 matching pairs is needed for
four players. On each card is a person performing a task.
(Pictures from the activity "Salary Lotto," Subibpic 2
may be used.)

cleanup of a particular interest center.)
4. Labels are made for each job and placedon the pegboard.
Hooks are positioned under each label to hold the children's name tags. The number of hooks for each job is
determined by the number of children necessary to do that

2. A spinner indicating 3 hourly rates ($1, $5, $ 110. See next

job.
5. The children take turns placing their name tags on ,the
hooks under the jobs they want. Their choices will be

page. (If the teacher desires, thE hourly wage could be
placed-on the picture cards.)
3. A spinner indicating number of hours worked (1.2, 3, 4,
5).
*
Procedure: (4 players)
I. Review the meaning of the words: goods;services, labor
and wages. Model the-activity for all chiles by having
four children start the game.
2. Cards are shuffled and dealt, one at a time, to each player
untilrall are dealt. ..
3. The first player (assume it is a boy) picks a card from the

determined by their interest and'by the number of alterna7

.

tives available wheil a child has his turn.
6. The teacher will tell -the children that they will be able to
"earn" a tally mark each time they do their jobs during
the weeli. Shewill then ask each child what his goal for

the week is (how many tally marks he -thinks he can

"earn").
7. Each child will put a tally mark next to his name on the
chart for every time he does his job. Tally marks are

hand of the player to'his right. If he his a Matched pair, he
lays it down. (Only I matched pair per turn is laid down.)
He then spins the "hourly rate" spinner and the "number

totaled at the end of the week to see if each child reached .
his goal. Teacher will hold individual conferences with
children to discuss whether. Or not goals. were reached.

80

hOurs worked" spinner to determine the wages of the
person providing the service orfhis matched pair of cards.
Hethen makes a statement such as, 'The teacher worked
at $10 an hour'for S hours and earned $50." If match is

not made.- the next player to the right takes a turn.
:4. Play continues With eacbplayer, in turn, picking a .card

2. List .of Activities

Build a HOuse

a match, and if so, spinning both spinners to determine
the wages earned.
5. The game ends when one player gets rid of his/her cards.
6. Following the completion of the activity, have a "collective sharing" of ideas by the class. Through students
exchanging ideas, they shquld come up with a.number of
general statements (e.g., people receive income from the

sale of their. .labor services; there are differences in

Suggested pictures` for cards: tacher; doctor, dentist,
firefighter, police officer, secretary, store clerk, engineer,
bank tent*, plumber, or any with which the children are most
familiar.
.
-

.

Title

Item

from the handof the player to his/her right, trying to make

people's income; people in different,occupations are paid
different amounts; some workers' earnings differ from
the 'amount indicated by the spinner).

-

.

Recommended
Designated Level
1
.2
3

,

X

lary Lotto
Salary
3'

Learning Through Rhyme )

4

Maze

.

'

-

X

'X
-

X

S.

Title: Build a House
Recommended Level: 1

Generalization4: Labor income i. the main source ofincome
for most households.
t
Subtopic 2: Labor income 4iffers among households beciuse of the differences in the market value ofthe household's labor
services and in the number of workeis per household..

Rationale for Actiity: This activity is designed to reinforce
the idea that family income is determined by the "quality"
(or type) of gelrvieg provided by its members and by-die
fiumber of members working in the family. It also shows that

the income earned by the family determines its buying
power.
hourly ratespinner

number of hours
spinner

.

Objectives:
The student
will recognize* that certain occupations pro
pro-vide higher salaries than others.

-IN

2. The student will realize* that family income increases
when more than one family member is employed.
3. The students.will realize* that the more income earned by
the family, the more goods and services it can purchase.
.o
Materials:

I. A large outline of a house made with yarn, stapled to.a
bulletin board, or a color chalk outline or a dutout of a

Subtonic 2
Labor income differs among households because of the
differences in the market value of the household's labor
services and in the number of workers per household.

I. Overview
Vie activities for Subtopic 2 are designed to help students

to understand why some households receive more money

.

income from the sale of their labor services than other house-

holds. This variation may exist *cause in some families
more people have jobs. In other families, there may be only
one woricer employed outsde the home, but this worker may
command a high wage or salary, because he (she) has special

house.
2. A set of "building bricks" made from construction paper.
3. A spinner divided into segments (number of segments is
determined by categories used). Categories used should
representa broad spectrum Of.octupations of high, aver:

age, and low income. The segments should be color,
coded as follows:
yellowve'ry high-income occupation

whitehigh-income occupation
redaverage-ind9rie occupation
bluelow-incen* occupation
Each color would be 'assigned a valtie (i.e., yellow-4,
white-L-3, red-2, blue-1). (See ,ample.)
-

.skills which command] high price. In other households,
labor income may be low because workers lackspecial
or cannot find woric .or if they do work, they may not be very
productive because of age or disability.

Procedure:

7

1.; Before introducing the game to students. examine a small
'Look foc evidence in student's camnaitsAile playing the game.

.

occapationg 'which vary in the amount of
nlimber
income paid for labor b.=vices and identify some of the

major reasons accounting for differences in income
.payments.
EaCh student, in turn, spins the spinner to see'how many
bricks he can acquire. He then makes a statement such as,
"I am a doctor and can get 3 bricks." If spinner lands on
!pie between two segments, this means that two persons
In the household work, and the student collects bricks for
both workers..

3. The students, in turn, pia their bricks on the bulletin
board, beginning at the bottom, within the frame of the
house until the house is coltipleted.
4 Have the children explain what the "bricks" represent.
Why do some indiViduals or families earn more income
than others?-Why do people work? Why is income impor-

tant to individuals or families?

SPINNERCARD
et)

.c)
ft/

blue

blue

.

yellow

e.

4 bricks

white = 3 bricks
= 2 bricks
red
blue = 1 brick
From Master Curriculum Guide. Part II. Primary Level. 10EE. 1977.
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2. Four game boards, each having 6 pictures (2 rows of 3)

Title: Salary Lotto

matching any of the 24 cards. No game board should have

identical pictures. (See sptple.),

Reconunendefi Level; 2
income is the main source of income

Procedure:
f. A djscssion of the pictures represented on the cards
should precede playing the game.

Subtopic 2: Labor income differs among households because
of the differences in the market value of the household's labor
services and in +the number of workers per household.'

2. The teacher (or student), holding the shuffled cards, sits
in' front of the players %Oho have the game' boards (one
hoard for each player Or group).
*3. The teacher (or student)shows the players one card. The
player who has the matching pictute on his game board

Generalized
for mot a isehdds.

.

RatioryleforActivity This activ ity is designed *6 illustrate to
the stWent that some Occupations command higher salaries
than others because of special skills reAuiredrft also-shows
that family income increases vh.ri-there are more workers in
flie family...
Objectives --

1. The student will be able to recognize whether or not a
picture card (indicating a single occupation and salary or
indicating number of workers and total salary) held by the
teacher 'nacelles a picture on his game board.
2. The student will be abbe to make a statement in the form of
a complete sentence.
3. The student will be able to read 2-digit and 3-digit numer-

raises his hand and makes a statement such as, "The
waitress can earn $80 a week," or (in the case of the
stick figures). "Twb people in the family together can
earn $200 a week." He/she then takes the card and
placei it on top of the matching picture on his or her
game board.4: The teacher (or student) continues to hold up one card at
a time for the players to match their pictures until one
player (or group) has the board co eyed.

5. Following completion of the game, students should.
'examine the data on their game board and deVelop some

general statements (e.g. not everybody has the same
kind of job;. not everybody earns the same income; that

family income increases with the increases in the

- als.

number of workersY. Children may question-the idea that
'ly associated with the number of
high income is

4. The student will recognize that people in diffeient occupations'may earn different wages or salaries.

workers (i.e., -a mgle worker in a family, a dentist,

might earn more than two workers in a familya

Materials.

1: A set ofifferent picture cards,.each showing a person
in a particular occupation and his/her weekly salary or a
lumber of stick figures (from 1-5) indicitting the number
ofworkers in a family and their total weekly income. (See
:
sample.)

.,

secretary, and a store clerk).

?Since salaries vary within any particular 1,ccuPation. the student should
?ay. The . . . can earn . . ." Occupations pictured should be those with
which students are familiar and salaries should indicate how much a person
in a particular occupation can actually earn.
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a

tion wodcer. Would they both earn the same income?

Tide:I-earning Through Rhyme

Why? ss
b. Do yousupposellig Bother Bill earns as much income

IfeconunendedLevel: -2

'

as either of his parefits? Why?

Generalization4: Labocincome is the main source of
format householda.

c. Slipposebig Broth& Bill goes to college, what would
happen to household income?
6, Have each child create a picture illustrating the kin-d of

Subtopic 2: Labor bran* differs amodg trasehOlds because
of 'differences in the market value of d* household's labor

worker he or she would like to become.
7. Display and have the students discuss their creations.

.11

services and in the number of workers per household.

,Rationale for Activity: This activity helps children to under.'
stand why people work outside the home and why households
have different incomes.

4

Title: Maze

Objectives:
1. For selected occupations, students will be able to make
general Statements about *ill requirements.

Recommended Level: 3

2. Students will be able 14 generalize that incomes of

Genera& on4: Labor income is the main source of income

holseholds are different.

for most ltu6useholds.

Materials:
1. Poein, "The Indome Earners"

1

r.

Waiters, workers all are we:
Producing services in our family..
Goods to be produced are never ending.
They're finished one day, and the next just beginiting.
Father and Mother whit else do they ao?
They help produce goods and services, too.
They sell their labor services to earnincome.

Subtopic 2: Labor income differs among households because
of the diffetencesin the market value of thelbousehold's labor
services and in the number of workers per household.

Rationale for Activii.: This activity is designed to reinforce
the idea that family income is determined by the Quality (or
type) pf labor services provided by its working member(s)
and/or tie number of working *Albers in the family.
Objectives:

To buLgoods arid services, pay taxes, .save a little, and
hasasotne fun.
How much money can Modiesand Father earn;
It partly depends on the skills that they have learned.
If there's another worker likebig Brotheri II ,
The hons ehold can earn more incnme still.

2. Fiaper foreach student. .
3. Crayons orpaints for each student.
f

Procedure.
1. The teacher will discuss with the class the terms labor
services and income to make sure-all studonssunderstind -

the terns.
2. Read the poem to the dais.
3. Reread verse one and ask childreh to id

.4

some of the

tasks that have to be perfortned-e'veryday within the
home.

4. Reread vase two

ve children identify types of work
de of the hoMe.
people do
a_.-Have the children identifr why people Work outside

,
the hook.
b. Have children identify the tasks they-Oght do to earn
that, they .
income. Have them identify two g
would purchase with the income. What .else might

they do with their incoitie?
5. Reread verse three and haye children discuss why mother
and father work outside the borne.

a. Supose mother is a dentist and father is a construc-

2

1. The student will recognize that certain occupations
provide higher salsas than others.
family income increases

2. The student will realize if

when more than one family member is emptoyed.

Materials:-

.

set of 12 white-circle cards with the nitmea of a t

well-paying.occupation wrinen.on each card (i.e-, doctor, lawyer, dentist, engine*, -bank president; judge,
store owner, governor. professotOtome builder, sales
manager, movie 4director, phannacistkSee income e

-A--iet of 12 blue-circle cards with a- lower:paying
occupation written on each card

; waiter, store clerk,

- waitress, mechanic, cashier, janitor, servant. cook,
secretary, dishwasher, - bus dri.ver, trash collector;
milkman,mailcarrier). .
3. A serof4 yellow-circle cards with "moredttinone worker
in the family" printed on each card.
4. A game board with a spiral maze divided into segments.
(See sample.)
.
5. Three spinners. (Selisample.) Be Sure thatproportionrof
the numbered segments is not changed.
6. Markers iOr4 players.

Procedure:
1. Discussion to precede playing of game:
a. What skills are required of occupation?

b. How much education is needed?---

86 .1.0

-

t
c; Which occIpations might command higher salaries?

ing colored spinner, -and moves number of spaces inclif
cated.
-S. As the game continues, cards are returned, face up, to the
bottom of the pile. Cards are reshuffled when all have
been drawn.
6. Game ends when one plait.= reaches.SFINISHS.
7. Teachers should encourage students to discuss why the
chances were greater of haVing the arrow on the white
.

why?
d. Why are all the occupations necessary? (The child
should understand that although some jobs do not pay
as well as others they are still needed and respected.)
2. Players put their markers on "Start."
.
S.' Cards are shuffled and placed, facedown, in a pile next to
the game board.

4. Each player, -in turn, picks a card and names :the

spinner card hit a Larger number than was the case with the
blue or yellow spinner card.

occupallOn on the card or the number of family members ,
working., After
, picking a card: player spins dorrespond-

rnore than

worker

-

,

white
circle
(12)

white spinner
card

yellow
circle
(4)

blue
circle
(12)

yellowspinner

blue spinner
card

card

O

.-;

From Mc;ster Curriculum Guide, Part 11, Primary Level,-.ICEF.,-1977.
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Objectives:

Subtopic 3

Transfer paymenti from government supplement the
incomc:Nif hquseholds whose resena-ces yield insufficient
income in the marketplace.

1. Overview
The activities for. Subtopie 3 are designed to provide
students with an understanding of the meaning of transfe:
payments, some of the kinds of transfer payments, and some
of the reasons why these payments are provided by government tO individuals.

Since the 1930's and especially in the lastdecade, there
have been substantial increases in public transfer payments to
households. Today these payments supplement the income of

several million persons rand in a number of households,
trAnsfer payments may be the sole source of income. Transfer --_
payments are money income to individuals from goVernment

I. The student will be able to identify types of transfer
payments.
2. The student will be able to describe-situations fn which- `
individualS are eligible to receive transfer payments.

3. The student will be ,able to matcb situations of need to
types of transfer paymeks.

)

-Y. Four hands (cut from construction paper) holding pictures

representing _the kinds of transfer payments available
(house for "housing "; grocery cart with groceries for
"food"; doctor's equipment fcr -meclical care.; money
for "retired people"; money for "unemployed workers"; and money for the "handicapped").

(or from some private, charimbie organization). Some
transfer payments may be regarded 'as gifts or unearned
income in that' no productive services are required in
exchange. Transfer payments may be in kind (housing, food,
medical' services) or in Cash. Some cash payments are made

to people who are retired (social security), unemployed

.

(unemployment compensation), or who are disabled or poor
(public assistance). Some transfers are actually "earned" by
peopletho have made social security payments when they
Were employee. Transfer payments are a means Used by

govemmetaCto supplement private incomes when such
incomes are considered to be inadequate.

if

transfer payments available' fozpeople in need. (See item
2 under Materials:)1;
2. Pictures representing die kinds of transfer payments are
taped with the handson the board.
3. The students take turns selecting a picture which depicts a

particulai need and describing .what is shown in the
.

11

I -1

'

Procedure:
1. The teacher should lead a .discussion of the kinds of

2: list ofActivities
. Title

tern

-

Materials:
wn or cut from magazities and 'news1. Pictures (either
g situations in which individuals are in
papers) depi
er payments (La, an Old cOuple,_a person in
need of
unemployed Worker,. person with barer
a whee
and only slice of bread on table, couple sleeping
cup
in/ l aIdng tent, picture of person_ with no .food with
thermometer in mouth reading,104°TeMperature>.

.

Tr-ail Game

3

Reach SI,.000

picture.
4._ The teacher asks questions yi ch would help the child
match a picture to the hand(s) n the.board that meet the
need(s). of the individuals i the picture_ Questioning
could bp, directed toward any or all of the pictures on the
board.

Recommended
Designated Level
3'
I ' 2
X

Helping.Haitils

2

.

X
.

X

I

`Some primary children may not be able to deal with this subtopic..

0

.

Title: Helping Haitds

Title : Trail Game (transfer payments)

Recommended Level: 1

Recommend& Level: 2

Generalization 4: Labor income is the main source of income
for most households.

Generalization4: Labor income is the main source of income
for most households.
A"

Subtopic 3: Transfer payments freom government supplement
the income of households whose resources yield insufficient
income in the marketplace.*

Subtopic 3 : Transfer payments from government supplement
the income of households whose resources yield insufficient.
:income in the marketplace.

Rationale for Activity: This activity is designed to illustrate

Rationale for Activity: This activity is designed to illustrate

the fact that transfer payments are a means used by the
government to supplementprivate incomes considered to be
- inadequate.

the fact that transfer payments are a means used by the
government 6 supplement private incomes considered to be
inadequate.

Objecdi,es:
1. The student will describe situations in which individuals
orTamilies are in need'of transfer payments.

Procedure:
1. Discuss game _board. Sample question: Name type of
transfer payments available. Which needs will they help
to provide for? Initially, the activity might be demonstrated with four players as other Students watch.

2. The student will explain how transfer payments nelp
individtials to supplement their incomes if sucir incorzies
are considered to be inadequate.

Materials:
I. Play money in denominations of $1, $5 and $10. (at least
$40 of each).

2. Trail game board divided into segments illtiStrating a
dollar figure ($1' $5, $10) or situations in which an
individual or family must plPr a -designated amount of
money for a needed service or item (i.e., food, rent,
medical expenie, clothing). Situation spaces -are color
coded to cards. (See sample.)
3. Four sets of transfer payment cards:
yellow cards labeled "medical aid"
.

bluecards labeled "food coupons"
whitecards labeled "housing aid"
pinkcards labeled "cash payments"
The number of cards in each set (or category) should equal
-.the number of situations requiring aid from that category

(3 medical, aid situations, 4 food coupon situations, 3
housing aid situations, 4 cash payment situations) times 4
(the maximuM number of pl?yers). -

.4. Markers fer4 players and I die.

O

.10

'7.

Each player receives $5 and puts hisnier marker. on

"Start."

3. Each player, in turn, rolls the die and advances his/her ..
marker the number of spaces indicated. If a player lands
on a "money" space, she/he receives the amount shown.
If he/she lands on a "situation" spice, the amount shown
must be paid.

4. When a player doesn't have enough money to pay for a
particular service or item, he/she loses one turn. On the
next turn she/he picks a card from the appropriate set of
transfer payment cards. The card is used to supplement
paid fcir the -service or good
what money must
indicated on the spac&hhere the marker is. The player
mustipay what money lie/she has, and then roll the die
and move the number of spaces indicated.
5. Play cdntinues until all playerr. reach "Finish."
. 6. The teacher should encourage- students to-discuss why
players don't end the game with eqiig amounts of money.
Wliat was money spent on? How did transfer payments
help?

-
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- and has the same options as 'the first player, unlesS the
first player played a . hazarecard. In his case, the

rale: Reach $1,600
Recintrnended Level: 3
.

Generalization 4: Labor income is the main source of income
fci r Most households.

-

approptiate remedy or safety card nitist beused to cover
the hazard card before-any money card can be placed on
the money pile: Only one card at a time may be played by
each player after he or she dia' ws from the "draw" pile.
6. The third player ( parner of first player) and the-fourth
player (partner of second player) have the same options
as the second player.

Subtopic 3: Transfer paymentsfrorn,government supplement
the income of households whose resources yield-insufficient
income in the marketplace.

7. If a haiar&card is placed.on the opposing team, the

Rationale fox Activity: This activity is designed to reinforce

"remedy" or "safety" card before they can play a

the idea that transfer payments are a means used by the
government to supplement private incomes considered to b
inadequate:
Objectives:
1.. The student will identify situations in which individualsor families are in need of transfer payments:
2. The student will identify the kinds of transfer payments
which help individuals to supplement theirincornes.

.

.

members of that team must play *the . corresponding
"money" card on their "money" pile. Only one card al
a time may be placed by each player after a card is dravhi
from the "draw" pile.
8. If a player, in tarn, a laces a "safety card" in front of him
i is can never again place the;
or- herself, the
corresponding "hazard". card on that team. "Safety"
aids may be played at any time during a player's turn;
\ They are used to prevent an o rent -From playing
on the team, unlike the
'
corresponding "

1

"remedy1"cards which can be played only -after a

---,-carresponding "hazardcard has been placed on the

Materials:

opposing team.

1. A deck of 80 cards consisting of the
a. A deck of money cards:

9. The first -team to accumulate exactly $1,000 is the

10 $100 cards
10 $75 cards
10 $50 cards
10 $25 cards
b. Hazard cards an corresponding remedy cards:
"food coupon" cards
3 "need food"
cards-6
"unemployment cornunemplo
3
pensation" cards
3 "rent due" cards -6 "rent payment" cards
' 3 "in hospital" cardsi6 "medical payment" cards

"-c. Four safety cards marked: FREE FOOD, FREE
MEDICAL CARE, JOB SECURITY and FREE
HOUSING
2. Pencil and paper to keep score

winner.
10. After-the game has been completed, haVe the children
identify'. and discuss hazbnis their team faced in the
game. Have them identify the remedies or preventives
-that were available for dealing with these hazards. Why .
did the losing team find it more difficult to accumulate
.

the $1,000? The children might discuss various
"hazards" and related-remedies that "exist for different

families at different tithes. They alio -might discuss
alternative ways that families might deal with these
- hazards as well as-the difficulty of accumulating .Substan-

ttal sums. such as $1,000, when confronted with such
hazards.
.

MONEY CARDS (10 ofeach)
-

O

Peocedare:
1. The game is designed for two or two pairs of players, and
the object Of the game is to accumulate$1.000.
2. Prioi to the game, the class should discuss the meaning

of the terms on each of- the "hazard" and :*remedy"
cards.
3 . Cards are Shufiled and dealt, one at a time, to each player
until each, player has six cards. The remaining cards are
placed, facedown, in a pile.
4. The first player (assume it is a girl) after drawing a card
nuts: makeone of thefollowingplay
a. If she has a money card, she may start a money pile.
b. If she has a hazard card, shemay place this face up in
front of her opponents.
c. If she has a safety card, she may place this face up on
her side of the table.
d. If she does not have any of the above cards (has only
y card, she must place one of her cards on the
di
pile.
5.- The second player drawsta card from the "idravi"-fp". ile

HAZARD CAPpS (3 of each)
printed in red

risvoiwri

REMEDY CARDS (6otesch)
ixir..4:1 in

glue

sompieplo:e

ampwarea

SAFETY CARDS (1 of es:h)

.

-

.

printod ingmen

Joe e

mummy

.Eponorn Generalization 5. Because h Beholds want more goods and servieehian
can beproducerl with available resources, there is a need to
&anew and mace efficient ways of using existing resources
(specialization and division of labor).

,

.

Overview
Ecottomic Generalization 3 dealt with the wants-resource
reslurces are necessary for
gap sand developed the idea
producing goods andiervices, tht. .ley are limited, andThat
they may be used in various ways. Since available resources
fall far short of the amount needed to produCe the many goods
and services people want,scarce resources should be used in
the most, efficient manner. It, is important to discover new

resources and to find new,, more efficient ways of using
existing resources. One impqrtant resource is hUman labor.

and we. shall see how the application of,the principle of
specialization and division oflabor to human labor results in
the production of a greateiquantitY of goods and services.
Each person has different interests, abilities and know! edge. The division of labor takes advantage of the special
qualifications of an individual. That is, a person works in an
area or does a job which best suits his or her interests and
abilities. One of the easiest ways to see how the division of

labor works is to examine the average family household.
Each member of a family usually has certain tasks whi-ch are
performed fOr the benefit of the whole household. Father's
job may be to paint the walls; mother's:to cook the meals;
and sister's, to make the beds. If there were no division of

labor, each member would,--among other thingshave to
cook meals, make his or her own bed, and wash the dishes. It

is easy to see, then, houi dividing these jobs among the
various meMbers of the family affords a more efficient way of
performing tasks within thehome.
Businesses that produce goods and services also specialize

and mkke even more use of diviiion of labor. They usually
produce a speCific good or a limited number of goods and
leave the _production of other goods and services to other
businesses- This in itself is stecialization.- In addition, they
divide the different tasks performed in the production of these

few goods among various workers. That,is. instead of each
person producing a complete prodUct, each person works on
one specifiC part of aproduct. For instance, in a shoe factory
one person may be responsible for putting heels on shoes: one

for cutting the, leather, and, another .for sewing the parts
together, Rather than each person in the factory making a
whole pair of shoes, each person performs a part of the job.
As a result, more shoes are produced.
Why? One person may be efficient and fast at One part of
the job and another at a different part. By having each person
perfOhn the- task at which s(heY is fastest and best. more and
higheir,quality shoes may be produced than if each.person had
to perform every task involved. In addition, when the tasks

these tasks, but by dividing the tasks among many people,
cars can be produced more efficiently.
What.do We gain, as a society', from the division of labor
and specialization? First ofall, through specialization and the
division of labor-we are able to produce more goods of higher

quality. This results from.the most efficient use of human ;
labor. Each person performs.a task he or she is 'trained for and
is able do bcith quickly and efficiently:Instead of a gOod

produced entirely by one perion,swe have a good which is
produced by several persons=--each doing a specific part of
the production, with each person more proficient thatt the
others at t!..t. specific task he or she performs. These various
: people working together can produce more goods, -better
goods, and produce them faster than if each person produced
the entire good,
What do we gain, as individual Workers, from the division
of labor and specialization? When work tasks are subdivided
and workers specialize, an increase in output of goods and
services resultsand workers generally benefit through higher

wages and salaries. In turn, higher wages and salaries
mean That household have higher incomes' which permit

them to 'purchase mere goodi and services in 'the marketplace, thereby enabling thenf to satisfy more of their
wants.
While-specialized workers and members of their
holds are able to enjoy higher standards of living,. there.afe
also disadvantages associated with swcialization and:division of labOr. Indiyiduals ftinctioning in a highly speciMi.led ' "i.

society are extremely dependent on the activities of other
persons, Each specialized worker and his or her family de-:pend on workers in other businesses to produce those goods
and services which theydo not produce, but which they must
have to maintain' their own households. They. also depend on
other households to buy the specific goods and services they
produce and whose production provides them with employ, 9
.
ment and income.
Workers in a highly specialized society also may experi,
.

enca good deal of insecurity since new products and new
methods of producing goods and services are constantly
being developed. These new methods of. production may
require that workers acquire new skills and abilities, and
generally require higher levels of education and training on
the part of many workers entering the labor market.
Economic Subtopics
1. Productive tasks can besubdivided, enabling workeis to
specialize.
'2. When workers specialize, their productivity and income
*generally increase.

3. Specialization leads to greatet interdependence among
.t
members of society.

involved in the production of a good are divided among
several' workers, these workers become faster and more
*-,

efficient by continually. [Perk-wining that Specific. task: An
automobile factory is a more obvious example. Here there are
engines to be made and assembled, seats lo be upholstered.
and cars to be painted, as well as many, other jobs. It is not
likely that one person would be, extremely efficient at all,of
lo

2

St:Wyk 1

Materials:
.1. Two medium-size.' work tables.
2. Ten medium-sized boxes of crayons (completely filled).

productive tasks can be subdivided, enabling-workers to
sioeciali7e.

,

L'

I. Overview
The activities, associated with this sub-topic introduce

,
Procedure:
1. Select 20 (or less) volunteers to participate in a sinutia-

students to the ideas`that (1) the production of most goods can
be broken doWn into a numbers& specific tasks. and (2) each
of these taski can' be assigneci to specific persons. who then
bec:ome specialistst
.
The list of tasks performed by various members of a frilly

don, half at one table and half at another. Make sure that
the nurilber of children and crayons per box match (e.g.,
have eight different crayons in a box if there are 'eight
children, or if there are 24 crayons in a box, assign each
student three colors). If possible, each should have one
medium-sized box of crayons.
Have the stutter, Jump their crayons on the table. Provide instructions to students at Tables A and B. Once they
are dear, have each group commence the task at the same
time. Ask each -student at Table A to pick up one of each

indicate how the job of running a household might be
subdivided. The list of jobs also indicates the amount of
specialization that may occur within _household. For .
example, father might mow the layn, paint the fence, 'trim
the Hedge,` -and tend the vegetable garden. Mother might

11

.

color and replace it in the box. At Table B set up an

vacuum the floor,, buy the groceries, and make the meals. The
children might set and dear the table, wash the dishes, clean
their bedrooms, and carry out the garbage.

,

assembly line where each student is assigned one or more
colors to replace in the box. All boies start with the,first
person in the line. Aftei-she/he places the crayon(s) in the
box,"that box is passed to the next person in the line Each

box is then passed from student to student until it is

2. List of Activities
.
.

.

--

Item

Title
..

_

r.

Dividing the Labor

. Recommended
Designated Level
1
2
3

Making Shoes with Division of
,
Labor
.
'A
with
Malang Jack-O-Lan
Division of Labor'

group finished the task first?. Why?

d. What did each worker do at Table A?
c. }row did workers at Table B divide the labor? What
other ways might labor have been divided? (Have

X

.

children provide name's for specialists doing different
tasks.)
-

X_

f. Is division of labor used in your .house? How?
g. Which special tasks do you (or odes members of your
family) do in the house?
h. Which special 4r.i.sics are undertaken in the dawoom
or in the school building? Which specialized worker

F

Title: Dividing the Labor

performs these -tasks?

Recommended Level: -1

.

.

a. How many workers were at Table A?
b. How many workers were at Table B?
c. What was their. task or goal at each table? Which

X
.

3

completely filled.
3. Ask the folloWing questions:

.

,
OptiOnal:
1. Have the students draw a picture of a product they think is

feneralization 5: Becatise households want more goods and
services than can be produced with available resources, there
is a needto find new and more efficient ways of using existing

produced with division of labor. Color it.

Subropic I: -Productive tasks can be subdivided, enabling
workers to specialize.

,

,

Title: Making Shoes with Division of Labor

Rationak for Activity: The purpose of this activity is to
demonstrate that the production of most goods An be broken
down into a number of specificataslcs (division of labor), with
each of these tasks assigned to specific workers (specializedoh):

Recommended Level: 2

Generalization 5: Beattie households `wla more.goods and
services thaii can be produced with available resources; there
is i need to find new and more efficient ways of using-existing
resources.
.

Objective:
I. 'TAe children will demonstrate their and standing of divj

SURpic

stun of labor by naming two or more Pocialized tasks'
performed by workers at/able B.

Productive tasks can be subdivided, enabling
workers to specialize.
N

.

.

96

1..1J

Rationale for Activity.. The purpose of this activity is to

tasks, with each of these tasks assigned to specific Workers.

demonstrate that the production of most goods can be broken
doivnintoa number of specific tasks, with each of these tasksassigned to specific workers.

Objective:

,Objec:iiVe!
1. The children will be able to describe the various tasks that

-can be assigned in the pro' duction of a shoe.
.
Materials:
1. Plain sheets of paper, "scissors, crayons and glue.

..

Procedure:.
1. Ask the students to- take off one of their shcies. Pick out

one ,shoe.,,Have the students pretend that they are
shoemakers and are going to make as many exact copies

of this' shoe as possible. Draw on the board colored
picture of the shoe.. Show how the shoe-can be constructed by cutting separate pieces of colored paper an-a

gluing them together (for example: heelb1ack;sol
bmwn, map portionwhite).
2. Divide the class into two or more groups. Give ample
colored paper to each group of students (about 5-10 in
each group). Have them discuss and list the different parts
of a shoe. Have them decide the task that each pupil will

do in producing the shoe (e.g., heal .cutter, sole cutter,
- gluier, etc.). Have a contest to determine which group can
produce the most shoesin a giVen time periodperhaps
20 minutes.
3. Follow-up questions:
What were the various parts of the shoe?
ID What were the various tasks assigned to workers in
Your grouP?

a

How' many shoes did each group produce?

Can you think of other examples where labor is divided
in the production of goods and services (home and/or
school)?

,

Optional:
1. If desired, divide the class into, two equal groups. Let
one-half do the above activity. In the other half of the
group, have each child produce the entire shoe.

1.

1

The students will demonstrate their undeiStanding of division of labor by observing, participating and identifying
the various tasks performed in the assembly line operalion for making paper jack-o-lanterns. (If teacheri desire,

they might substitute flowers, enowmen or downs for
jack-o-lanterns.)
Materials:
1. Orange paper, scissor and crayons.
e
Procedure:
1'. Ask the students if ey would like to construct a paper
. jack -u- lantern to
t their class for Halloween and
make a copy for ev one to take home. Explain that they
will have' to decide as a class exaaly how they want the

paper jack-o-lantern to look. Have groups of students
(5-10)- get together to brainstorm about what this paper
jack-o-lantekn should look like.

2. Once the class model has been agreed on, draw a large
picture of the jack-o-lantern on the board and have the
students decide what the various parts are Of the jack-olantern. Have each group decide on-the part which will be

done by, each member of their group. Their goal is to
make enough copjes of the same exact jack -o- lantern for
all members of the class. Each group is to set up one or
more assembly line operations whereby each student has
a specific task in making the jack-o-lantern.*(The jack-o-

lantemshould have a namehave the students decide on
the name and who should print the names on each jick-olantern. He or she should be at the end of the assembly
line.)
3. A person from each group should describe the different
parts of their jack-o-lantern. What task .ctid each worker
perform?

4. After each group has reported, have the cliss

"dikuss

wfiich productive tasks are divide& in their home. They
might also discuss howproductive tasks are divided in the
classroom; in your school building.

Optional:
1. Have the students make up a story about their jack -o--'
lantern.
Tide: Maicing Jack-O-Lanterns with Division of Labor
Recommended Level: 3
.Generalizatioit 5: Because householdi vvarit more goods and
services than can be produced with available resources, there
is a need to find new and more efficient ways of using existing.
resources.

Subtopic 1: Productive tasks .an be subdivided, enabling
workers to specialize.
0

Rationale for Activity: Students should understand that the,
production ot most goods 'can be divided into a number of

.

Subtopic 2
When workers specialize, their productivity and income
generally increase.

-

1. Overview
The activities associated with this subtopic
to
students hovi division of labor and specialization generally

c

O

result in increased output of goods and services and in increases. in workers4lincomes.
There are two important reasons why division of labor and
.

spewiaiiiation results in increased output of workers: (1)
Workers differ in their interests, abilities and knowledge.Division of labor enables us to assign workers to tasks which
are molt compatible with their panic:War attributes. (2) The
subdividing of complex prOduction processes into a number
of tasks results in tasks which are easier to learn and iimpler

to perform. Division of labor also saves tithe lost in going
from job to job ant enables workeis who specialize in one or
in a very few tasks to develop and refine their work skills;

.

Generally, there is a direct relationship between workers'

productivity and their incomes. Division of labor and
specialization enable workers to become more proficient,
resulting in increases in their output of goods and services.
This increase in workers' act generally results in increases
in their wage and salary payments.

.

.

.1

The Rewards of Higher

\

Productivity'
.

2

3

.3

Recommaided
oesignated Level

Title t ,

..

time between rounds for each team to discuss how it
might better organize or cooperate-to have a better chance

of winning in the next round. .
2. After several rounds have been completed, ask the win-ring trams and the losing teams to describe how they
pacicaged tcirayons. Have The class try, to determine
why some
won and other groups lost: Try to bring
out the better organization, closer cooperation, and harder work of the winning teams. .
.

3. After the game is finished, have each child identify and
describe pne or more of the jobsche %she has to do at
home to help the family. Select certain jobs and have the
child list ways in which each job might he done better
through more careful planning, harder work, etc.- Ask the
children to try oursome-of theldeas listed and discussed,

and then report- back to the class the ways in whiCh

2. List of Activities

Item

"Using Crayons to Show Division of Labor" (see Achy:ity I, Subtopic .1, Economic Generalization 5) as a contest. Have several rounds of play with prizes avrardetto
the teams finishing first and second in each round. Allow

4

More Time for Play
Distributing Treats at a Halloween
Party

2

increased productivity at .home was rewarded (perhaps
better family relations, igore time for plays higher allowances, etc.).

3

X

.

Title: More Time for Play

X

Reeskirnended Level: 2

Generalizatign 5: Because households want more goods andservices than can be produced with available resourdes, there
is a need to find new and more efficient ways of using existing
resources.

Title: The Rewards of Higher Productivity
Subtopic 2: When workers specialize, their productivity and
income generally increase.

.00

RecOrnmen4d Level: 1

.

Generalization 5: Because households want more goods and
services than can be produced with available resources, there
is a need to find new and more efficient ways of-using existing
resources.

Subtopic 2: When workers'specialize, their productivity and
Income generally increase.

Rationale' for Activity: This is a simulation activity designed
to strengthen students' 'Conceptual understanding of the relationship between specialization and production.
,
Objectives:
I . Children will be able to list three specific tasks which are
part of "cleaning up and putting aWay art supplies."

2. Children will be able cto provide two reasons why
Rationale forActivity: This activity is de signed to strengthen
students' conceptual understanding of the relationship betweed specialization and productivity (increased ptoduction
of goods and ItIrvices)'

"clearitup time" on the last day involved less time than
on the/first day.
3. They will be able to state two reasons why some groups
. finished "cleaning up" more rapidly than other groups:.

;-

Objeckives:
It Children will be able to name three ways in which a group
of students dm divide-the labor in repackaking crayons.
2. Childten. will be able to name two ways which helped
them to package crayons more rapidly.
.

.

-

-.,

Procedure.7*;
1. Divide the class into 4 or 5 teams and repeat the activity
'

.

Materials:
F. Clearly visible clock.
2. Wall charts labelled as follows:
,

O

Time We Took slime We Had
for Play
to Clean up

Day

.

.
..*

Tuesday

.

Wednesday

.

e

Thursday
Friday
A

Recontmenc4ed Level: 3,
.

"Monday - date -

01

Title: Distributing Treatsa Halloween Party

Generalization 5: Because households want more goodS and
services, than can be produced with available resources, there
is a.need to find new and more efficient ways of using existing
resources.
Subtopic 2: When workeri, specialize, their productivity and
income generally increase.

"
.

.

Procedure:
Arrange to have an art period just prior to a -set time
play-petied. for an entire week (act projects should be
plknned So.:that there is-`a goodly amount of clean up
involved each, day). Divide the class into two or three
groups. Explain that following the art period each group
will be responsible for cleaning up and putting away its
own art stipttlies. Members of the group may not begin

.

Objectives:
1. Children will be able to name two or more separate tasks
involVed in the production of a jack-o-lantern.
2. Children will identify the-group which divides the labor

their play period until their clean-up respcinsibilities have

been completed. Point out that the quicker they finish
cleaning up, the more time they will have for play.
2. When the art period is over-each day, have one student,
fromeachgroup keep track of the actual time in minutes it
takes his/her group to complete the clean-up task and.then
record the time in the appropriate column of the group's
wall chart. Another striderit in each group should then
note and record the number of minutes, his/her group has
-up. The teacher should approve
for Nay folio
the clean-lip woe one and check the wall chart notations
,
for. accuracy.
3. Orehe second day, meet with each group separately prior

to th, clean-up period and discuss with it how it might
reduce the time it taker for clean-up. Brills out the advantages of specialization and division of labor and the fact

that the group is dependent on eacli( member toff.

complish special tasks quickly and correctly:
4. On the last day of the week, discuss with tht whole class
the results on -the wall charts. Ask why the lime taken to
c,Jean up was less each succeeding day of the week and
why the time available for play was greater. Some groups

.4

-

.

Rationale forActivity: This activity is designed to strengthen
students' conceptual understanding of the relationship between specialization and productivity (increased production
.
of goods and services).

and uses specialized workers as theogroup which produced the greater! number of jack-o-lanterns.

I. children will identify the group which "divided the
-

-labor" as the group which received the biggest ':bag of

Ceks."
;Materials:
.
,
1. Construction paper, pa-*e, crayons, scissors, and poker
i
chips.
2: Halloween treats cliuided ;- to small paper bags.
.-

.

Proce dure:
1. Explain to the children that they will be working to make

decorations for a class Halloween Party (see optional
activity) and that treats will be distributed on the basis of

how many jack-o-lanterns are produced. Prepare an
example of a jack-o-lantern for children to copy: Assign
Tour points for each completed jack-o-lantern. If only part
of a jack-o-lantern is completed, distribute points accord-

ingly, e.g.. 2 points for half completed jack-o-lantern.

,

will proWbly prove to be more efficient than others,

2. Tell the class that the points they earn producing the

having.spent less time cleaning up. See if the class can
identify some of thepossible reasons why (better division

decorations can be traded for bags of treats, with each bag
worth 12 points.
'11,

of tasks. harder work, better organization, "practice
makes perfect," etc.). Emphasize the benefits of in-

3. Divide the class into grougs A and/B. Each member in
Group Advill workis an individual in prOducing jack-olanterns. Group B will divide up the casks and assign
workeri to specific tasks. The teacher will discuss with
members of each group how they will proceed: After the
procedure is cleirr; the teacher will note .the time
minutest to be allotted for-the prodnctiorr of jack-o-

creased productivity (getting the task accomplished in a

:shorter time period) in terms of having more time for
play, It is possible that some groups will not become more
efficient during the week %measured by the time taken to
-,. clean up. Have children discuss why this was-so. Perhaps
-one or more members of the group were absent, lack of
leadership and, cooperation in,the ,group, etc.
might be more pro-'
5. Have the children discuss how
ductive at home. Have the children xplain how being
more pEoductive might benefitthern.

lanterns. Production by each group Will begin and end at
5
the designated time.
4. When the production periodis ended, have children present the finished products for inspection. When the decorations are 'approved and hung up. award the appropriate
4

pc!ints using poker chips as money (or make_ special
money for the exercise). Chips can be traded when the
patty starts.
5. After the party discuss with the class:
a. The number Of jack-o-lanterns produced by Group A
and Group B.
13. Have members from each group explain how their
jack-o-lantern was produced.

- 2. List Hof Activities
-

G

Recommended
Designated Lend

c-

Item
-

I

2

c. What difference was there in the total number of
jack-o-lanterns produced -by Group A and Group B?

d.
I. Poaduce "shoes' instead of :Dack-o-lanterns."

..3

1

Crumble or Stand Strong: HoW
We Depend on Each Other

Division of Labor and
Interdependence in 'a

SupermarketField Trip

How can the.difference.*accounted for?
d. What group received more treats? Why?
Optional:

rdle
.

2

3
.

X
.

X
.

Division of Labor and Interdependence ar-School

I

,a
Title: Crumble or Stand Strong: How We Depend on Each
Other
Recommended Level: 1
a

Subtopic 3
Specialization leads to greater interdependence among
members of society.

Generalization 5: Because households want more goods and
services than can be produced with-available resources, there
is a need to find new and more efficient ways of using existing
resources.

-

I. Overview

.

Subdividing tasks and related specialization does result in
-increased output of goods and services. But specialization
and division of laboralso result in increased interdependence
among people.alf each of us produced all of the goods and
services vie *consumed, we would not be dependent on other

personain society; but unfortunately our output would be
small and our standard of living low.
In a highly specialized ,society such as ours, each of us
must rely,on other persons to provide those goods and seri,ices: we ourselves do nor produce. We depend on farmers,
grain - elevators, truck drivers, supermarkets, etc., for food:
utility companies for fight and hear petroleUm refineries and
filling stations for gasblind to operate our automobiles; police
officers and fire fighters for protection; and so on. Within a
firm or a plant, we depend on the coordinated efforts of many
different kinds of specialized workeis, each of whom must
carry out assignments in a responsible manner if we are tote
,ensured of a- steady flow of high-quality'goods for our consucuPtion

Subtopic 3:. Specialization leads to greater interdependence
among members of,society.
Rationale for Activity: This simulation game is designed to
illustrate to students that when a person specializes in the
production of only one good or service, that person is highly
dependent on other i..-tOrilt to provide him/her with the many
other goods ace
needed.
Objectives:
I . Each student will identify two different specialists and the
good or service they produce.
2. The class will identify two specialists and several goods
ors services they do.not produce but mast provide for their
family.
3: The class will make general, statements about the prob-

lems that would arise if such specialists as teachers,
firefighters, letter carriers, etc., stopped providing their
services.

Because of the high, degree of interdependence in our
Society, each of us must be aware of how our personal

Materials:
1 . Quantity of buijding blocks= one for each child (these

decisions and behavior can affect other people and how their
decisions can in turn affect our well-being.

should have one-side roughly the size of an 81/2 x I 1 sheet
of pawn they might be constructed from-cardboard stock

and tape).
2. Pencils, crayons and paper.
3. Wbilksheet for each child as attached,

Proceduie.
1. Ask the children ,to explain what might happen if the.

school janitor was unableto come to work for a week and
Mire was no one to replace him (school building would
become very dirty and unsanitary).
2. Have the children draw pictures of their fathers or mothers
at work. Eadh child might also be instructed_ ta_write
sentence or two about father or 1U-other's job.

3. As the children finish, tape the pictures to individual
building blocks and stack the blocks to form a wall. When

everyone is finished, discuss the various occupations
represented, with emphasis on others who depend on the
people in each job. Ask what the consequences might be
if we could not depend on these people to do Igood job.
Illusave by removing key blocks so the wall will tumble
down.
4. Conclude the exercise with the attached worksheet.

) WORKSHEET

tasks. The visii should enable students to draw conclusions
that each worker performs special tasks and that all of these
tasks must be performed it customers are to be provided with
goods and services.
1. Each student will be able to name at least three separate
tasks that are performed in a supermarket,
2. Each student will be able to provide a name for a specialist
performing a function.
3. The class will be able to make several general statements
on what might happen if the following persons did not do

their work properly (stock boy, meat cutter, cashier,
carryout person).

Materials:

1. Assistance of a local supermarket manager who has

.

agreed to guide atourof the store.
2. Large sheets of paper and art supplies fdr making a mural.

We Depend on Many People

Procedure:
1. Prepare for the field trip in advance by discussing your

Name-

.

1. People we depend on 'for food are

instructional objectives with the store manager. Ask him
(or her) to emphasize the different specialized jobs and

how each is important in providing the best possible
customer. service. Ipstruct groups of the children to keep a
record of the different jobs and the people who do these
jobs at the supermarket.
2. -After the trip, discuss the various jobs and the specialists

2. Some People we depend on to help to keep us healthy are' ,

3. Some people who held uslo learn things are

who do them jand keep the supermarket operating,
smoothly. What are the reactions of customers likely to
be when supermarket emploYies make serious mistakes
at the checkcirt counter, dop't 'weigh foods carefully;
don't keep shelves stocked, or don't show up for work?
The discussion might be expanded to include questions
about Where certain kinds of the food at the superniarket
come from, and how many people we depend on to get
our food from the farm to the supermarket shelveS. If
possible, have "Class view a film on food production.

4. Some people whO help to protect us are

Farmer

Doctor

Teacher

Grocer .

Principal

Firefighter

Police officer

Dentist

e0

Title: Division of Labor and Interdependence

in a

Stipermarket--Pield Trip.
Recornmendea Level:-2

Optional:
1. Divide the children into working groups' and have them
make a mural of the many job activities at the supermarket. Have some draw, sogie paint, and others write short
descriptions of each of the job activities and the names of

the specialists performing the tasks. Point out to the
children that each one must do a good job -in order to
produce a good muraleach is a specialist and they all
depend on one another!

Generalization 5: Because households want more goods ana..
services than can be produced with available resources. there
is a need,to find new and more efficient ways of using existing
resources.
Division of Labor and Interdependence at School

Subtonic 3: Specialization leads to gredter interdependence
among members of society.

.Recommended Level: 3

Rationale for Activity: The field trip will demonstrate the

variety and number of tasks that are . performed in a'
supermarket, as well as the persons who specialize in certain

Generalization 5: Because households want more goods and
services than can be prOduced with available resources, there

.

.

la 22

is. need t find new and more efficient ways of using existing

one-room school of the past.
2. Preoare in advance for the tour by contacting persons to be

visited (the principal, school secretary, janitor,rschool
,bus driver, the school nurse, food service director, a

Subtopic 3: Specialization leads to greater interdependence
among members of society.

fourth grade teacher, and one or two specialized teachers,
e.g..,music. librarian, etc.)"and explain your instructional

objectives. Ask each person whom the class will be

Rationale for Activity: This activity is designed to generate a
list of jobs. or tasks that are performed in a school building,

inchidinvides of specialists who perform these tasks. This
list will help to' dramatize the ideas of specialization and
division of labor. The activity will help children to appreciate
that the many people performing the various tasks must each
dotheir5ob if the school is to operate smoothly.

Objectives:
1. .Each student will be able to name three specialists in the
school building and provide a general description of the
type ioik that iienori does. '
2. Students will be able to make general statements about the

result; which could be expected if certain of the
specialists did not come to work; or if they come, did a
poor job (janitor, librarian, school = crossing person;
teacher, principal).

N-

visiting to prepare a brief explanation of his or he job,
with special emphasis on how he/she depends on other
workers at the school for help in doing the job and how
others depend on that person.

3. After the visits, have the children, review the highlightsf
the tour. Have them discuss the advantages of skcialiption and division of labor in operating the school. Stress

The children should'be asked to discusi what probleins
may arise when one of the specialists is unable to fulfill
his/her role.

4. Have the class put together a "scrapbook" describing
specialization, division of labor, and interdependence at
the school. Divide the children into a number of groups,
each with a special task inputting together the scrapbook.
Some of the groups might be doing:

art work (painting, drawing, or paste-ups of
specialistS in the school at.,work)

1. Heavy construction paper for a booklet cover.

lettering 1-

2. Writing and drawing paper. that can be bound into the

writing ,(short descriptions of the jobs of the various
specialists)
editing
assembly
-Ps

booklet.
3. Various art supplies for drawing and lettering.

Procedure:

list of the various specialists who work at the school.
Following the discussion, take the dais on' a tour of the
school to visit the specialists that have been identified.
Each specialist should provide a brief description of the
`tasks he/she performs. The tour should be designed to
make clear that a kariety of specialized people must work together to make the school a success. The teacher should
compare division of labor in the modern echcx?1 with the

5. Help the children to determine which task force they
would be best suited for through Self-identification of
their interests and Spec al abilities. Point out that by

dividing up the tasks with everyone adopting a specialty,
the scrapbook will be done liettetand more quickly than J
everyone did a separate scrapbook: Help them to come to
the realization_ that everyone is iMportant and Must be
dependable (get his or her job done quickly and well)' if
The scrapbook is to be,completed.

r

12

S
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the idea that everyone the class visited with is a specialist.

Materials:

1. Divide the children into groups and have them make up a

.

.

who want what' one has to exchange can be very time

Economic Generalization 6

consuming, using time (labor resources) that could be used

Because specialization and diviiion of labor result in

doing something else. With money, Diagram 1 could be

---.:7------incteasednutput and in increases in the amount of goods and
services exdhanged,ffieiels-aneed-fora.money_ system.

modified as follows:
Diagram 2

. ,
Overview
Specialization and the division of labor in the production
.

of rinds and services lead to an exchange of goods and

Money

services. Exchange is necessary because one person may not
want- to-consume-all or anything of what he/she produces.

A

Apples

With specialization and division of -labor a worker is
employed where hi or sheis most productive. For example, a

farmer does not consume all the farm's products, but
exchanges them for goods and services produced by other
specialists.
Gobds and services can be exchanged directly by barter. in

a barter system one person exchanges his/her product for
another person's product on mutually' acceptableterms.
Hence, a pound of nuts may be exchanged fora dOzen apples,
a haircut for a one-hourlecture lb economics, four pounds of

,flour for a sho'vel, etc.

'C

'Meuse of money is a more efficient way of exchanging
goods and services than barter. Money is anything that is
generally acceptable in exchange for goods, services and
resources. One person Will accept an item in exchange for
, what s(he) sells if s(he) knows that others will accept that

With money, multiple exchanges do not have to dec ur.

Instead, all exchanges are' direct; money for goods and
services. And, oneperson (A) does not have to search out

item in gxchange, for 'goods and services.
.The use of money is more efficient than baner because it

performs the following functions: money serves as a (1)
medium of exchange, (2) unit of account, and (3) store BF value.
value. As 'a medium of exbhange, money eliminates the
problem of finding a mutual coincidence of wants among

/

consumers. The person producing the good Jones wants may

I

not want what Jones has to exchange. For example, the
person who produces, nuts may want apples.. but the person
who produces apples may not want nuts. The person selling
apples may want flour, and if the person who-has flour does ,

not want apples but wants nuts, exchange can take place.

someone (B) who has vfhat he wants to buy, and who wants
what A has to sell. If B does not want what A has to se11,43
can exchange his goods for money from A, and then B can
purchase in the market. the things he wants. Hence, the use of

' money is more efficient than barterit conserves resources
and makes potential-total output greaterby serving as a
medium of exchange.. Money also serves as a unit of account: That is, the rate at
whichgoodsand services can be exchanged can be expressed
in money prices, or how, much money is paid for each item. In
a barter system there may be thousands of exchange ratios

among cbmmodities. In the example above the exchange
ratios may be as follows:

Nutsean be exchanged for apples, and nuts can be exchanged
for flour. These exchanges can be illustrated in the following
chart.
Diagram 1

Apple producer
Nuts

A

= 10 apples
= 10 apples
= 2 lb, .of flour

z

Nuts producer.

lib. of nuts
21b. of flour
I lb. of nuts

Instead of memorizing these ratios, the value of goods.and
seryices an be stated si
y i money terms. If money were
expre
, and the price of 1 lb. of nuts equals
the exchange ratios above the price of apples'
$.00,
would be 100 each and the price of flour SOct per pound.
Using money one knows the value Of items without comparing ratios of exchange;.with a dollar one can buy 14b..of nuts,
2 lbs. of flour or 10 apples.
-Money has one more advantage over barter, namely that it-

4

C

Flour producer

In an economy of many goods and services, for sever!..
reasons exchange bybarter would be very complex and more

inefficient than a system that uses money. Finding people

can be stored or saved for, future use. In a barter systeth, ,
goods would have to be stored for future consumption, but
this alternative is much more cumbersome (inefficient) than '
storing money. ft is difficult to imagine, for example, saving
many items for consumption in retirement, such as food, .
clothing, entertainment, and transportation, to mention a
few. However, one can store money and easily purchase
these goods and services in-the future. The disadvantage of

424

money for this purpose is that its purchasing power may
decline if prices generally rise (you can buy less over time
with a dollar).
hi the past many items such as gold, silver, salt, tobacco
and shells have been used as-money. In the United States
today legal currency in circulation (coins .and paper money)
and checking accounts function as money. Each serves as ,
money because each is generally acceptable in exchange for
-------goods and_ services.

Reconimended Level: 1

Genet:alization 6: Because specialization and. division of
. labor result in increased output and in increases in the amount
'of goods and services exchanged, there is a need fora. money
system.

Subtopic 1: When, individuals are engaged in highly
_.specialized production, they must be able to exchange goods
and services.

Economic Subtopics
When individuals engage in highly specialized produc-

t

Title: Matching (Specialization)

tion, they must be able to exchange goods and services.
2. In.economies characterized by a high degree of specialization, individuals use money as a medium of exchange.
3. The use of money by individUals is a more efficient way of
exchanging goods and services than exchange by barter.

Rationale for Activity: This activity is designed to introduce
children to the idea that, most workers in the United States are
highly specialized in the goods and services they provide.
Objectives:
I. The student will be able to identify a good or service.

2. The student will match the occupation to the good of
service it provides by completing a puzzle.

3. The class will ide"tify two ways that specialists may
obtain goods and services which they want but which they
do not produce.

Subtopic 1
When individuals engage in highly specialized production, they must be able to exchange goods and services.

Materials:
1.. Set of colored (yellow) pictured puzzle occupation cards.
(See pages 105-106.)
2. Set of colored (orange) pictured puzzle goods or service

1. Overview
The activities associated with this subtopic ate designed to
introduce children to the ideas that ( I ) 'most workers in the
United States are highly specialized (engaged in the produc-

Procedure:
I. CondUct a disCussion about different occupations znd list

tion of one or only a very limited number of goods and

a good or service each provides. (Example: Baker

cards that match occupation cards.

services): ,(2) specialists produce goods that .other people
want and that a given specialist depends on other specialists
to produce the goods he or she wants; (3) some arrangement
must be devised for enabling specialists to exchange the
goods and services they produce for the goods and services

Makes bread.)
2. The student is given the sets of puzzle cards and mixes

they want.

4. If the match is -correct, the pieces will, fit. Make sure

them up.
3. The child must fit a yellow occupation puzile piece with
an orange goOds or service puzzle piece.

pieces are very similar. ,

2. List of Activities

(Another adaptation would be to give each child a
Recommended

,

Item

,

Title

2

Silly Trades

3

Occupation Concentration

Have then' identify other go-ods ,and services these

3

.

Matching

5.fia.Ve-childr-e&dis_cuss the different goods that each of the
selected specialists pioduees...(teacher, firefighter, etc.).

Desirated Level

c

1

worksheet.with occupation headings and the child could
draw a picture of the 'good or, service each provides.) '

-

specialists also want. Have children explain how these

-X

spec ialiSts generally obtain these goods.

,.
,

4 - Rummy

X
X

4

o
104

123

105

From Master Curriculum Guide, Part 11.. Primary L.avell, JCEEr 1977.

From Mosier Curriculum Guide. Part I1, P

.7

Title: Silly Trades (Specialization)
Recommended Level: I

i'tation 6: Because specialization and di vision of
.

.. at in increased output and in increases in the amount
,:d services exchanged, there is a need for a money

Subtopic I: When individuals are engaged in highly
.

'specialized production, they must be able io exchange goods
and services.
Rationale tor ActiVity: This activity is designed to review the'
idea that most, workers specialize, producing only one or
few types of goods and services. The activity also dramatizes
. the difficulty that would be involved if we didn't hale money
as a medium 6f exchange.

Title: Occupation concentration
Recommended Level: 2

.

- Objectives:

Generalization 6: Because specialization and division of

1. Tip students will be able to name specific 'goods and
services provided by different specialists (i.e., baker,.

barber, dress maker, etc.).
2. The students will draw pictures to illustrate the problems
: we would have if we had to trade directly with the person
who produces the gdods or services we want.

labor result in increased output and in increases inahomnount
of goodsand services exchanged, there is aeed for a money
system.
-

1'

When, individuals are engage d in- highly
SubtOpic
specialized production, they must be able to exchange goods
and services.

Materials:
student responses.
2. Drawing paper (large butcher paper, newsprint, etc.).

Rittionak for Acnvay: This activity is designed to make the
child aware of the goods or services th?t different occupitdons provide, and gives the opportunity to develop visual
retention skills.

Procedure:
1. Ask the students to name different items produced by a
specialist (i.e.. carpenter. fanner, baker, artist, etc.). List

Objectives:
'`,.
1. The student will be able to match a particular occupation

1. Chalk board, overhead, or same other device to, list

or quickly sketch the, items as they arelisted.

-

card with. the good or service that the occupation

'

-

provides.
2. The student will be able, to identify two ways in whicli,
specialists are able to obtain goods and services.

..._,.......-*

Materials: (construction paper)
I. Otie set of occupation cards and accompanying piatires.
(See sample...)

.
2. Do this (step I) for several specialists, Then have-the
list goods these specialists might want (a house,
-students
of gum, etc.).
a carya
...

.

3. Ask the

. tS to draw two pictures: For example, one
to show the . .kin a shoemaker' specialist would have.
trading for an inexpensive item (carton of pop) and one
showing the problem the shoemaker sikcialist would
have trading for an expensive item (a house). Show and
discuss pictures provided oelow:L

-

4. After, the students have drawn their pictures, share some
of the pictures. Try to have the 'students generalize that
using money as.a Medium of exchange for goods and
services is easier than barter..

-

iii/-,

---,.__.,

2. One set of situation cards that describemood or service ,
.

.

Procedure:
1.. Discuss occupation and situation cards with children so

matches when playing the game.
they can make
cards and lay all cards face down in
2. -Shuffle each se
separate piles for each deck. Place-cards from each deck
in five rows, three deep. Select- three to five players *to .b
play the game.
3. One student turns over one card andtries to match the card
(Example: !`Barber" and neecLa haircut.").
4. If the child successfully makes a match; s(he) keeps the
matched cards. The successful.player should indicate two
ways that people can obtain the good or services (e.g.,
.

bakerbuy bakery goods or barter for them; police
services paid fqr with taxes). After The explanation, the

player continues hit or her turn until an unsuccessful
match is made. When,an unsuccessful inatch-is made, the
-

.

cards are returned to their orighial positions and it is then

selected specialists produce and the other goods that they

Another places turn.
5. The playerwith the Most matches at the end of the game

also would want. Have children explain how specialists
might obtain the goods they want but which they do not
produce.

V/1113.

6. Conchict a discussion about the, different goods that

OCCUPATION CARDS
(Producers)

DENTIST

TEACHER
.

.

.

I-

R ft-FIGHTER

DOCTOR

,

.

.

s.,

GAS- STATION
ATTENDANT

4

N

.

Pun'

-...

BAkkR

.

e

.

.

.

-

.,

.

PAPER GIRL
OR BOY

T. V. REPAIR MAN

.

.

-

.

MAIL CARRIER

POLICE-OfFICER

.,

.

MILK SUPPLIER

PLUMBER

,
.

i

.
FARMER

r

GOODS-SERVICES CARDS
(Consumers)

.

V.
.

L.

.

I NEED A

HAIRCUT.

,

.

MY TOOTH HURTS.

MY HOUSE
IS ON FIRE.

I HAVE A
STOMACH ACHE.

I WANT TO
LEARN TO READ.

.

.

.

.
-

I NEED TO

MY CAR IS
OUT OF GAS.

TAKE A TRIP.

I MUST BUY
-SOME BREAD.

.

.

.,

k.

I NEED TO HAVE

MY T.V. FIXED.

.

!NAVE TO BUY
A NEWSPAPER.

,

,.

!NEED A
FOR

BIKE.

---------....

I HAVE TO
SEND A

THE FAUCET

CARD TO GRANDMA.

IS DRIPPING.

I WANT A
GLASS OF MILK .

,1 NEED
OATS FOR
MY HORSE.

FARMER

BARBER

,

PAPERGIRL

DENTIST

1

MUMS

Proce'clure:

Title: Rummy

I. Discuss occupation and. situation cards with children so.
that they can make proper .matches when playing the
game.
2, Mix up the cards.
3. Deal out six cards to each player.
4, Tern remaining cards face down in the middleturning
one card face up.'

Recommended Level: 3
.

.

.

Generalization 6. Because specialiiation and division of,
labor result in increased output and in increases in the amount
Of goods and services exchanged. there is a need for a money
system.

5, The player to the left of the dealer has the option of
taking the face-up card or drawing from the pile. The
player tries to match the geod or service with the

Rationak for Activity: -This activity is desigried to discriminate,between-specific occupations and the particular goods
and services each provides. This activity also gets across the,
idea that money. makes trading easier. If I have the money. I ,
can usually go directly exile source and buy. If 1 had totrade.
I would have to find the person who wants to trade (a person
Who has what I wan. and wants what I have). In this game, if
you draw a money card, you can pair it immediately with a
situation caul. If you don't have a money card, you have to
wait until the right person comes along to trade (the matching,
.
occupation card).

occupation. If the player draws a money card, he or she
can match it with any situation card for a pair.
6. If the player makes a pair; s(he) lays the cards down and
discards.
7. The next player either takes the discard or draws off the

pile' and also tries to make an occupation-goods or
servicematch.
8. Any player can also add to the other players: matches
before discarding.
9. The player who first gets rid of his/her cards wins.
10, Conduct a discussion about the different goods selected'
specialists produce and the other goo& that-they also
want. Have the children explain how specialists might
obtain the goods and services they want, but which they
do not produce. Do they usually barter for these desired

.

ObJeCrives:

1. The student will be able to match an occupation with the
good or service it provides.

2. The student will be able to identify two wIys in which
specialists may obtain goods and sery ices.

goods, or is money paid for them2 Why?

Materials: (Construction paper)
1. Double set of occupation cards. (See sample.)

2. Double set of situation cards that describe a good or
service.
3. Four money cards (used like a joker).

OCCUPATION CARDS
(Producers)
.

.

DOCTOR

FIREFIGHTER

T. V.. REPAIR MAN

PAPER GIRL
OR BOY

TEACHER

DENTIST

BARBER

il

.

I

..

.

.

GA.STATI ON

MDT

ATTENDANT

-/"
.

POLICE OFFICER

BAKER

.

.
.

.
MAIL CARRIER

.
,.

.

..

FARMER

MILK SUPPLIER

PLUMBER

.

.

GOODS-SERVICES CARDS
(Consumers)
.
I NEED A
HAIRCUT.
.

MY TOOTH HURTS.

I WANT TO
LEARN TO READ.

I HAVE A
STOMACH ACHE.

I MUST BUY
SOME BREAD.

I NEED TO HAVE

THE FAUCET

I WANT A
GLASS OF MILK.

MY HOUSE
IS ON FIRE.

,

MY CAR IS

I NEED TO

OUT OF GAS.

TAKE A TRIP.

I NEED A
LICENSE FOR
MY BIKE.

I HAVE TO

.
/
SEND A .
CARD TO GRANDMA

I HAVE TO BUY
A NEWSPAPER.

MY T. V. FIXED. -

I NEED
.

IS DRIPPING.

OATS FOR
MY HORSE.
.

L

4

....

.

BARBER

BAKER

PAPERGIRL

MAI ICAHN

PLOT

MILK SUPPE

DENTIST

Pon OffICER

DOCTOR,

PLUMBER

,

IV, REPAIR MAN

Sato* 2
In economies characterized by a high degree of specialization, individuals use money as a medium of exchange.

I

means that some form of money payment will be needed in
the future.
Objectives:

I. Overview
The activities associated-with this subtopic are designed to

Students will be abte to difriminate. beriveen "Good"
and "Bad" buys.

introduce childreh to t* definition and major functions of

2: Students will be able to explain their reasoning- for

money as well as the major types of United States money.
Money is defined as anything that is generally acceptable

3. Students will be able to provide reasons for using different

designating something asa "Good" or "Bad" buy:

in exchange for goods and services. An item 'functions as

types of money and/or credit cards' in the purchase of .

money when everyone-(or nearly everyone) is confident that
it can, be spent. To spend money means that sorriecine else
accepts it in exchange for goods-and services. A worker will

goods and services..

'the rent, buy clothes, etc.

Materials:
1. One "Yes/No" Multiple RespOnse Card for each student
in the group (re example below).
2. The list of transactions.

In functioning as a medium, of exchange, money is not
wanted for its own sake. Money is wanted for what it will

-Procedure:

accept an item'in exchange for labor services if he or she
knows that the itemcan be used to purchase groceries, pay

buy. In fact, people ,are,btisily getting rid of money, and they

1: Discuss and show examples of coins,' paper money,

do this not foolishly, but by using the money to purchase
goods and services. (Of course, some money is saved for

checks and credit cards.
2. Read the sample transaction to the students and ask them

future purchases.)
In the United States, coins and paper bills printed by the
United States government serve as money. Checks are also
generally, accepted in exchange for goods and services, and
checks are the largest part of the United States money supply.

if it is a good buy or not.
"Pay S4.00 for a plastic squirt gun.
If a student Says it is a goodbity, probe to find out why he

thinks so. Most stydents would say it is a poor buy, but
- some may have a super-duper squirt gun in mind and it
might be a good buy.

I

Desigcnated Level
1
2.
3 f,

Title
Good Buy/Bad BuY'

2

The 3 C's

3

Barter or Money Exchange

4

Sensible Sentences

X
,

.

.

Ask the students to name the normal way- that either

Recommended

Item

-

X

they or their parents would pay for the squirt gun.

3. Pass out the multiple response cards. Tell the students to
hold up the card to show if the nexiktem is a "Good" buy.
Demonstrate how to do this.

X
X

X

YES

Both sides should be marked this
way so both the student and teacher

can see tha answer as the student
holds up the card.
ON'
Title: Good Buy/Bad Buy (money is a measure of value and a
medium of exchange)

Recornrnendedkevel: 1-2

Generalization 6: Because specialization and division of
labor result in increased output and in increases in the amount'
of goods and services exchanged, there is a need for a money
system.

/

Sitbtopic 2: In economies characterized by a high degree of

specialization, individuals use money as a medium of

4. Go through the list of transactions, asking the students to
show whether something is a gob-d buy or not. Be sure to
probe to -find out why students disagree. In each case,
have a student nine the-type of money normally used for
such a transaction.

exchange.

LIST OF TRANSArTIONS
Rationale for Activity: In this activity, students have to judge
and then explain why something is a good or bad buy. The

activity also _provides- the opportunity to have students
indicate the type of money (coins, currency, checks) normally used for such a transaction. Students may also mention

the use of credit cards to obtain goods and services, which

Sample: "Pay $4.00 for aplastic squirt gun."

I . Pay $2.50 fora come book.
2. Pay $15.00 to parkin a lot for two hours:
3. Pay 100 to get into a circus.

-113 138
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4. Pay $100 for a new faniily car.
5. Pay 750 fora piece,of gum.
6X Pay $60 for a new.12-speed bicycle.
7. Pay 100 fora choedate sundae.
$300 for a puppy:
9. Pay 50 for agoldfish_

8: Pay.

Objectives:

1. The child will identify whit form of money should be
-4. ,

.

.
Materials:
ri.
Pizza -wheel with identified- spending examples (see.
example).

r 10. Pay 50fror agrape.
-

.

used in specific purchases or spending of money.
2. The child will identify when money serves as a medium of
exchange and as a measure,' of value,

-11. Pay 50 for a bunch of grapes.
12. Pay $500 for a piece ofbubble gum..

2. Twelve clothespins--:4 Marked COINS, 4 markt.d

13. Pay $1 foratypewriter.
14.. Pay 5f fora box of caps.
15. Pay 100 for a tissue.

PAPER MONEY, 4-marked CHECKS.

Procedure:
1. Have a group discussion about coins, paper money and
checks. Important points to consider would be:
at Checks are best when: sent through mail, handling of

16. Pay S19.95 for a pad of-notepaper.
17. Pay 164 fora kite.
18. Pay 160 for in ice creanrcone.
19. Pay 160 fora flashlight and two batteries.
20. Pay $200 for a new house.
-

large amounts of money, record-keeping
b. Paper money: smaller amounts of money: when cash
is the only medium accepted
, usually under S1 .00--:
c. Coins: small am
machine purchases., ..4

2. The student looks al

I I..

'of Money

.

whee and decides what form of

money would best beusedfor die specific example. -

Title: The 3 C's

3. The child attaches the cofreiPonding clothespin to the
wheel.
I. The player min' s oVer,the wheel to dice: inswer. If the
color on the back qf the ciothespin matches the conk on

ReCommended Level? 2

Generalization 6: Because specialization and division of

the back of the wheel, the answer is correct.

labor result in increased output and in increases in the amount
of goods and services exchanged, there is a 'need for a money
systerd.

5. Payer continues until all clothespins are correctly in
place.
6. Discussion questions:
a. What were checks exchanged for?
b. What were coins exchanged for?
c. Wlkilwaspaper money exchanged foi?
d. How-70es each serve as a medium of exchange?.
e. How do we know the value at a good in a store?

Subtopic 2: In economies characterized by a high degree
of. specialization, individuals use money as a medium of
exchdtage.

Rationale for Activity: This activity focuses on the idea that

.

_checks, currency and coins all serve as a medium ofs
exchange.

5.

-

114 1.39

'

'7-

4 check pins

blue dot on bottom

green dot on bottom

.

(Pape,: money

.

.

or coins)
;

Correct answers in parentheses should_ be color coded on back.

0romlifaster CUrrieutum Guide. Part II, Primary Level, JCEE. 1977.
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The price of a candy bar is _10..._.g What is the price of col

Titk: Barter& Money Exchange

? 1 candy bar = .1..... bottle(s) of cola.
The price ofa bottle of cola is _Ng_ What is the price of a
bottle(s) of cola.
yo-yo
1 yci-yo
7. 'After the groups have,completed the Worksheets, put this
information on the blackboard.
a. Have students explain the prices they selected for the
- items.
b. If any differences exist among -groups, what accounts
.4k
for differences in prices?

OnunendedLevel: 2-3

aenerazarion 6: BecaUse specialization and division of
laborresultin increased outputand in increases in the amount
:Ofgoods and services eictanged, there is kneed for a money
system.

Subtopic 2: In economies characterited. by a high degree of

specialitation, indiiiduals

y as a medium of

c. Have students explain how they determined- how

exchange.

many bottles of cola should be exchanged fora yo-yo.

d. Refer to the 'first worksheet. What was being exchanged here? What was being exchanged in the

Ratiortale for Activity:- This activity is designed to demon-

strate to children that the use of "Money". enables us to
determine easily the value of different goods and services and
for persons to exchange these goods and services.

second worksheet?

e. How do welmow the value of goods in the store?
Whaido we Ove the store for goods?
f. Suppose there was no money. Bow would we obtain
goods? How would we express the value of goods?

.17

Objeclivres:

1. The student will determine the exchange rate of one'good
for another under barter conditions.

2.. Given the exchange rate of two goods under barter
conditions, and:the money price of one of these goods.
the stadent will be able to determine the money price of
the.rernaiiiing good.

Title: Sensible Sentences (money as a measure of value and a
medium of exchange)

Materials:

o

1. Paper, pencil or crayon.s.
2. Strident worksheet. -

Recommended Level: 3

Vocedure:
1. Select two items- and draw a picture of each on the
blackboard.
2. Plate below the picture of each item the following:
item 1 =
item 2
:ave the student; discuss and determine how many of the

first item should be traded kir item. 2: Place -this
information in the blank spaces.
3. Next, divide the Class into a number of small groups. Put
the following on the blackboard and have each groupfill
in the blark.spaces on aseparate sheet of paper:
bottle(s) of
stick(s) of gum =
1 candy. bar =
coda

1 bottle of cola =
gam

candy bar(s) =

stick(s) of

4. AI& the groups ha

Wed in the blanks, transfer this
information to the blackboard one group at a time, and
discuss the following:'

-a. Have, each group explain l',ow they decided on the
- amount of each gated which should be exchanged for
'another good.

b., Which hails, if any, ,,had the same value? Why?
Whi

items had greater orless value? Why?:

Generalization. 6: Because specialization and division of
labor result in increased output and in increases in the amount
of goods and services exchanged_ , there is need for a money
system.

Subtopic 2: In economies characterized by a high degree of

specialization, individuals use money as a medium of
exchange.

Rationale for Activity: This activity uses the motivational
aspects of the game of "Concentration" to reinforce thefollowingancepts: .( 1) produCer, (2) goodsand services; (3)
money serves as a medium of exchange, and (4) money

seriresasa-measureavalue.-----

-

----- --

ObjeCtives:
1. Students will be able to identify each item as either:
a producer
a good or service

. amediuni of exchange
a measure of value
2. Students will be able to discriminate between sensible and
silly sentences:
.

Silly Sentence: I went to 'the barber/and bought scirne,
bread/with a check/for 150.
Sedsible Sentence:- I went to the baker/and bought some
.
bread/with coins/for.500.
.

6. Again, ye students meet in small groups and give them
.

aw

with the following information: If they want,

have children refer to their drawings as they fill in the
Price of bubble gum is ;_ze what is the price of a candy
bar _2 I candy bar
piece(s) of bubble gum

Material's:
1. A deck of 3 x 5" cards containing Producer cards, Goods

or Services Cards, Money as a Medium of Exchange
-

-

11* activity is designed fora small group of students (2 -6)..
IL Review vocabulary: prodncer, goods, services, medium
of value.
ofexChange,
2. Lay outthe TrfleCards on a table oron the floor

4- Turn one-card over at a time. 'The .5rst student should tell
.
which heading the card should be placedunder.
For example; if a student turns over a card which reads:
"with a check," this shoidd beplaced under the heading
"Money as aMedium of Exchange."
Another card-blurt sed over and the same sUident
where it should be placed Thiscontinues until the snident

.

Money an
Produces
Cards

Goods or
Services
Cards

,

Medium of
Exchange

Cards

Money as a
Measure of
Value
Cards

-

makes an errci-or goes thr4ugh the deck (.e.:, comedy
classifies die remaining cards). The. prirpose of Misclassification drill is to reinforce the concepts (1) producer, (2) goo& and.services, (3) money as a medium of
exchange, and (4) money as a measure of value. The
student who carectly 'ilissifies the last card starts the next
phase of the as .tivity (see Step4).

As -eia card is placed under the correct heading, it
should be laid face down. The end result of Step 3 would
look something hlce this:

3.. Shufflethe deck of cards.

Money as a
Measure Of
Value
Cards-

Money as a'

Goods or
Services

Producer
Cards

Cards

Medium of
.

Exchange
Cards

a

I

a

N

CP

-

x 5 cards

El

laidface
down)

O

U

N
N

5. -WO the cards turned face down and the starter desig_nated4..aconcentration type of game isplayed. The object
is to huh over a card in each category so that the end result
is a -seniiblesentente. If the group agrees that a sensible
sentence bas, been Made, the student places that sentence

on the table and takes another turn. Each sensible
sentence counts' as one point. At the end-of the game the

sent with the most points wins..
If the cards turned over make a silly sentence, the cards
lire; turned face down again and the next student takes a
turn.

CardstolncludeintheDeck:
Title Cards (use 3 x rcards for easy orage)
.

Producer Cards
.
Goods or
Cards
Money-as
as a Medium of Eichange Cards
Money as a Masuie- of Value Cards

ODD
Playing Cards (12 per category)
I went to the doctor
I went to the...de:gist_
I.went to the barber
- !went to the grocer
Iwent to the baker
I went to the farmer
I called the plumber
went to thrice cream vendor
twent to the shoe salesperson
I went to the milk supplier

I wentp the :nail canier
I wept man artist
andpaid to baveacast pia on my arm
andpaid for havingmy tooth pulledand paid for a haircut
and bought a pack of gum
and bought a loaf of bread
and bought a hale of,hay

N

5 Ei
Ei
N

.
and these items can be traded fora bicycle..
The use of money is a more-efficient 'way of exchanging
goods and services than barter. It ertminates the problem of

Multiple trades or of finding a person who has what one
wants. In the example; the boy can cutlawns in exchange for
Money, and the money can-be used to purcbasea bicycle. The

seller of bicycles tan then use the money to purchase
whatever he or she wants.
In addition to serving as a medium of exchange; money has

at least two other advantages over barter. With barter each
good or service has many "prices," i.e., the-price of shoes is,
expressed in terms of bushels of corn, dozens of apples,
poupds of nuts, quarts of milk, tickets -to a football game;
rides on the bus, etc. With money, shoeshave only one price,;
the pike in terms of money.. Only one price tias to be known
with money; many, prices "have. to beJmown with barter.
Money, therefore, functions rnore.afficiendy is a common"

.

-

for $50.00
for $25.00

for;4.00
for 100
for 5Q0

for$2.00
for$35.00
for 150 2
for $12.00
for 600
for 500
for $200.00

standard of value (or. unit of account).
Finally, money functions more efficiently than goods as a.
store of value. Money can easily be saved to purchase goods

and-services in the future. With barter, goods and services
must be saved for future consumption; and the reader can
imagine the difficulty of saving certairrritems for finureconsumption.

2. ListafActivities
Recommended
Designated Levd

.

Title

Item
1

The Animal Trade '

2

Let's Trade

-3
4

X

,

X

Will You Trade?
The Trading Fair

3

1

.

.

X

Sobtopic3

Title: The Animal. Tiade (money as a medium of exchange)

The use of money by individuals is a more efficient way of
exchanging goods and services than exchange by barter.

Recommended Level: 1

1.. Overview
The activities associated with this subtopic are designed to
introduce children to the advantages of money exchange over
bartetexchange.
One way of exchanging goods and services is by barter. In
a barter system,- goods and services ate exchanged directly
for other goods arid services. An indusirioui young man may
be willing,to cut lawns all suinmer in exchange fora bicycle.
Theyoung man may seckout the owner of a bicycle shop and
negotiates trade. Rut with barter it isnot always easy to find a
person who has what one wants. In our example, the bicycle
owner may prefer.to cut his-own lawn.' How is this problem
resolved? The boy may have to Make "multiple trades.," He
knows other homeowners who want their lawns cut, but they
may not-hive bicycles to trade: However, they have things to
tante thatthe owner of the biCYcle shop wants. The bOy . can
accept these items, in exchange for his services to tut lawns,

Generalization 6: Betatise specialization and diviSion of
labor result in increased output and in increases in the amount
'of goods and services exchanged, there is a need fora money
system.
f

Subtopic 3: The use of money is a more efficient way of
exchanging goods and services than exchangeby batten
Rationale for- Activity: This game is designed to deMonstrate
that trading is a difficult way to get what you want. Money
cards are used as jokeis demonStrate how much easier the
use of money is (as a medium of exchange) as compared to
trying to find someone who has-what you want and wants to
trade with you.

Objectives:
1. The students will state how bald it is to find someone-who

,

buy anything -which is for sale.

has_extra items they want.and also4wants what they have
to trade (the double.coincidence ofwants).

Materials:
One pocket chart, the Neighbors Chart, as diagrammed

2 Tie students wirgeneralize that nosing money is much
easier-than trying to trade because money, can be used to

below:

.
.

Neighbors Chart
1. Mr. Red has

but he needs

library (
-

card
pocice44

2. Ms. Green has

but she needs

Needs

3. Ms. White has .

but she needs .

4. Mr. Blue has .

but he needs
Needs

2. One student chart as diagrammed below:

Student Chart
but I have extra

; I need
Needs
a.

3. A deck of 30 Extra Cards containing:

Item -

4r

Number in Deck

Cows
Sheep
Pigs
Horses
.Ducks

.5

SSSSS

5

COWS

5

sample

S

3x"

5

cards

S

144
"119.

are returned to the bottom of their respective piles;

4.. Ader...k of 30 Needs.Cards containing:

:Item

another strident is then called up and two new cards are

Number in Deck

Cows
Sheep
Pigs
Horses
Ducks

6

7. The game continues until someone has three matchet or
until all the cards have been used up. The student with ..

6
6

most of the matches is the winner.
discuss the following:
8. At-the erV of the
What kind of problems did you have trading?
How do the mairey cards help?-

6

Horses

Why would the game be harder without the money
cards?

sample

How would our lives be harder if we didn't have

3 x 5"
Needs

*It

selected for the Student Chart.

Needs

money for trading?

cards

Pr'ocedure:
1. Sheffle each deck separately.
2. Place an Extra Card in each of-the Extra pockets of the
Neighbors Chart.
3. Then place a Needs Card in each of the Needs pockets of
the chart (make sure that no individual neighbor has a

Tide: Let's Trade

.

matching setif one does, return the Needs Card and
pick another one).

RecommendedLevel: 1

Generalization 6: Because specialization and airz
divisft
labor result in increased output and in increases in the
of goods and services exchanged, there is a need fora money
system.

4.. Have a student come up and take the top card off the
Needs deck and place it in the Student Chart. The student
also takes the top card off the Extra deck and places it in

the Student Chan.

Subtopic 3: The use of money is a more efficient way of
exchanging goods and services than exchange by barter.

-1

-

Rmionalefor Ac:tivity: Thii activity will make the child aware
need

Needs

that trading may be a difficult way to obtain wanted goods
and services.

Extra

but I have extra

..

5. lithe student getg a match, s(he) puts the two cards on the
desk and. draws two more cards and continues to play. If
s(be) does not get a. match,-s(he) looks at the Neighbors
Chart to see if one of the Neighbors would want to trade
(e.g., Mr. Red might have extra Pigs and needs Cows). If
a Neighbor does-want to trade,'the student makes the trade
and puts the matching pair on the desk.
The teacher should Men break up the matching pair in _...
the Neighbor's pocket.
6. If no match can be made, the cards in the Student Chart

sAmP9
Pigs

MATCHES

Pigs

Objectives:.
.1. The student will get 5 trading cards of ;different good or
service.
2. The students will generalize that it is easier to obtain what

you want with money than .by exehanging goods for
goods (barter).

Materials:
1. The fifty trading cards (10 each of 5 cards). The teacher
May want to.modify the gems by, decreasing the number
of some cards and increasing the number of other cards. ,

2. Add 2 to 5 cards labeled "Money." This card -acts as a
joker and can be used in any combination {to represent
any card): Procedure:
1. Use groups of five-to eight children. Each child is dealtS
.

cards and the remaining cards are mixed up in the middle,
'facedown..
2.- The first player may trade any number of cards in his/her
. hand for the same ktunber -of cards that are spread out, or
may ask another plger to trade any number of cards:
3 . The child who gets 5 different trading cards wins the
...
.
game.
4. - At the end of the game, discuss problems children had
with trading and point out that the money card is much
more flexible..

Needs

Cows

Needs
(Note howl= can be etz;ed to make a match.)

41
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=IT" CARpS-:1 0 EACH-

_

I

SUNG

ICE CREAM

SHOTS

-ICE CFIEJUA

MARBLES

CONES

I

LE CREAM
CONES

-Tale: Will yciu Trade? (money as a medium of exchange)

RecinnmendedLeyek.2

- Generalization 6:- Because specialization and diyision of
labor resultin increased (apt and in increases in the amount
of goods and services exchanged, there is a need for a money
systed".

Subtope4:-.112e use of money is a more efficient way of
exchanginegoods. and services than exchange by barter.

Prac;tiure: (3 to 6 can play)
I. The Rule Cards are mixed up and laid face down. Each
student selects one of the cards and places it face up on the
table. This card designates the type of cads s(he) has to
collect.
°
2. The deck of 50 cards is shuffled and each player is given 4

cards t(these cards should not be shown to the other
players). The rest of the cards are stacked face down in the ruiddleof the table.
3. The object of the game is to get 4 cards that match tire
student:s Rule Card (money cards work as jokers and can
be used either as a circle, square or triangle).

RationaleforActivity: This game is designeritademonste
that trading is a difficult way to get what you want. Money
cards are used al jolters to demonstrate how much easier the
use of
is (as a" medium of exchange). than trying to
-trade all
time.

4. The first player (assume it is a boy) selects a card thai he
doesn't want, for example:
Rule Card

Cards in the player's band

-

_Objective:

1. The student will be able to tell why a money card was a
go;:idcard to draw (i.e., you could. use it for anything and
you don't have to find someone who wants what you have
to trade).

Materials:
1. Six Rule Cards (to prevent students from seeing through
the paper, construction paper should be used).

Since this player is saving circles; he would want to get rid
of one of his triangles. He picks another player and asks
that person if he or she will trade a triangle for a circle. If

the student who is asked has a circle card, he or she
trade but dclesn't have to. If the student asked couldn'ior
wouldn't trade, the player discards his triangle card and
draws the top card from the pile (no one can take a card
from the discard pile) .

(3 x 5" cards)

Discard Pile

A
Remaining cards stacked
face-down "

- After,the first player makes a trade or draws a card from

the center pile, the next-player takes a turn. The first
2. A deck of 50 cards containing:
typed card

number in deck

r

student to get a set of four cards that hatch his or her Rule
- Cardwins.
5. After the students .play the game several times,. ask the
What kinds of problems did you have trading? .
Why is the Money Card a good one to draw?

,15

,Why would the game be harder without the Money
Card?

How would our lives be harder if we didn't haVe
money for trading?

15

15 ,
Tide: The Trading Fair (money as a medium of exchange)
Total

RecommendedLevel: 3

50

(3 x 5"cards)

Generalization 6: Because specialization and division of
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.

labor restilt in increased output and in increases in the amount
of goods and services exchanged, there is a need for a money
systeln.

Procedure:
f
1. Select 5 stttsto be traders. The rest of the class should
observe. Optional: Divide the class into several small
groom and have students within each group act as a unit.

Subtopic 3.7" The cuse of money,is a more efficient way of
exchanging goods and serviceslhan -exchange by barter.

2. Give each of the 5 students a packet of trading cards. Have
the students look at their cards and point aft-that the other
students have different iternsbn their cards.
3. Designate a trading area (the 5 students can walk .around
in this area and trade): The rest of the class should match

Rationale for Activity: The activity is designed to simulate
the problems of trying to find a person who wants to trade

and observe what happens (who trades, who doesn't

Versus using money and going to a store to buy a wanted item.

bbjectives:.
difficult to find
li---The students will generalize that it
someone who wants to trade (wants what you have, to

7

trade, what kind of problems develop).
After sufficient time, stop the trading and record some
of the tradeS that were made.
Tim

2. The students will generalize that using mon

Hate the class as well as the participants ante what the
Grape
Gum

traders did and what kind of problems they encountered.
5. Designate a store area. Give each,of the original traders a
patket of money cards. The students can go to-the store

s

2 licorice)

and buy. what they want-(the' prices for the items should be

posted). Students run the store and should exchange the

Orange

item cards for money cards.
Allow the same amount of time assn the trading session
and then have a discussion comparing the two sessions.
How were the sessions. different?
Is trading or buying an easier way to d+ business? Why?
What is another reason?
Did the store run out of someitems7:Which ones? Did

Drink

11

Jelly
Donut

.

sample
cards

:3. A price list for the store (large chart or post the items on
the blackboard).
30 each
gum
150 each
candy bars

.

we run out of items when we were -trading? How do
.-.0
you know?
if we didn't have money but had to trade for everything, how would your family get_ its milk? bread?
etc.?
'What can we say about the importance of money?

250 etach

soft drinks
fruit
donutS

Tom

1 cookie
4. "Ask some of the following questions:
What did you have at the beginning?. .
Do you think you made good trades? Why?
What kind of problems did you have?

c. 2 soft drink cards. (1 cola and 1
orange)
d. 3 fruit cards (2 apples and' i orange)
e. 3 donut cards (1 chocolate covered,
1 glazed, and 1 jelly tilled)
2. FiVe money packets each containing
eight 50 cards
ten le cards
3 x 5"

Pete

is a much

easier way of getting what you want.

Materials:
1. five packets of trading cards
a. 15 gum cards (5 grape, 5 orange and
5 unsweetened spearmint)
b.. 3 candy bar cards (1 chocolate and

-MarY

2 cookies 4--+ 1 apple

trade and has what you want).

N.

15c0 each
15 teeact,

a
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Appendix A
Evaluation Items
1. Classification (Goods and Services). A paper and pencil test could be used to evaluate
this objective. The students could be given a score sheet with 10 numbered blanks.

They place a "G" or a "S"' in each blank to show whether the item named by the
teacher-is a "good" or a "service. ".
1
Haircut

6 Eye examination

7 Yo-yo

2 T.V. set

8 Shoes shined
9 Lawn mowed
10 Lumber

3 Carwash
4 Squirt gun .
5 Apple

.,

Another method which is faster but more difficult in terms of recording individual
scores utilizes multiple-response cards. Each student is given a 3 x 5' earn. On one side
of the card is a 'G" and on the other side is a "S." After you name an item, you ask the
students "p show." At this signal, the students hold up their cards to indicate whether
the item named is a good or a service.

2. Personal Conference. An aide or older student could be used to conduct an interview
with each of your students. For example, one of the expected outcomes states: "When

asked what 'unlimited wants' means, the student will verbally respond with an
appropriate definition (a definitiortby example would be acceptable)."
The aide could be given a class list and you could model what you want done with the

first one or two students (i.e., call back * first student and ask him several simple
questions .to put him at ease: "What is a 'piggy' bank?" "Howthiairy nickels in a
quarter?" After several prelimihary questions, ask the student to define "unlimited
,
wants"). The following system is effective for recording the student response
If the student gives a correct definition, the aide would record a EI on the class list; if ,
the definition is questionable, a diakonal line would be recorded; and if the student does
.
not know, a zero would be recorded.

Sancle:

-

r i3

-

:

.§11
.-----.

+

n, Jim

n1

3 i lc

.

+

"...7":°:

-1:

Fish, Irene

0

+

0

Horn, Tim

+

F;

+

Burrows. Bob

e

,

After the student givesthe definition: the aide instructs the student to go tell the next
student to come back. This is an effective way of testing your student: An olda,student
will enjoy the responsibility of administering and recording the tests. The zeros on the

class list 1F1 provide a quick method of identifying a .group of students needing
remeaiation.
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3. Anecdotal Remarks. This procedure can be used to record data for ,most of the
objectives One method for recording and filing remarks requires an area in your desk to
deposit the notes. Using a pad, just jot down items, s they occur and drop them in your
desk. Don't bother to file them until you have accumulated quite a few.. This seems like
-an-obvious procedure, but feW teachers make use of it.

4. Selecting she appropriate marketplace. Prepare a list of stores -which are in the
neighborhood or stores which the students normally visit.
ABC Hardware
Sears
Wards

Busy Bee Market
Tom's Barber Shop
Hal's Garage
Name an item and have the students identify an appropriate marketplace to purchase
that item. Possible items include:
haircut
battery for your car
flashlight battery
loaf of bread

fishing pole
pair of shoes
new bicycle
a football

This could be done orally in a small group or it could be done as a paper/pencil
exercise.
Selecting appropriate price. Multiple-response Cards (see' Item 1) could be used to
handle this activity. Name the item below and have the students indicate the typical
price paid for the item. (250, $1 .00 or $5.00).
ice cream bar
pencil
pack of gum
milk shake
loaf of bread
comic book

bag of popcorn
newspaper
balloon

6, Opportunity Coit. Present the following list of items to your students. Ask them to
identify the money cost of the item and to identify the opportunity cost of buying that
item.

98¢
89¢
950
79¢
890
99¢
$1.00
98¢

si ..c cans of soda water

toy truck
box of nails
pad of paper
rubber ball
kite
book
box of candy

-_

_

...

7. Different people want different items. Using a format similar to the one below, have
students indicate whether each person would want the item or not. Evaluate whether the
students catkgive specific reasons for the selection. (When asked, students should be
able to give specific reasons for indicating whether the person would want the item or
not.)
Baby

_Me

Parent

Grandparent

No

No

No

Tricycle

Yes

Cola

Yes

Yes

Carie

No

No

-

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

'

I

Shovel

No

..

Yes

8. Have the class list goods and services they think their school should provide (more
balls, colored pencils, more library books, unicycles to ride at recess, etc.). Ask each
student to select the item he/she would buy first and list two reasons for his/her choice.
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9. Present the following list of items to the class:
Services City A Could Supply
1. New park (including swimming pool and baseball field).
2. New children's room for library (additional boolcs, records, art prints, etc.).
3. A minibus to provide transportation for the elderly (free to people over 65).
4. A new sign on both sides of the city welcoming people to City A.
5. A stop light for a dangerous intersection.
6. Bus shelters to each of the school bus stops.

Ask the student to select which of the six items each of the following people would
select and to give a specific reason for his/her choice.
f: A man" (69 years old) who lives downtown near the library.
1. A parent with four boys (ages 2-10) who hai just moved to the city.
3.

A policewoman (single, 30 years old) who works with cases involving young
children.

10. You can- get a rough estimate of a student's willingness and ability to express
feelings/opinions in a discussion by using a simple tally system. Use the f011owing
chart to record the type of responses made by a small group of students during a
discussion (an aide or student can record the data). Have the students discuss how they

-

would use a small, vacant plot of land that is located in the middle of a large city. First. have the students suggest other ideas to add to the list below and then have them decide '

the "best" use of the land.
a parking lot
I
2. a playground
3. a fountain and benches
4. a garden and lawn area
5.

Student

r

Opinion

Feeling
*,

.

How
someone
else feels

..

Other

Jinn C.

Ralph D.
Susan K.
Alice R.
Joel M.

11. Earn

Money.
The Wilson family is a family of five:
He works as a butcher at the supermarket.
age 45
Mr. Wilson
age 43
Mrs. Wilson
She is a homemaker.
Mark is blind. He spends most of his time at home,
age 18
Mark
operating a ham radio.

Susie

age 16

She is in high sehool and spends her extra time with
friends (mainly at the community pool and recreation
center).

Peter

age 10

He is in the fifth grade. He plays with the neighborhood
kids during his free time.

The Wilson family needs more- income to pay their rent, food, etc. How many
different ways could they increak their income? Name as many as you can.

12. Have the students use multiple-response cards (see Item 1) marked "GOVERNMENT

HELP"- (unearned income) and "EARNED INCOME" to classify each of the
following:
I was paid $10.00 for helping to paint a sign.
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Received $10.00 worth of food stamps.
I receive a $100.00 unemployment check. .
,
I was paid $100.00 from the city/government for fixing a street.
I receive $50.00 each month from the government to help to pay the rent.
I receive $10.00 each month from the landlord for mowing the lawns.

-

(

.13. C ass Meetings

-

It

Have the students sit in a circle facing each other. As the teacher, you should also
join the circle. You should use an accepting strategy (avoid being judgmental) and
probe, student responses to clarify and extend thinking. Structure the discussion- so
dents can easily participate, but do not force the students to participate. Encourage
ent-to-student debate.
A Present pairs of occupations. Ask the students to discuss which of the jobs is mare
appealing and,why.
1
(

cook=waitress/waiter
truck drivertaxi-cab driver
park rangerpolice officer
garbage collectorsweet sweeper
mail carriertips station attendant

teacherprincipal

sales clerktelephone operator
B. Present a set of three occupations and ask the students to indicate which job they

wouldn't like and why they wouldn't like it. Also, read a description of three

different people and have the students tell which jobs these individuals wouldn't
like and why.

airline pilotveterinarian--highvray patrol
doctorprofessional "big league" umpiretruck driver
barberT. V. news broadcasterprojectionist at the local theater
I. A woman 42 years old, wholoves the out-of-doors, and dislikes big cities.
2. A man 21 years old, who is overweight. and clumsy, but has a good sense Of
humor and likes to be around people..
3. A man 62 years old, who likes to learn new things and is always trying out.new
ideas.
C. Have the class describe three high school students. Display thesedescriptions so
the .whole class can see them. Then, ask the students to indicate which of the two
jobs in each set their newly created high school students would prefer. .
1. sell soft drinks at a stadium/sell tickets at a stadium
G
2. truck driver/ambulance driver
3. telephone installer/watch maker
.

4. nurse/doctor
5. librarian/cook

I

D. Have the class list many posiible results for each of the following situations.:
I . If the government didn't give food stamps to poor peo*Plotiten
L. If the government gave food stamps to everyone then
3. If the government didn't give unemployment chicks to people out of work then
4. If the governmentprovided free baby sittingrhen
E. Have the class discuss alternative ways to solve a problem, have them select the
best way or a combination of ways and decide bow to evaluate their plan. Possible
problems to consider include:
2t recess,
Dismissing the
Passing out papers.
Deciding on a game to play during recess.

Deciding how to select three students from the class to go on a special
field trip.

14. Have the students discuss (1) what problems would result, (2) how each of the
following specialists would feel, and (3) how the resulting problems could be solved if
all the truckers-in the country decided not to go to work.
a. A cattle rancher who has just brought in his cattle and hasthem ready to be shipped
to market (the rancher lives in an isolated area and was going to ship the caide by
truck).
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b. The president of a bread comPany that Produces 10,000 loaves of bread-every day
and distributes them by truck to superMarkets.
c. A family that is having a moving van take their belongings across the country to a
new job and a new home.

After discussing several cases, have the class make several generalizations
about the complexity of specialization and some of the problems that this brings
about.
15. Auction. Give each student $100.00 worth of class money C`Moola," "Wamputtl,"
etc.). Place,,some items in an auction box each morning of the week.' Items might
include posters. paperback books, collectibles such as rocksAmystery item placed in a
.

paper sack, discarded textbOolcs, etc. Hold an auction some time in the afternoon each

day. Keep a record of who purchased each item and the price paid .(this should be
recorded in chart form so the students can easily see ituse a transparency, butcher
paperLditto, etc.). Review the happenings of the week and ask the student to resiond to
the foil-owing questions:

I. Why weren1you willing to pay more for an item?
2. Who would be willing to pay more?
3. Under what 'conditions would you be willing to pay more for an item?
4. If someone would be willing to pay'
for
, what does this tell us
about thatperson's values?
5. What function did our class money play in this activity?

Sample
Review
Exercise
Name
Date

Economics
Generalization 1

1. Goods and Services. Place a "G" or an "S" in each blank to show whether the item is

a "good" or a- "service."

_ ab. T.Haircut
V. set

_

c Carwash
d. Squirt gun

f. Eye examination

g. Yo-yo
h. Shoes shined
i Lawn mowed

j. Lump'

e Apple

. What price would you expect to pay for each of thefollowing (circle one):
a peno119
250 $1.00
a pack of gum/
250 $1.00
a kite?
250 $1.00
..
a yo-yo?
25¢ $1.00

$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00

S. Unlimited wants means (checrone)-A, I want something! can't have.
B. I have many, many wants.
C. I want a big car.
4. How Much do you think you would have to pay for
a bottle of sodal
g
an ice cream bar',
an apple?

S. Answer the rko questions in each box:
Set-A
book .
99¢
candy . !-. . $1.00
ball . . . . 980
If you buy the underlined item what is the money cost?

If you buy the underlineditern, what is the opportunity cost?

Set B
gum . . . . 150
popcorn .
150
soda . .250
If you buy the underlined item what is the money cost?
If you buy the Underlined item, what is thc opportunity cost? !If the reading level is too difficult, the questions should be read orally to -the class or. Me exercise could be
administered to individua; students

.

r

From Master Crariciikon Guide. Part II. Primary level; JCEE, 1977.

Sample
Review
Exercise
2*
Name
Mite

.,
Economics
Generalization 2

1. List five goods or services the government supplies to your family.
(3)
(sample: fire proteciiOn)
. .(4)
(1).
(5)
.
(2).

r

2. List five resources the government must purchase to provide fire protection.
(sample: fire hose)
(3)
(I)

(4)-

(2)

0(5)

3. Name one way the government geti income.

4: Why can't the city provide all thi goods and services that everybody wants?

-,

00

5. A city needs another firefighter and_another filcher. The city has only enough money to
hire one of theth. Which- of-the following would be an opportunity cost if the city hires
the firefighter? (Cheek the correct one..)
(1) The city would have to pay the firefighter.

_(2) Classes at 'the school would be larger.
_(3) The city would not be able to hire the teacher.

-4

*If 'the reading level is too difficult.. the questions 5111X1 Id be read orally to the class.

4

From *alter Carricubon Guide. Part

Primary Level. iCEE..

Sample.
Review
Exercise
3*

a

'Economies
Generalization 3

Name
Date

.

rI

1. Circle the items below which are resources used in building a house.
flowers
wood
time
bedroom
shovel
kite
toy
2. What are three resources that can be used to build a stop sign?
1

ST

<,

3: Carole the definition below which means limited resources."
a. We are very rich.
b. We have forests, farm 1 d water and workers.
.
and other resources to btilid ever ything we want.
c. We don't have enough w
d. We don't have any mountains in our state.
4. If we use the wood we have to build a fort, there will be some opportunity
the Opportuniti,obsts below.
,
a. We won't have as much wood to makescarts.
b. Our fort may not bebig enough.
a
c. Our friends could play in the fort.
d. We couldn't make a jiunping ramp for our bikes.-

.

Circle

If the reading level is too difficult the questionsshould beread orally to Medan.

.

From Master CUrriodum Guide. Part II, Ptimary Levi. JCEE.. 1477.

Sample
Review
Exercise
4*
Economies
Generalization 4

a

Name
Date

1. List five different ways you. could earn money.

-

think each one usually

money
2. L. st the following in order according to how much mon.

(most)

President of a large Company

Newspaper delivery person ,
Dentist
Teacher
r, .Clerk in a department store

;-

(least)

0.

.

3. In each set of three. circle the job that takes the longest to learn.
Nurse
A. Doctor
Pilot
B. Barber
Waiter
C. Cook

Secretary
Bus Driver
Dishwasher

r

4. Circle each item below which is a type of govd3unent transfer payment.
I received $50.00 worth of food stamps.
I was paid $100.00 for painting the citypark bendhes.
I received $100.00 each month from the government to help in paying my, rent.
I received $10.00 each month for selling newspapers at City Hall.
--

lf the readt ni level is too difficult.: th e question; shoUld be read orally Mete class.

e
a

From Mauer Curriculum Guide. Part IL %M any Level .ICEE. 17.77.

.

_

a

Sample
Review

Exercise
5*

Name
Date

Eensognics.

Generalization 5
1. Name three specialism who work in our school.

-2. Name

who work at a hamburger

3. Give two reasons for having different people pcfaan different jobs at a hnaiburger
stand.

A. doctor-is a specialist. Name two other specialists he/she depends on in a hospital.

5. True or False

rs specialism.
a. Truck dre isre

a. The school cafeteria cooks depend on truck drivers.
c. Nurses are specialists.
d. If you specialize you depend on others.
*If the reading level is too difficult. tbequestions should be :sad orally to tbe class..
ti

Mosto CaiTiculanvdsside, Part II. Primary Level. JCEE, 1977.
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Sample
Review
Exercise
0

Economics
Generalization 6

6*
Name
Date

"

1. List two ways you might obtain an item you want..

2. Matching. Put the letter in the blank to show the main type of money usually used in each
transaction below:
Buy a candy bar
1

2. Buy a house
3. Buy* new car
4 Buy an ice cream cone
5. Pay a parking find
of S5-00

6 Buy groceries at a store
7 Use the pay telephone

Types of Money
A. coins
B. piper money

C, checks

8 Pay rent

9 Pay the light bill
10 Send V.00 to a relative

3. Matching. Put the correct letter in the blank to show whether the underlined item in each
sentence below is: (a) a producer, (b) a good or service, or (Oa medium of exchange or a
measure of value.
I walla° the doctor and paid with a check to have a cast put on my arm.
1

2. I usecheck to pay an artist for a painting.
3. I put a dime in the parking meter.

4. 'bought the'coatthat was on salefor $10.04.
5. The farmersoldall his hay fbr $1,000.
6 Thedentistcharged$15.00 to fill thecavity.
7. I paid JB for the 'Candy bar.
8. She bought the dollor
9.. The most expensive car was V3,000.
fare to ride the bus.
Jim paid
If the reading level is too difficult, the questions should be read orally to the class.

From Mann CurriculumI Guide. Part 11..; Primary Level. KEE; 1977.
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Wap-Sitliwyfroims of payment for persons rendering
labor SerViCtfa. Wage is usually based on the hour, day or
week, while salary, as used he
refers .o a fixed annual or
.

monthly rate of pay.

WaitS=A--psychological or physical desire that may be

fulfilled thtough the consumption of a good or service.

Wants4neeme Gap (Seardty)--The condition resulting
from the fact that people's wants for goods and services
exceed people's ability (income) to purchase these goods
and -services.

-
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,
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Suggested, Supplementary Materials
go

household is limited and its wants for
Because
unlimited. it 'bust choose which of its
goods and services
many wants for consunieroods and services it will satisfy.

Price, advertising, convenience, quality, and preferences are
presented as reasons for choosipg certain goods and services
over others. Income is introdocedss-the means by which we
can purchase goods and services in order to satisfy wants.

**Daniel's Birthday: Choosing Goods and Services."
Filmstrip 1 from "Primacy Economics," from BFA Educa-

services can be consumed. The filmatrip ends with Reasons
J .
why incomes vary. e.

tions! Media. In this filmstrip Daniel learns about goods and
SerfaCCS while he and his friends go shopyihg around town.

tie filmstrip especially emphasizes that different people
want different goods and services. The difference between
goods and services also is explained. The boys realize
because of limited income:important goods and servi
must be chosen first.

"The Toy Store," F ilrhstrip -1 of "Economics for
Primarie," SVE/Singer. Two boys visit a toy store to buy
yo-yot. They discover that the yo-yos cost more money than

either one of damn has. Since

cannot buy the exact

yo-yos they want. they 'must 'decide on the various alterna-

tives open to them. They realize that most wants can be
satisfied by a variety of goods and services, and that a
difference exists between durable and nondurable goods.
Their problem forces them to think about opportunity cost
and the importance of making wise decisions. Su e
discussion questions and classroom projects arc i

ed.

"Choices," Program Three from "Common tents." a
KETC prodOction, St. Louis, Missiiuri. The "howl and
whys" of different economic choices is the subject of this
program. It presents the many decisionS that must be made
concerning spending, the use of resources, and saving. The
idea that, one's wants and needs must always be weighed
against a cost factor is...stressed.
Ktitzwinkle, William, The Day the Gang Got Rich. New
York: Viking Press, 1970. 'his is a story about a boy who
receives five dollars and nmft. "the gang" to ice cream soda;
-preizels, candy; gum. comic books, and a ride on the trolley
until Ins money finally runs out. It illustrates the generalizations Of limited income and unlimited wants, and that prices.
income and personal preferences determine which goods and
services will be bought in the marketplace. The story lends
itself to a discussion of wise decision-making and opportunity cost.

"Wants and Needs.:' Program Six from "Common
tents," a KETC production, St. Louis, Miswuri. This
program coiszentrates on needs and wants. Because families
are unique. they have different wants and economic limitations. The program also discusses money. advertising and
good consumerism.

"We Are All Consumers," Filinsuiti2 from "Economics
In Our World," by Teaching Resources Films. The necessity
of making economic choices is discussed in this filmstrip.

Income also has an. influence on how many goods and

'"Families Are' Consinners," fiom "Ecoiicitnics for
Primaries," Filmstrip 2 from Eye Gate Media. This filnistrip
program discusses the necessity for making choices and gives
pointers on how to make good choices. It presents examples
of the many consumer gliods and services available, including durable goods, energy, food. recreation and time. The
filmstrip emphasizes the fact that when someone consumes
something a decision made not to consume something else.

Galdone. Paul, The Three. Wishis. New York: McGmw-

Hill; 1961. In this book a fairy grants a woodman time
wishes in return for saving a tree. The woodman proceeds to
waste his wishes without having given them serious thought.
The reader realizes the importance of making wise choices
about needs and wants.

----"Zemach, Margot, The Fisherman and His Wife. New
Nortcin and Company. 1966. This is an old tale
by the brothers Grimm which illustrates the unlimited nature
of human wants. Althdugh the old woman receives many of
her wants from the fish, at the. end ,she- discovers there are
limitations:Limited resources and the importance of making
wise decisions can become topics for classroom discussion.
Maher, John E., and- S. Stowell Symrnes, Ideas About
Choosing.

New York Franklin Watts, Inc., 1969. This

illustrated book coi2cenirates on econonne choices made by
individuals, businesses 'and governments: It discusses what
economic choices are, why they_are.necessary, and, how they
are made.

Economic Generalization 2
Because household income is limited, households must
choose bow much of their income they will use to purchase
goods and services privately and how much they willpuse to
purchase collectively thriiugh government.
Why We Have Taxes: The Town That Had No Police-

man," from Learning Corporation of America. This is an
animated' film 'about a community's need for a policeman.
The problem of how the policeman 'will earn an income IS
presented.The people of the common* solve this problem
with the idea of taxation. The film concludes with examples

of modern services provided by taxes, and reinforces the
ideas of government supplying services to citizens, purchas-

ing labor resources from households, and financing these
purchases through taxes. This program also available in a
filmstrip format.

"Financing. a Community ,`" Filmstrip G in the series
"Introduction to Economics," from Eye Gate Media. This
pogrom discusses Atm need for public goods and services
within* community and how decisions regarding these goods
and services are made through representative government.
Also presented seethe different kinds oT taxes, ways in which
taxes are collected, cad for what purpcities specific taxes are
used.

"Government Goods and Services," Filmstrip 8 from
"Economics in Our World," bj Teaching Resources Films.
The levels of government are introduced and examples are
given of the goods and services provided by each level. The

similarities between government Ind families are emphasized through a discussion of decision-making and
opportunity cost. Taxation is identified as the main source of

income for governments in their attempt to satisfy public.
needs and wants.
Maher, John E. , Ideas About Taxes. New York: Franklin
Watts, Inc.. 1972. This book begins with an explanation of
public and privasetgoods anfol services. It explains the need for

public goods and services and how taxes provide the money
needed by governments to buy the goods and services people
want. Government decision-making 'is also discussed. The
typ= of taxes used by the various revels of e:YVernment are
presented, as well as the problems caused by taxation.

3
Faconquaic G
Because wants are unlimited and-resources are limited and
versatili, choices must be made as to what goods and services

ase to be produced.

opportunity cost of these decisiot.s. Suggested discussion
questions and classroom activities are included.
"Building a New Clubhouse, from the World of Work

Adventures of Lollipop Dragon, SVE/Singer. Hubert,
Gwendolyn, the Lollipop Dragon and friends build a new
clubhouse, but find they must plan and use resources wisely.
The filmstrip shows that land, labor and capital are necessary

in building the clubhouse. Specialization of labor
also is
S.
emphasized.

.

"Clothing: A Pair of Blue Jeans;" Learning Corporation
of America. This color film follows the process of making a
pair of blue jeans from the cotton field to the boy who buys
them. At each stage we learn about the resources needed and
their cost.

"Economics and Our Natural Resources," PlImstrip 3
from "Economics for Primaries," Eye Gate Media. In this
filmstrip, unlimited wants and limited resources are presented as a problem which all families and all societies face.
Among the most important of these productive resources are
a cowury`s natural resources. Examples of the madrtypespf
natural resources are presented with a view of the outputs
which result from the use of these resources.

Beskov , Elsa, Penis New :Suit.' Nev.!. York: Horner
Row Publishers. 1962. In this illustrated book Pelle deci
to Lire a new suit made for himself: lie begins by shearing
-his services foc the
his lamb. Each step involv
and sew the
services of others who card, in, dye,
..,sicm should
wool into a nevi
Topics for classroom.

include factors of production. specialization, :nterdependeuce and barter. The story illustrates that the b- t. wool it
only one of the many inputs necessary in ma! ". a coat.
Chilton, Robert, Roy and Shirley, Where /n.,..... We Use
Come From. Chicago: Children's Press, 1970. The emphasis

'Michael's Moon Store: Producing Goods and Services,"
Filmstrip 3 from "Primary Economics" by BFA Educational
Media. In this filmstrip Michael decides to go into business

of this book is upon production of goods and services.

producing and selling moon goods. Adam decides upon
moon services. The boys talk about the meaning of producing

and consuming. They discover the resources they need for
producing are tools, materials and workers.

Examples are given of resources used in the production of
goods. such as pianos, sugar, chocolate and tires. Supply,
demand, surplus and scarcity apsexplained. The book ends
with a brief discussion of specialization, technology, transportation and barter.
-

"The Dog House," Filmstrip-2 from "Economics for
Pri marks," SVE/Singer. In this filmstrip Steven and Paul
decide to build a dog house. They learn about the productive
resources needed for this job: lumber, tools, and their own

Economic Generalization 4

Labor income is the main source of income for most

labor. The productive process combines productive resources, such as land, labor and capital, into goods and
.. services wanted by society. Society makes choices about
her these resources will be used. Suggested discussion

households.

"A Collar for Patrick: Buying Goods and Services."
Filmstrip 2 from "Primary Economics.", BFA Educational
Media. Daniel decides to buy a collar for his pet duck, then

questions and classroom activities lire included.

discovers he has no money to pay fr.- it. Wand Adam discuss
ways in which people eara money. The filmstrip ends when

"The Garden," Filmstrip 4 from "Economics for
Primaries," SVE/Singer. In this filmstrip Marina feels the
frustrations of limited resources when she tries to produce
goods and services. Each choice she must make involves
giving up something else. In families, as well as in societies,
productive resources are limited by the availability of land.
labor and capital. Choices most be made concerning what
goods and services will be produced, keeping in mind the

the boys- decide upon a way in which they can earn an
income-

'Working and Earning," Filmstrip 3 from "Economics in
Our World," by Teaching Resources Films. The central idea
of this filmstrip is the relationship between working, income
and satisfaction of needs and wants. Examples of public and

138

pti'vategoods aid services arepresented. Education, training; supply and deniand, and talent are mentioned as some
variables which help to deterrni,e income,
"Producers and Consumers." Program 2 from "Common
KETC Production, St Louis, Missouri. The
gents...!
program begini wie: a definition of these two terms. It then
moves to ad introduction of jobs, and income. We vome to see
Vial work can -mean. different things- to many people. The,
program concludes with a statement about the value& work.
KETC
"Jobs," Program SP from "Common dents,
production, St. Louis, Missouri. This program deals with
jobs, what they are and what they mean to a family. The
problem of unemployment and the crises it can cause in a
househOld are briefly diicussed. The program also mentions
reasons workers lose jobs, job satisfaction, training, unions,
.
and strikes.
.

"FathersWhat They DO,". produced by Films/West,
Inc., and distri buted bv Film Fair Cbminunications. This film
concentrates on the work activities of three fathers, a service

station attendant, a hardware store owner, and a carpenter.
Students are introduced to the importance of work. Work
provides others with goods- and services and is the main
source of income for most_familieS: Some fathers work for
others and receive a salary ,or wages. Those who own their
-own business use part of their profit as pay for themselves.

-

"MothersWhat They Do," produced by Films/West,
Inc. and distributed by Film Fair Communications. This film

-

concentrates .on the work activities of three Mothers, a
full-dine 'housewife, a full-time working mother, and a
housewife who viorks. part time. Students learn about the
impoitanceof work in -order to prOvide families with a money

income-or with services they need.

-

"We AreAll Consumers," Filmstrip 2 from "Economics
In Our World." by Teaching Resources Films. The necessity
of making economic. choices is discussed in this filmstrip.
Price, advertising, convenience, quality, and preferences are
presented as reasons for choosing certain goods and services
over others. Incomeis introduced as the means by which we
cap purchase goods-and services in ordzr to satisfy wants.
to -ome also has an influence on how many good and services

ran

consumed. The filmstrip ends with -reasons why

incomes vary.

"Work People Do, "- Filmstrip 6 from "Economics for
Primaries." 'Eye Gate Media:. This filmstrip and cassette
explore the kinds of work people do at home and on the job.
The importance of we-'.: is discussed from the pointof view
-of both onaducer and consumer.

"Why ?eople Have Special Jobs: The Man Who Made
Spinning Tops," Learning Corporation of A. .nerica. This is
an animated film about a villager who makes a spinning top
the children in the village want tops. A,
for his son. Soon

problem develops because the villages has other responsibilities. The problem is solved when another father provides the villager with food in i-eturn fora top, illustrating the
beginning of specialization and interdependence. The filrii
ends with examples of specialized jobs today. This program
is also available in filmstrip format.

"The Breakfast," Filmstrip 3 from "Economics for
Primaries," SVE/Singer. In this filmstrip Beth and her sister

Julie quarrel about their morning chores. Their mother
suggests that each girl do everything for herself, rather than
share the responsibilities. Chaos results, thus emphasizing
!;e importance, of division of labor and specialization within
household ana-within society. Suggested discussion clues:
tions and classroom activities are included.

"World of Work Adventures of the Lollipop Dragon, from SVE/Singer. This set of six /rnstipS and cassettes of
, umtum teach students
the Lollipop Dragon's adventures
about.the world of work. Especially emphasized is diVision
of labor, specialization, technology, interdependence and

cooperation. Titles ineade "The Workers of Turntum,""Making Dragon Cookies," "Trading Jobs in Tumtum,"
"Changing World of Work in Tumturn," "Building a
Clubhouse'," and "The Lollipop Factory."

'Specializing and Exchanging." Filmstrip 1 from "Economics in Our World," by Teaching Resources Films-. This
filmstrip beginsby illustrating bow bees divide labor among
theniselves. This-is then compared to division of labor in the
production of goods and services. Examples of specialization
of individuals and countries are presented, and interdependence is discussed in relation to this. A result of specialization and interdependence leads to the need for an exchange or
barter system:. The filmstrip ends with a discussion of money
as a medium of exchange.

"Production," Program 10 of "Common dents," a
KETC Production, St. Louis, Missouri. This program
presents the functions of the production process. It discusses
profits, tools, machinery, assembly lines, division of labor,
specialization, and the producer's responsibilities. It con=
.
eludes by reinforcing the idea of interdependence.
" You and Mass Production," S VE/Singer, is a set of four
filmstrips and cassettes entitled "From One by One to Lots -

and Lots," "The Paper Bag," "Clarence the Car," and
"Buttons! Buttons!" All filmstrips are designed to show.how
mass production (including division of labor and specializa-

tion) has improved the quality and quantity of goods
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Eciinemic Gnekalization 5
,Because_ households want more goods and services than
can be produced with available resources; there is a need to
find' new and more efficient ways of using existing resources
(specialization and division ,oflabor).

produced while lowering cost. Advantages and disadvan -'
tages are shown. The filmstrips include a history of mass
production, a tour through a bicyCle and car factory, and a
discussion of automation and its part in mass production.
"Targo Explores the World of Work,". SVEJSinger, is a
set of six filmstrips and cassettes. "Targo, the Job Explorer'

(Jobs at Home and School)" introduces Targo and what he
does as a job explorer. "Who's Cooking, Targo? (Similar
Jobs Throughout the Community)" explains the jobs Targo
has explored and how these jobs are similar to ones at home

and at school. "Tale of a Nail (A Cluster of Dependent
Jobs)" shows Targo as a street cleaner who discovers the
importance of doing his job well. "Where's the Ice Cream?
(A Series of Dependent Jobs)" has Targo and agrocer tracing
ice cream from the delivery truck to the dairy farm, showing

the dependence of one job upon another. "Pride of the
Slippery Fish (One Job Affects Many Communities)" has
Targo showing an old sea captain how jobs in his community

affect jobs in other ccdnrnunities. "Who's Got the Roller
Coaster? (Many Communities Affect One Job)" shows
Targo and an amusement park operator tracing a missing
roller coaster which has-been recalled for repairs. Different
communities and workers arc needed to make parts for the
roller coaster. Interdependence and specialization are dominant themes.
Chilton, Robert, Roy, and Shirley. Everyone Has Important Jobs to Do. Chicago: Children's Press, 1970. This bbok
begins by discussing the important jobs which members of a
f- 'y have at home and at school. This is contrasted with
jobs members of families may have had in another time or
another place. Income, profit anji taxes are briefly _men-

tioned. The book ends with questions about what would
happen if each person did not do his or her job. Through
discussion the concepts of specialization and interdependence can be developed.

with examples of people using the barter system.

"Trading," Program I from "Common cents," KETC
Production, S'. Louis, Missouri. This program focuses on
the concept of trading or barter by presenting definitions of
what it is we trade (goods and services). It discusses the
concept of interdependence among people. It illustrates the
advantages and disadvantages of the barter system and leads
into an understanding of money as a medium of exchange.

"Exchange and Money," Filmstrip 5 from "Economics in
Our World," by Teaching Resources Films. This filmstrip

begins with a discussion of the most common forms of
money: coins, paper money and checking accounts. The
conveniences of money as a medium of exchange and a
measure of value are compared to the inconveniences of a
barter system. The program ends with a brief discussion
about specialization and interdependence and emphasis upon
the importance of money as a facilitator in the exchange of
goods and services.

Maha, John E., Ideas About Money. New York: Franklin
Watts, Inc., 1970. This book begins with an explanation of
generalized producers and specialized producers, thus laying
the groundwork for the need for a money system. The first
half of the book concentrates on how money serves us. We
use money to buy things, as savings, and to tell us the price of
goods and services. The second part of the book deals with

two kinds of money: currency and checks.

"What Is Money'?" Filmstrip 2 from "Introduction to
Economics," Eye Gate Media. This filmstrip, begins with a
look at two primitive then 'trading with each other for things
they need. The disadvantages of the barter system are then
presented with the solution being the introduction to a money
system. The history of ourmoney system from shells-to paper
currency iS examined. A closer look is then taken at checks
and credit cards.

Wilkinson, Jean and Ned, Come to Work With Us in a Toy
Factory. Milwaukee: Sextant Systems, Inc. 1970. This book

is illustrated with photographs taken at a toy factory. Each
photograph is accompanied by a riddle which explains the

many kinds of jobs necessary for the production and
marketing of toys, from the designer to the company
president. Emphasis is therefore on division of labor,
specialization and interdependence.

"Economics: Money," BFA distributor. This film uses
the thoughts and feelings bf children about money and what
they would do with it. It answers somebasic questions. What
is money? Why is it needed? How do we get it? Where does
money go? Emphasis is on values and choices involved in the
use of money.

Economic Generalization" 6

Because specialization and division of labor result in
increased output, and in increases in the amount of goods and.

checks and credit cards are introdUced. This is then compared

services exchanged, there is a need for a money system.

`How Money Works," Program 5 from "Common
;tents," a KETC Production, St. Louis, Missouri. This
program deals with the flow of money. It then moves to credit
cards and the use of checks. Taxes are brieflYdiscussed and

"Why, We Use Money: The Fisheiman Who Needs A

Knife," Learning Corporation of Ainerica. This is an
animated film about a fisherman who tires of the barter

the program ends with a statement about money as our
medium wf exchange.

system and introduces the basic concept of money. The film
illustrates how much more convenient the use of a money

Elki.:. VInjamin, The True Book of Money. Chicago:

system is as compared to a barter system. especially in a.
specialized.society. It concludes with a look at the uses of
money today:

-Children's Press, 1960. Beginning with a trade between two

"Money-Paying for Things," Filmstrip 4 from "Economics for Primaries " Eye Gate Media. This filmstrip

a medium of exchange, and a unit of account is briefly
explained with emphasis on the -history of money. It
, .concludes with a brief discussion of saving money and

modern boys, examples of- barter. in ancient times are
presented. Amusing examples of barter show why money
was introduced to facilitate trade. Money as a store of value,

presents money as a way of trading for things we want and
need. The different forms of money, such as bills, coins.

checks.
O
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Gross, Ruth Be lov, Money, Money, Money. Scholastic
Book Ser Crices, 1971. This book .traces our money system
from its beginning in the barter system. The problems which
barter present are examined. Early types of money: cows,
sheep, salt and .shells, are discussed. inconveniences presented by this kind of nioney lead to the introduction of metal
'oney. Different coins are illustrated and the book ends with
a discussion of credit cards and checks.

---

4. "Money: One. of Work's Rewares." The importance

Other Materials

-.of earning money for work is emphasized.

5. "MathWho Needs It?" Shows the relationship
These materials would also be useful in the study of
economics.at the primary level. They were not listed under a
specific generalization because- they either included many
generalizations without emphasis on a particular one, or they
were indirectly related to the generalizations.

"World of Our Own," SVE/Singer. This set of 5 filmstrips
and cassettes includes:

I. '.-Food, aoihing, Shelter, and Space." Basic needs
are identified and ways are discussed in which people
can manage .natural resources to meet basic needs.
2. "People Need Each.Other." A recognition of people as
social beings having needs which can o .;.; be met by
other people..
.
3. "Community Services: Many People Serve Our Corn-.
munity." Identifies the different services needed and
provided by a community.

4. "Community Resources: People Work to Make Our

Community Better." ,Discusses ways in which a
community meets needs for self-expression, beauty,
and privacy through its resources.
5.. "Planning for the Future." Discusses changes .and
reasons forthese changes in the attempt to meet all the
needs of a community.
. . Work," SVE/Singer. This set of 6
**Something
.filmstrips and cassettes includes:

1. "Pennies, Nickels, and Dimes." Emphasis is On the
value of saving money.
2. "We Wrote Their Readers." Explains how students
are consumers and producers of educational materials.

3. "What's Your Specialty?" Explains specializatiOn of
work and why people choose to specialize. (pcssibly
bould be included under Generalization 5)

between Schoolwork and the world of work.
6. "The Joy of Giving.'' Explaing that ielf,satisfaition. is
another reason for working..

Ideas. About Others and Your by John E. Maher and S.
Stowell Symmes: New York: Franklin WattS, Inc., /1969.
This book explains our economic -system which produces,
the things we want. Production and consumption of goods.

and services, money flow, taxes, resources, and many
other things are presented.

-Career Awareness," SVE/Singer. This is a set of 5
filmstrips and cassettes:

Have a Body." Not particularly relevant for.

I

economies.

2. "I Have- a Brain." Not pardcularly ;relevant for:
**The Work People Do. ".A boy goes to work with his
father and sees the various, types of jobs.
4. "I Can Do Things." Illustrates the similaritiesbetween
.
activities of students and .the world of work.
5. `.4 Can Make Choices." A- recognition of the many
kinds of choices made by 'individuals.
3..

.

Note: Although Generalization fidoes not include banking,
there are a few very gocid-resources available on this
topic.

1. "It's All Mine." A film produ'exl by the American
Bankers Association.

2. "Adam Builds a Bank: Saving for Goods and Services." Filmstrip 4 from "Primary.E.onomics" from
BFA EduCational Media.

32. "BankS," .Program .7 from "Common Cents," a
KETC Production, St. Loiiis, Missouri.
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